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SUMMARY 
Reactor designs to collect data for determining 
, 
the nature and rates of chemical reactions 
(particularly those in the gas phase at elevated 
temperatures) are reviewed. The limitations and 
weaknesses of the equipment presently employed are 
discussed and inadequate mixing in a so called 
'ideally stirred' reactor is illustrated using a 
/ 
technique in which smo,ke is generated by chemical 
reaction within the vessel itself. 
,-
The selection of a 'perfectly mixed' flow reactor 
from a wide range of alternative schemes is then 
reported (use being made where appropriate, of 
computer programs written for the purpose). 
This basic design concept is developed on prototypes 
and finally, the design, fabrication and testing of a 
stirred gas phase quartz reactor and its oven, suitable 
":Cor operation up to approximately 500°C are described 
in detail. In addition, with only slight modification 
to the reactor body, it is suggested that the equipment 
would be suitable for the study of heterogeneously 
catalysed reactions. 
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N' 
B 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
xxiv 
pressure drop as head of fluid 
the integral of the residence time 
frequency function between the limits 
o and t 
a function 
feed 
the residence time frequency function 
dimension of impeller blade 
acc~leration due to gravity 
gas 
impeller jig dimension 
internal age frequency function 
the degree of segregation 
the degree of segregation for the 
state of maximum mixedness 
intercept in the equation of a 
straight line 
the coefficient of sudden contraction 
a constant, velocity constant or rate 
constant 
cylindrical length 
cylindrical area for flow 
streak length 
total quantity of tracer 
mass. 
moles'of component B in total reaction 
volume 
rate of moles of component B entering 
reactor volume element 
N' Bp 
NI Bf 
n 
It 
n' 
/ 
p 
p 
p (subscript) 
Q 
R 
r 
Re 
s 
s 
T 
t 
v 
v 
w 
X,Y,Z 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
xxv 
moles of component B in total 
reaction volume at time = 0 
rate of moles of component B 
leavinq reactor 
rate of moles of component B 
entering reactor 
the overall reaction order 
= sum of a,h/e 
number of equally sized stirred 
reactors 
the number of molecules in the 
reactor 
pressure 
the number of points, groups or 
packets of molecules in the reactor 
product 
flow rate 
the gas constant 
resistance to flow per unit area of 
pipe surface 
rate of reaction 
Reynold·number 
Laplace variable 
space velocity as defined on page 17 
temperature 
time 
reactor or reaction volume or 
simple volume 
velocity 
wall thickness 
product molecular species 
X,Y (subscripts) = 
~ = 
~p = 
x,y,z = 
= 
/ 
= 
-(l = 
= 
= 
r (n) = 
e = 
e = 
= 
]J = 
p = 
= 
T = 
T = 
= 
= 
w = 
xxvi 
products 
fraction of component B 
converted in time t 
fractional conversion of 
component B in the reactor 
stoichiometric values for 
product molecular species 
X,Y,Z respectively in equation 
infinity 
the age of each molecule 
the mean age of all molecules 
the age of the pOints, groups 
or packets of molecules in the 
reactor 
exponential constant in 
exponential decay equation 
Gamma function 
a moment in time 
an angle in Appendix A 
residual lifetime of a molecule 
viscosity 
density 
the sum of 
1 
spac~ time as defined on page 17 
normalised time 
volumetric feed rate 
chi-squared 
radial velocity 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
, 
1.1. STUDYING REACTIONS 
Man has used chemical reactions in a 
problematical way for many thousands of years; homo erectus 
for example, was surviving an ice age climate some 400,000 
years ago by exploiting the exothermic chemical reaction 
'fire,l~. However, only by utilising the recent knowledge 
derived from/chemistry and physics, has the systematic 
production of useful materials and energy by the molecular 
change of natural resources been possible. Obviously the 
choice of a chemical process·by which these conversions are 
made depends on many factors including the nature and 
availability of the feed material to the demand location and 
the ability to separate and purify the product. However, of 
the reaction itself, speed and the heat of reaction, 
temperature sensitivity and the production of by-products· 
. t 
need to be understood and quantified if efficient processes 
are to be selected and equipment adequately designed. 
t 'efficient' is used here.to include not only speed and 
cheapness but also safety and acceptability to the employees 
of a company operating such a process 
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1. 2. TYPES OF REACTION 
The chemistry of any reaction may be described 
as follows: 
..... 
aA + bB + cC + •••.•• + ••.••. + xX + yY + zZ (1) 
where upper case letters represent chemical species and 
lower case, the number of molecules involved. 
Simple cases include a single molecular species 
decomposing or rearranging itself (say by the influence of 
temperature) or two or more chemicals reacting to form 
directly a stable product or products. However, intermediate 
--compounds are possibleB 2 • These may be highly activated forms 
of the original reactants and have very short lifetimes, or 
they may be definite intermediate materials which react with 
other reactants or products to yield the final chemical 
composition. These reactions are called therefore series 
reactions and may be described generically as: 
A .... R .... S (2) , 
where A represents initial reactants, R all intermediates and 
S the final stable product mixture. 
·t 
of course, by-products may be produced at any 
t By-products are themselves often marketable. They are, 
however, undesirable since they reduce the overall 
profitability of the process by reducing the yield of the 
most profit generating product. 
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stage. This may be by a series reaction, where the products 
• 
required are in effect intermediates 40 of reaction (materials 
R as in equation 2) or they are produced in parallel to the 
product: 
A S (3) 
A T (4) 
where T is a by-product or by-products. 
/ 
1. 3. THERMODYNAMICS 
-" The first two laws of thermodynamics have 
specific application to the analysis of chemical reactions. 
THE FIRST LAW - 'the conservation of energy' 
The First Law, under the title thermochemistry 54 considers 
the internal energy of atoms and molecules and gives a 
theoretical basis for estimating the energy absorbed or 
liberated in reactions. 
THE SECOND LAW 
The Second Law is useful in two respects: 
(i) It suggests under what conditions a reaction 
will take place· spontaneously (there must be 
an increase in entropy of the system and its 
surroundings). 
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(ii) It postulates the maximum yield for a given 
temperature and pressure. Here the free 
energy (as proposed by Gibbs 54 ) must be at 
a minimum. 
Thermodynamics therefore, allows theoretical 
assessment of the conditions under which reactions occur 
spontaneously and their extent, as well as the amounts of 
energy involved in such processes, by utilising data derived 
from other .systems. 
/ 
1. 4. REACTION KINETICS 
1.4.1. GENERAL 
unfortunately, there is no definitive theoretical 
basis for proposing actual reaction mechanisms (and therefore 
reaction rates) without recourse to some experimental 
investigation of the reaction under consideration. This does 
not mean that theoretical analysis has no value and much work 
has been carried out to understand this area of physical 
chemistry 9 , 52 • Nevertheless, it is always necessary to 
undertake some practical work on the system involved to 
determine the influence of concentrations of reactants and 
products, temperature and, if. present, the nature and 
concentration of catalysts. 
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1.4.2. DEFINING THE RATE OF REACTION 
, 
Reaction rate is not easily defined~o 
However, probably the most useful method is to consider the 
rate of gain or loss in the number of moles of a particular 
reactant or product in unit volume of the reacting medium. 
Thus using component B (a reactant of equation 1) the rate 
becomes: 
/ 
-r 
. B = 
t 
·where V is the volume of the reacting medium 
dt a short duration of time 
dNB the number of molecules of reactant B lost in 
reaction in the time element dt 
r B the rate of reaction based on reactant B 
(5) 
Obviously, it is essential to specify the component taken, 
for the rate based on each component will reflect the 
stoichiometric ratio of that component. In order to 
circumvent this problem, Denbigh~O has suggested dividing 
the rate by the stoichiometric number of the component 
deriving ittt. In the case of equation 1, the common 
t Not to be confused with the volume of the reactor which is 
often different. 
tt This is analogous to the use of equivalents in volumetric 
analysis. 
reaction rate r would then be: 
-l~ 
aV dt = 
• 
=!. clNB 
bV dt = = 
- 6 -
.l... clNx 
xV dt = 
.l... dNy 
yV dt = (6) 
Unfortunately, this convention has not been widely adopted 
so the ambiguity persists. 
If the concentrations of reactants and products 
are expressed as: 
CB /= ~ and cy = ~ V V (7) 
Then, for a constant volume reaction: 
.-
-r = 
dCB and ry = dcy B dt dt (8) 
1.4.3. THE EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION 
It is reasonable to assume that reaction can 
only occur when reactant ions, atoms or molecules of the 
correct species collide. Therefore, increasing the 
concentration of the reactants will normally increase the 
reaction rate t and this is the foundation of the law of mass 
action 54 proposed by Guldberg and Waage in 1867 57 • 
t It should be remembered tha~ in certain cases, the increase 
in concentrations of reactants may, for example, so increase 
the viscosity of the reacting fluid that the probability of 
active collision is actually decreased. 
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Mathematically, this may be defined.as: 
, 
r = (9) 
where the rate of reaction r is a function of the 
concentrations of the reactants. More precisely, it has been 
found that the reaction rate may be expressed as: 
r = (10) 
where k is the rate· constant and each power (index) to which 
that reactant concentration is raised is called the order 
of reaction for that component. An overall order of reaction 
may also be expressed as: 
n = a+b+c (11) 
1.4.4. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 
The influence of temperature on reaction rate 
is profound and it was not long before an empirical 
relationship was elucidated. This showed that the velocity 
constant k is related to the temperature in the majority of 
reactions by the equation: 
k = A e -(efT) (12) 
where A and C are constants 
Later, Arrhenius5 developed the work of van't 
Hoff 67 to postulate a theoretical basis for the equation, 
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arriving at: 
k = A e -(E/RT) (13) 
where E is the critical minimal energy level of a molecular 
collision to form a chemical bond (namely the energy of 
activation), A is the frequency factor expressing the 
collision probability of the reacting components and R the 
gas constant. 
/ 
1.4.5. CATALYSTS 
catalysts also have a major influence on the 
rate of reaction by enhancing or modifying the reaction 
mechanism(s) involved. They take many forms, from solid 
particles (normally treated to increase their surface area) 
to completely miscible fluids often found as impurities in 
the reactants themselves~2. Indeed, 'active' compounds 
which are formed as the first vital step in a reaction and 
whose subsequent role is to promote further active atom or 
molecule formation, may rightly be deemed catalystsT• 
Effects on the rate are usually expressed in 
". 
terms of usable surface area or weight~O. In the case of 
miscible catalytic substances, concentration 109 is used and 
can easily be incorporated.into the rate equation 10. 
T One interesting group here is the autocatalytic reactions 82 
commonly found in fermentation processes. 
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1.4.6. SELECTIVITY 
, 
Selectivity is often crucial to the economic 
feasibility of~ proposed chemical manufacturing route! 
Indeed, low conversion with high recycles will be tolerated 
in order to prevent the formation of low value by-products. 
Since rates are involved, study will include experimentation. 
In the case of parallel reactions, or where 
the reactant is a mixture (for example that defined as a 
distillation~raction from a refinery) more than one reaction 
will be occurring simultaneously. Under these circumstances, 
the operating conditions of temperature, pressuret and 
--catalyst must be chosen to enhance the rate of production 
of the desired product or products, or conversely, inhibit 
the formation of undesirables. 
\ 
t Pressure may increase the rates of reactions, especially 
those taking place in the gas phase, by bringing reacting 
molecules closer together (increasing effective concentration). 
In addition, if there is a change in the number of molecules 
during reaction, the equilibrium point of reversible gas and 
vapour phase reactions will be affected by pressure and 
temperature. This may be deduced from the Second Law of 
. . 
Thermodynamics (see section 1~3) or from Le Chatelier's 
principle25 which takes into account the physical conditions 
of the reacting system according to the Gas Laws. 
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1.5. REACTOR TYPES 
, 
1.5.1. GENERAL 
All reactions take place within certain 
boundaries. The reacting volume of the sun exothermally 
converting hydrOgen into helium is very large, whereas that 
of a striking match is relatively small. The sun is supplied 
with feedstock from its surroundings and the burning match 
with the reactant oxygen from the surrounding air. However, 
most commercial reactions specifically require an environment 
differing from' that of air or non-ambient conditions of 
,-
temperature and pressure. Therefore, reactions are generally 
carried out in vessels or containers appropriately termed 
reactors; 
Obviously, reactor size depends on the quantity 
of product required and the rate at which this conversion 
takes place. If costs are to be minimised, then reactors and 
associated equipment should be kept as small as possible. To 
this end, several mathematical models which describe how" reactor 
design characteristics influence rates of reaction have been 
suggested40 ,,82 and are now widely used. 
The models proposed fall broadly into two groups-
batch and continuous; continuous reactors being further 
.. " 
Subdivided into tubular (plug flow) and ideally mixed Which 
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have been variously termed backmixedt , stirred flowtt, 
• 
or continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR,s)~O,96. 
Whilst both the latter types conform to th~ same 
fundamental definition of continuity, they differ totally 
in another respect. Whereas in the tubular reactor there 
i's no attempt at mixing, in the stirred tank, every effort 
is made to ensure homogeneity within the confines of the 
reaction space. Therefore, the tubular reactor approximates 
in space the batch vessel in time and the stirred tank 
/ 
parallels the uniformity of concentration and temperature 
Over a period of time, the batch vessel at any instant in 
tinJ.e; 
1.5.2. TEE MATERIAL BALANCE 
Each reactor type may be analysed making use 
of the generalised mass balance. This states that within any 
specified time, the mass of any molecular component entering 
a defined volume, accumulates therein, leaves or is converted 
t Mecklenburgh and Hartland 92 define backmixing as a recycle 
of part or all' the process stream to the inlet. This is not 
consistent with some other workers~o,82,96 in the field and 
may well cause confusion. 
tt The term stirred flow 9 6 has been used in preference to 
mixed flow 82 since it was felt that the term 'mixed' might be 
taken to imply a mixture of flow models. 
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by chemical reaction into another molecular species -r 
• 
This may be expressed in equation form as: 
Mass of ' Mass of Mass of Mass of 
component component component component 
entering a 
= 
accumulating 
+ 
leaving 
+ 
lost by 
specified in that that volume chemical 
volume in a volume in the in the reaction in 
given time. given time given time that volume 
and time 
If we reduce the time span then the mass changes become 
rates and we have: 
/ 
Mass rate of Mass rate of 
component component 
entering a, = accumulating 
sp.roified in that 
volume volume 
Mass rate of Mass rate of 
component component 
+ leaving + lost by 
that volume chemical 
reaction in 
that volume 
(14) 
(15) 
These equations are of general applicability and are not 
constrained as is suggested by Levenspie1 82 by uniformity 
of concentrations even for rates of flow (equation 15) • 
However, if concentrations are not uniform, then it is not 
possible to substitute the chemical reaction rate equations 
as expressed in equation 10 since a total volume term would 
be inappropriate. 
t Atomic fusion and fission reactions whereby mass is 
converted into energy according to Einstein's equation 45 
.. 
E = mc 2 ar~ not considered chemical reactions. However, it 
should be noted that equations 14 and 15 are still applicable 
for the chemical reaction term takes account of loss of mass 
in a component. Only the overall mass balance would fail to 
be satisfied. 
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1.5.3. THE BATCH REACTOR 
, 
1.5.3.1. General Description 
As implied by the name, the batch reactor is 
a vessel where a cycle of operations is undertaken; the 
reaction being carried out in such a way that start and 
finish of processing a batch of material are easily seen. 
In commercial'operation, not all reactants 
need be adde~at commencement of the cycle or products 
withdrawn only at the end. Nevertheless, whilst the 
contents approach homogeneity in both concentration and 
,-
temperature at any particular instant, the change in 
concentration of components with time is the unique feature 
of the process 82 • 
TO obtain quantitatively repeatable and safe 
reactions, uniform concentration and temperature are 
promoted by agitation, stirring or recirculation. In 
addition, as temperature affects not only the rate of 
formation of product but also can alter markedly the actual 
conversion process 111 ,112 temperature is often controlled 
by adequate mixing combined with heat exchange. A typical 
batch reactor is shown in. figure 1.1. 
>. 
Motor and 
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Gearbox-__ 
---
Liquid Feed Pipe fl 
'\; 
\-,=' :;'\ 
/ 
Stirrer 
--
Main Outlet and 
or Drain Pipe ---------------e~~ 
Visual Inspection and 
Solids Feed Hole 
Heat Transfer Jacket 
Figure 1.1. The Batch Reactor 
1.5.3.2. Mathematical Model 
If the batch reactor is being operated in its 
simplest form that is, with no material being added to or 
removed from it, then the material balance rate equation 
(equation 15) simplifies to: 
o = 
, 
Mass rate of 
component 
accumulating 
in a specified 
volume 
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+ 
MaSs rate of 
component 
lost by chemical 
reaction in that 
volume 
t If uniform conditions of concentration and temperature 
(16) 
for the whole reactor volume V apply, then a mass balance 
on reactant component B yie~ds: 
Rate of" moles of component B 
accumulating in the total reactionttvolume 
--
Rate of moles of component B 
lost by chemical reaction 
in the total reactiontt volume 
Equation 16 becomes therefore: 
o = 
_ dNB 
dt + 
= 
= 
dNB 
dt 
If NBO are the moles of component B at time t = 0 and 
XB is the fraction converted in time t, then: 
dNB 
dt = = 
-N dXB 
BO dt . 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
t Note that there is no implication of constant temperature. 
tt It should be noted that this is the volume of the reacting 
fluid which is not necessariiy that of the reactor. 
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Substituting in equation 19: 
, 
0 = 
dXB 
NBO dt + rBv (21) 
Rearranging: 
dt 
-NBO~ 
= 
rBv 
(22) 
and integrating: 
./ 
~ 
t = -N f dXa 
BO rBV 
0 
(23) 
..-
This is the general equation and shows the time required to 
achieve a fractional conversion of ~. 
1.5.4. SPACE VELOCITY AND SPACE TIME 
A good measure of performance in the batch 
reactor is re'sidence time (assuming time to mix the reactants 
is short). However, steady state process conditions do not 
change with time, so a new parameter has been conceived and 
is called space velocity. It is defined by,Denbigh 40 as: 
volume rate of flow (24) 
reactor-volume 
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or by Levenspie1 82 as: 
The number of reactor volumes of 
S = feed at specified conditions =' {time-l } (25) 
.which can be treated in unit time 
Reciprocal space velocity termed space time is also used and 
is defined as: 
Time required to process one 
T = reactor volume of feed = . {time} (26) 
measured at specific' conditions 
/ 
Both definitions are open to ambiguity. The 
flow rate may. be defined for reactor operating conditions t 
or fit some standard temperature and pressure, and the 
reactor volume may be taken as the total void volume or that 
excluding the space occupied by any catalyst and support. 
For any component therefore: 
= 
moles of B entering 
time 
(moles of B entering) (1 of (volume of feed) vo ume reactor) 
= 
volumetric feed rate 
reactor volume 
(27) 
which is of the same from as equation 24 defined by Denbigh40 
t Denbigh40 does not consider. changes in volume during reaction. 
Levenspie1 82 however, who" s'pecifically uses feed in his 
definition, suggests that space time is the natural criterion 
for flow processes even under this additional constraint. 
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1.5.5. THE TUBULAR REACTOR 
1.5.5.1. General Description 
The tubular, plug flow or linear reactor is 
one of several continuous types. It derives its name 
because a great many industrial examples are simply tubes or 
pipes, through Which reactants move at a steady rate 
sufficient to. obtain the required chemical conversion to 
products. Irrits simplest form therefore, material flows 
similar to that of a plug and each.element of fluid remains 
in the reactor for an equal time and experiences exactly 
equivalent conditions of temperature and concentration. 
However, with new and more complex designs, 
broader definitions have had to be introduced like that of 
Denbigh 40 who stat~s that a tubular reactor is any 
continuously operating reactor in which there is a steady 
movement of the reagents in a chosen spatial direction and 
in which no attempt is made to induce mixing between the 
elements of fluid at different points along the direction of 
flow. This definition thus takes account of designs where 
• 
the flow is of a radial nature, as for example in devices 
used for platforming reactions in the otl industry. It also 
circumvents the problem of the type of flow in a reactor 
packed with solid catalyst material (as is often the case) 
since conventional plug flow is not possible in this 
equipment. 
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1.5.5.2. Mathematical Model 
, 
If the reactor is being operated in its 
simplest form, 'no material is being added or removed along 
its length and each and eve>:}' element of fluid remains in 
the reactor and experiences identical conditions of 
temperature, concentration etc. as all others. Therefore, 
the material balance equation for any volume element of 
the reactor becomes: 
/ 
Mass rate of 
component 
entering a 
specified volume 
-
= 
Mass rate of 
component 
leaving that 
specified volume 
+ 
Mass rate of 
component. 
lost by 
chemical reaction 
in that volume 
(28) 
As this is a continuous reactor, after steady operation has 
been maintained for sufficient time, dynamic equilibrium 
pertains. Therefore, process conditions are invariant with 
time and integration of the volume elements only will give 
reactor performance. 
Considering component B: 
Rate of moles entering volume element 
Rate of moles leaving volume element 
Rate of moles lost by chemical 
reaction within the volume element 
= 
= 
= 
N' B 
N' 
B dN' B 
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This is shown diagrammatically in figure 1.2. 
, 
" 
N' 
B 
N' 
B 
dN' 
B 
+ Product formed 
from Reactant B 
Figure 1.2. Material Balance Over Element dV 
Therefore, equation 28 becomes: 
,-
N' = N' dN' + 'r dV 
, B B B B , (29) 
and rearranging: 
dN' = rBdV B (30) 
Using the fractional conversion equation modified in terms 
of,rates (equation 20), we obtain: 
-N" dX Bf-ll = 
Rearranging this yields: 
dV 
N' Bf 
= 
(31) 
(32) 
where NSf is the rate of ' moles of component B entering the 
reactor. 
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Integrating to obtain the conversion in the whole reactor: 
V 
fXBp-dXB 1 
J.dV = N~f r B 0 0 
~d therefore: 
V JXBP-dXB (33) = N~f r B 0 
/ 
where XBp is the fractional conversion of component B in the 
reactor. 
,-
1.5.6. THE STIRRED FLOW REACTOR 
1.5.6.1. General Description 
Like other continuous systems, there is a 
steady flow of reactants to ~d products from. the stirred 
reactor. However, because of the general shape and 
dimensions of the. vessel, stirring or agitation of the 
contents is necessary to prevent short circuiting between 
the inlet ~d outlet and to ensure that the'whole of the 
reactor volume is fully utilised. Therefore, other th~ 
continuous feed and take-of~; the stirred tank reactor 
resembles the batch reactor shown in figure 1.1. 
From the previous discussion it can be seen 
that the outlet or product stream is representative of the 
contents of the reactor and the feed or inlet stream is 
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diluted to the product concentration instantaneouslyt 
, 
upon entering the reactor vessel. Thus, from the Law 
of Mass Action '(see section 1.4.3.) it. follows that the 
, 
'average' rate of reaction will be somewhat lower than 
that for other types and longer reaction times (i.e. 
tt larger reacting volumes) or a number. of tanks in series 
(see figure 1.3.) will be required. 
/ 
Reactants 
/ ~ 
---
--
Stir ~er 
. 
] \ l I ~ 
Figure 1.3. Stirred Flow Reactors in Series 
t 'Instantaneously' is the theoretical limit and is not 
obtained in practice. This interesting limitation is 
discussed, in depth, in section 4. 
tt Stirred tanks connected in· series approach the plug flow 
system (see. section 1.5.5.). 
~ 
Pr oducts 
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Despite this apparent drawback, the extra 
reactor size or number normally does not greatly increase 
the capital cost and is thus often insignificant in the 
overall economics of the process. In addition, mixing 
enhances heat transfer which, combined with the dilution of 
perhaps extremely reactive substances, enables safe control 
and operation of highly exothermic processes as well as 
allowing heterogeneous reactions to be carried out. Not 
least, the ease of handling the mathematical model makes 
/ 
this arrangement extremely popular in practice40t • 
, 
1.5-:6.2. Mathematical Model 
As in the case of the tubular reactor, the 
material balance rate equation becomes: 
Mass rate of 
component. 
entering a 
specified volume 
= 
Mass rate of 
component 
leaving that 
specified volume 
+ 
Mass rate of 
component 
lost by 
chemical reaction 
in that volume 
Likewise, after steady operation has been maintained for 
(28) 
sufficient time, dynamic equilibrium is attained. However, 
". 
since the vessel is mixed, we may assume uniform conditions 
of concentration and temperature throughout the vessel 
t To some extent this has been nullified following the events 
of Flixborough. 
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volume and use the material balance equation over the 
, 
whole reactor. Therefore, considering,component B: 
Rate of mol~s entering reactor 
Rate of moles leaving reactor 
Rate of moles lost by 
chemical reaction in total volume 
Therefore, 'equation 28 becomes: 
/ 
= N' Bp + 'r V B 
= 
= 
= 
N' BP 
Expressed in fractional conversion terms (equation 20): 
-
input 
output 
and therefore: 
= 
=, N' Bp = N' (1 - x ) Bf -13 
= N' (1 - X ) Bf -13 + 
Rearranging this yields: 
= 
and finally: 
= 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
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If the flow rates are defined as Vf and Vp and the 
, 
concentration of B in the feed and outlet are cBf and 
cBP respectively, then equation 34 may be rewritten as: 
= + 
However, in this case the concentration which determines 
the reaction rate is known. Therefore: 
= f(cBP' concentration of other reactants, T') 
/ 
(38) 
(39) 
where T' is the .space time calculated in terms of volumetric 
rate of product measured under reactor conditions of 
,-
temperature and pressure. 
1.5.7. OTHER TYPES OF CONTINUOUS REACTOR 
1.5.7.1. General Description 
The other main type of continuous reactor is 
the fluidised bed s7 • It relies on the property that under 
certain conditions, a bed of solid particles when subjected 
to an up current of fluid (usually a gas or vapour) obtains 
certain properties of a liquid. The fluidised bed has two 
major advantages: 
(i) It allows catalyst to b~ added to or removed from the 
reactor at any time. Poisoned or spent catalyst may 
be treated or discarded and replaced· with fresh material 
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easily and during normal operation. 
(ii) Particle movement and the resulting turbulence in the 
fluidising medium markedly improves the heat transfer 
of the system. Highly exothermic or thermally 
sensitive reactions may then be carried out80 • 
Therefore, examples of the use of fluidised 
beds include refinery catalytic crackers l22 where carbon 
deposit is burnt off the ca~alyst in a separate 'regenerator' 
reactor and returned continuously (see figure 1.4.) and also 
./ 
oxychlorination reactors for producing the vinyl chloride 
monomer intermediate ethylene dichloride. In this 
application, high heat fluxes are necessary~6. ~ TO Fractionator 
Flue Gas 
.... 
t 
Air 
Stripper 
r;=====: 
Regenerator 
Steam 
... Steam 
Figure 1.4. Fluid Catalytic cracker 
Reactor 
Steam 
'" 
... Feed 
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1.5.7.2. Mathematical Models 
The problem of understanding the flow patterns 
of materials irr such reactors makes mathematical modelling 
almost impossible and certainly inaccurate. In addition, if 
the solid is a catalyst or one of the reactants and is not 
purely for heat transfer purposes, the heterogeneous nature 
of the system makes 'modelling' the rate of reaction 
extremely complex. Research work has been carried out in this 
area 36 ,38,53 / and attempts have been made to combine plug flow 
and ideally mixed models both in series and parallel. However, 
this still remains an area of design by experience and 
empirical data. 
1. 6. CHEMICAL REACTIONS TO PRODUCE PHENOL 
One interesting commercial example is the 
production of phenol. Figure 1.5. shows that there are a 
~umber of chemical reactions used to produce phenol 
commercially44.unfortunately, as can be seen, all are 
multistage processes often producing 'by-products' Which 
play a major part in the commercial viability of the operation. 
A simple One step, one product route is therefore desirable 
and considerable attention has been given to the discovery 
of such a reaction. 
AS expected, with benzene being a prime 
petrochemical feedstock and in molecular configuration very 
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close to that of phenol, most attention has been given 
, 
to the simple interpositioning of an oxygen atom as in 
equation 40. Possible approaches are listed in table 1.1. 
H OH 
C C 
H C 0 CH + '0' H C 0 CH ... H C CH HC CH 
C C 
H H 
/ 
-- --------------------~------------l- BENZENE 
'
I PROCESS PROCESS 
_ CONDITIONS , CONVERSION 
Vapour phase oxidation 
. with solid supported 
catalysts 
I 300-500·C I' up to 3% 
J 
(40) 
PHENOL 
SELEcrIVITY 
20-30% 
! I ~!-------------------------+-------------' ... -----------~----------~ 
, ! I I Liquid phase oxidation - , 1% I 
~-----------------------+------------~-------------~,-------------~ 
! i 
I Thermal and radiation 20-200·C . I oxidation in aqueous 30 atm i' 
i solution in presence y- or x- rays 5-6% J 
! of metal ions ultra violet I 
. I I rays etc. , i 
I Oxida tion under vacuum ;~;;~-I---;~~~% 11 
I electric discharge temperature i 
Homogeneous vapour 
30-40% 
not 
reported 
20-30% 
phase oxidation 350-700.C 35% I up to 60% (thermal) up to (mole) 
... __ W_i_th __ o_xy __ g_e_n_/a_i_r ______ . ____ . ________ .' ____ .... _ .. _._ .. ___ L_reporte~ 
Table 1.1. Methods of Direct Oxidation of Benzene according 
to Dutta 44 
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From this it is seen that reasonable combinations of 
selectivity and conversion are probably only obtained by 
radiation in aqueous solutions and with homogeneous 
vapour phase reactions using air or oxygen. Since little 
experience of radiation techniques in chemical processing 
was available, Dutta 44 in his study, considered only vapour 
phase oxidation of benzene. Using a tubular reactor, he 
attempted. to establish the ~inetic parameters and perform 
an economic optimisation and feasibility analysis. 
/ 
Unfortunately, his reaction work was not sufficiently 
accurate and in any case, fell outside the area he concluded 
might be commercially attractive. 
1. 7. PURPOSE OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
It was therefore considered useful to construct 
a stirred flow reactor to improve the accuracy and help 
determine the exact nature of the reaction process over a 
wider range of conditions, including those predicted by 
Dutta 44 to be economically feasible. 
Several reactor designs had been proposed2 0,97. 
However, before proce~ding, the assumption of complete, or 
at least adequate mixing, was considered worthy of 
confirmation. It was here .. s,uch poor results were obtained 
. 
that a complete appraisal and development programme to 
construct an 'ideally mixed' reaction vessel was considered 
. necessary and undertaken. 
, 
/ 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE DESIGN, USE AND 
LIMITATIONS OF REACTORS TO 
-- ESTABLISH REACTION KINETIC DATA 
2. 
2.1. 
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THE DESIGN, USE AND LIMITATIONS OF 
REACTORS TO ESTABLISH REACTION 
KINETIC DATA 
INTRODUCTION 
The necessity to elucidate chemical mechanisms 
and kinetics by experimental investigation has already been 
stated (see section 1.4.1.). The difficulty is devising 
equipment which will operate in a known, measurable and 
relatively simple manner so that accurate data, open to easy 
interpretation, can be collected. The need to understand 
.-
how reactor designs affect rates of reactions has also been 
discussed; various mathematical models being derived for 
particular types (see section 1.5.) •. It was not unexpected 
therefore to see these two aspects brought together and data 
being collected using equipment for which there was already 
a reasonable theoretical understanding62 ,97,l15. 
At first the approach was to take the batch 
reactor (which in any case lent ~tself to laboratory 
operation) and attempt to reduce to insignificant levels, 
-
its deviation from the mathematical model 130 or, 
alternatively, develop correction factors so that the 
deviations could be systematfcallY and quantitatively taken 
into account 2 ,13,96,l16. Later it was felt that certain 
reactions were better studied in steady state flow devices 104 ,105. 
Therefore, similar attempts were made to design and operate 
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these reactors under ideal conditions20 ,96. Unfortunately, 
, 
whilst preliminary investigations to check model behaviour 
were carried out, it appears that often, equipment has not 
been well designed and tested7 ,28,96 and, in some cases, has 
failed to yield accurate data for reliable estimates of 
reaction mechanisms and rates I' 2, 1 34. 
This.chapter considers the design and operation 
of equipment, and the collection and analysis of data to 
establish reaction kinetics, particularly those occurring in 
/ 
the vapour phase'under steady state conditions. 
2.2-: COLLECTING DATA AND ANALYSING RESULTS 
2.2.1. GENERAL 
Methods for collecting and analysing chemical 
reaction data are well documented28, 124, 131 and therefore 
a detailed expose will not be undertaken here. It will 
suffice to reiterate only what is required and explain the 
general teChniques employed. 
2.2.2. COLLECTING DATA 
Factors known to influence reaction rate are: 
(i) Concentrations of reactants, intermediates and products 
(H) Temperature 
(Hi) Pressure 
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(iv) Presence of catalystst 
Determination of the rate of reaction also requires: 
(v) Absolute numbers of all molecular species (either 
in unit volume or in the total reactor space) 
together with 
(vi) Reaction time' 
Therefore, for any equipment to be usefully employed 
collecting data to study chemical kinetics, a number of 
features are essential: 
/ 
(i) The apparatus selected must be compatible with the 
reaction being examined. For example, where the 
- reaction is complex, stirred flow reactors will be 
needed. 
(ii) The parameters of flow" temperature, concentration 
etc. should be controlled so as to follow the 
mathematical model used. 
(Hi) The design or the specification of materials of 
construction should be such that they do not, by 
catalysis or, whatever, affect the rate or mechanism 
of the reaction being studied. ' 
(iv) Measurement of temperature, volume; pressure, time, 
concentration etc. must be accurate in absolute terms 
or capable of correction to absolute terms. 
t In some cases, reactant impurities, reaction intermediates 
and products behave as catalysts in the reaction. 
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(v) sampling of the reactants, products or reactant/ 
, 
product mixture must be representative, and. 
analysis immediate, if no effective method is 
, 
available to prevent further reaction taking place 
after the sample has been takent . 
Because of the problem of representative 
sampling (item v above) and tedious analysis, concentration 
determinations of reactants and products are kept to a 
minimum by augmenting results, wherever possible, with other 
/ 
physical properties which can simply yet accurately be 
measured and related to concentration. For example, in batch 
de~~ces, reactions involving significant changes in volume 
(because of changes in the number of molecules present) may 
be followed using this parameter. If the reactor is of 
constant volume then pressure changes will suffice 96 • 
Other methods.include measurement of refractive index 82 and 
wavelength absorption or emission 6,55,65. 
with steady state (flow) devices, extent of 
reaction versus time is not applicable. The rates of flow of 
materials into and more importantly, out of the reactor, 
together with the effective reaction volume only, determine 
actual reaction or residence time (see section 1.5.4.). 
t It is often achieved by que?ching the sample in liquid 
nitrogen (-196°C) or similar. The small samples required 
for the new techniques e.g. G.L.C. 31 ,IIO and mass 
spectrometry61,89,1~3 and their speed of analysis, greatly 
assist. 
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Therefore, providing steady conditions can be achieved 
and maintained, measurement of a p.arameter following the 
course of the reaction may be undertaken at lei~ure or 
checked several times. This 'open' system does, however, 
preclude the use of pressure/volume relationships to 
measure the extent of reaction unless, volume flows and 
associated pressures at both the inlet and outlet are 
measured carefully. In order to obtain sufficient data 
for subsequent analysis, flow rates, temperature and 
/ , 
pressure are adjusted to give a range of retention times 
for the physical conditions being examined. 
2.2.3. DATA ANALYSIS 
If we are to understand a reaction completely, 
we must be able to build a total mechanistic model and obtain 
accurate rate constants. Unfortunately, the difficulty is 
that whilst the experience of the chemist, aided by 
thermodynamics (see section 1.3.) may help establish which 
reactions are possible, even likely, ultimately, all answers 
have to be obtained from the same data. If the reaction is 
complex (several reactions are taking place .simultaneously or 
the concentration of intermediates is so small as to pass 
unnoticed 87 ) an incorrect.~echanism may be· proposed. With 
spread in the results from a limited number of experiments, 
it is possible that a reasonable correlation may be obtained 
because the other derived parameters compensate. Therefore, 
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whenever possible, a whole spectrum of experimental 
, 
data should be obtained and analysed. 
2.2.3.1. . The. Integral Method 
In this technique, a mechanistic model is 
proposed and then so integrated and manipulated, that a 
linear function of concentration against time is obtained. 
Experimental data is then plotted and if a straight line 
results, the model is said to fit the data. Several caveats 
/ 
should however be noted: 
(i) It may happen that, for the conditions chosen, a 
close relationship is obtained. Nevertheless, the 
model chosen was incorrect. 
(ii) Whilst the model proposed is correct, experimental 
results are biased and a curve results. 
(Hi) Experimental difficulties may give a spread of 
results such that several models are applicable. 
However, there is no real way of knowing that the 
model or models proposed are exhaustive. 
(iv) It is not a blanket approach; some reaction models 
can not be tested. 
(v) Reversible reactions other than of 1st or 2nd order, 
are difficult to handle. In these cases, the 
differential method should be used. 
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2.2.3.2. The Differential Method 
• 
In this method, the change in concentration 
of a component ~s plotted against time. Tangents to the 
curve at various concentrations are drawn and the rate 
computed from the slopes. Obviously, a straight line 
suggests a zero order reaction. A reaction rate model 
(rate versus a function of the concentrations of components 
e.g. -rB = kf{cA,cB, ••• }) is then proposed and calculated 
for the obserVed rates. If a linear relationship passing 
through the origin is obtained, the rate equation is 
consistent with the data. 
-' . 
. The main advantage of this method is that no 
manipulation of the proposed model is usually necessary. 
Unfortunately however, this is often offset by the difficulty 
in obtaining a precise curve fit to the data or estimating 
the slope at sufficient various points in order to properly 
test the proposed linear relationship. Also, if the 
reactor is for example, of constant volume, then the rate 
constant becomes dependent upon the composition of the 
reactants and products. This makes the relationship 
non linear and the simple graphical procedure inappropriate. 
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2.3. EQUIPMENT 
, 
2.3.1. THE BATCH REACTOR 
Because the batch reactor is cheap to build 
and relatively simple to operate, by far the majority of 
reaction studies have been carried out in this type of 
equipmentt . As a result, much work has been applied to 
designing out deviations from ideality e, 6 6 or producing 
correction f~ctors which allow for them I3 ,116. However, 
MulCahy 9 6 has suggested that if time to equilibrate 
concentration and temperature is not to cause significant 
. error, reactions taking longer than one minute are 
required. 
A typical apparatus is that described by 
99 130 Murasawski, Roberts and Szwarc and Swinbourne (see 
figure 2.1.). It consists of a temperature controlled 
reactor, often with facilities to stir the contents and 
associated equipment to introduce correct quantities of 
reactants, maintain the required pressure or volume, and 
sample for loss of reactants or degree of conversion •. 
Reactor size is a compromise between minimising wall effects 
t It is probably still the .. n:ost popular for liquid phase 
reactions although homogeneous and heterogeneous gas phase 
reactions are now often carried out in 'micro' differential 
reactors. 
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Figure 2.1. Apparatus for kinetic measurement by the static method 1 30 
1 Reaction vessel; 2 constant temperature furnace; 3 reactant 
storage; 4 glass diaphragm gauge; 5 thermocouple; 6 lamp; 7 screen 
8 Pirani gauge heads; 9 mercury diffusion pump; 10 to rotary oil 
pump; 11 mercury manometers; 12,13 liquid nitrogen traps; 
T stopcocks 
and dead space, and the expense of achieving and maintaining 
unifor.:ll temperature conditions 14 a. Mulcahy 9 6 suggests a 
few hundred cubic centimetres. are common, although he cites 
the work of Linhorst and Hodges a a who used a 22 litre vessel. 
However, their work was carried out at low pressure and before 
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the advent of truely micro-analysis, and it is unlikely 
, 
that reactors of this size will be used again. 
operation consists of: 
(i) Introducing the reactants into the vessel 
(ii) Making sure the reactants are adequately mixed 
(iii) Removing samples for analysis at convenient time 
·interval~ or terminating each experiment after 
samplingt 
For gas reaction studies, the reactor is often 
/ 
. evacuated and the preweighed reactants sucked in from storage 
pots. If the reaction takes place only at elevated 
t~eratures, then the reactants may be premixed. Alternatively, 
if the reactants are thermally stable, they may be preheated 
in separate containers. The compromise is between adequate 
molecular mixing and uniform temperature, and full account 
should be taken of the difficulty in heating reactants, 
especially transparent gases for example, when assessing the 
relative importance of the constraints. Despite the complication 
therefore, a number of investigators 23, 79,149 have included 
mechanical mixing devices similar to those seen almost invariably 
in reactors used for liquid phase reaction investigations 79, 106,1.49. 
t The disadvantage of the first method is that by removing 
quantities of material as samples, some of the parameters 
affecting the reaction rate may be modified. However, with 
sample size reduced by new techniques of analysis such as 
chromatography, this problem is less acute. 
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2.3.2. THE TUBULAR OR PLUG-FLOW REACTOR 
, 
In this equipment, reactants are mixed and 
passed at constant rate through a tube (usually 2-3 cms 
diameter and 20-30 ems long) or similar device. Constant 
temperature is maintained by using a thermostatically 
controlled bath or, at higher temperatures, by a furnace. 
As heat.losses are greatest at the ends (especially at the 
inlet where the reactants often require preheating) the 
heating coil is more closely wound 9G • Facilities are 
incorporated either for immediate analysis or to quench the 
liquifiable outlet products for later study. Non condensibles 
are collecte~ and the volume measured at. standard pressure 
and recorded. Subsequent analysis of all. fractions is then 
performed to give a total picture of reactant and product 
distribution. Typical apparatus is shown in figure 2.2. 
The equipment is less flexible than the static 
method al.though faster reactions may be studied. If the 
reaction produces a change in the number of molecules 
present, residence time in the reactor, may be difficult to 
compute. This is especially so in gas phase reactions. 
However, the most difficult problem is that it cannot 
truely be represented by a simple mathematical model. 
Lateral and radial diffusion.'will occur, its extent being 
dependent upon the length of the reaction tube, the 
conversion obtained, the residence time and the nature of the 
materials. 
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Batten7 has also undertaken flow studies in 
this type of reactor. Using typical equipment, he found 
large deviations from plug-flow with jetting and short 
circuiting occurring from the inlet pipe. Figure 2.3. shows 
mixtures of carbon tetrachloride and bromine flowing through 
a circular cylindrical reactor of 50 mm diameter and 250 mm 
length. At low flow rates, a parabolic front was observed 
. 
... 
-,-
Figure 2.3. Tubular Reactor Flow Studies by Batten 
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as predicted by Poiseuille's·law101 for the laminar flow 
of a Newtonian fluid 30 • As the flow rate was increased, a 
centrally moving column appeared which diffused laterally 
, 
some way after entering the vessel. At higher flow rates, 
but where the Reynolds number 30 still predicted laminar 
flow, turbulence became apparent and there waS re circulation 
of gas within the latter part of the vessel. Under normal 
operating conditions, visual observation showed a rapidly 
moving central column of gas, approximately equal to the 
/ 
diameter of the inlet pipe, surrounded by a more stagnant 
region. This is typical of flow in circular pipes of 
ch~ging section 30 • 
As Batten' suggests, these observations cast 
doubt on the validity of kinetic parameters derived from 
such equipment. Blades, Blades and Steacie10 studying the 
pyrolysis of toluene, found that the first order rate 
constant diminished markedly if the contact time was reduced 
to below 0.3 seconds. This reaction was also studied in a 
tubular reactor by Szwarc133 • Batten's work shows that both , 
of the proposed reaction kinetics are compatible with 
considerable channelling. 
Mlllcahy and Pethard98 carried out a more 
detailed study of the ~rrors.resulting from an analysis of 
the tubular flow pyrolysis of'toluene. Using diffusion 
coefficients for. toluene, they suggest that longitudinal 
diffusion alone will significantly affect the estimation of 
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kinetic parameters and Arrhenius constants. They also 
considered viscous flow (low Reynold's number) regimes 
and calculated radial diffusion effects using the techniques 
of Taylor 137 and Aris4. This shows that the error in 
estimation of the first order rate constant increased with 
contact time and with the viscosity of the fluid. 
MU1Cahy~d Pethard98 further attempted to 
assess the errors caused by pon isothermal conditions. 
Using two separate models, they suggest that, under the 
/ 
operating conditions of Blades, Blades and Steacie 10 , 
kinetics would be underestimated at a residence time of 
O.O-~econds becoming markedly worse at 0.2 seconds. A 
general, more sophisticated approach has been developed by 
Trombetta and Happel 139 ,140. 
Therefore, if the reaction is not highly 
exothermic or endothermic, separate preheating of some or 
all of the feeds, combined with special feed devices, may 
assist in obtaining uniform temperature and prevent reactor 
short circuiting.. However, unless conversions are kept 
small (differential reactor principle) by diluting reactants 
or lowering temperature and residence times, the need to 
integrate for changing concentration through the reactor, 
combined with radial and axial diffusion and temperature 
; 
gradients, impose severe limitations on this type of 
equipment. 
2" 
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2.3.3. THE SHOCK-TUBE METHOD 
This is a recently developed approach based 
on and requiring, highly sophisticated instrumentation. 
The method, detailed by Green and Toennies 5 6 shows that this 
technique is limited to studying high temperature, homogeneous 
gas phase reactions. However, this is extremely useful since 
other methods are inappropriate for this regime. 
An adiabatic shock compression on a sample is 
achieved by rupture of a disc or diaphragm retaining a highly 
pressurised inert gas. Temperature rise is so fast and 
uniform that molecular diffusion and reactor wall effects are 
reduced to negligible proportions. ,Typical apparatus is that 
of Carroll and Bauer 24 shown 1ri figure 2.-<1. 
Argon Inlet -:::::==-
To vacuum line, 
sample, ete ... 
Ball 
for Dump Tank 
/ 
Sample Outlets 
/\ Shock Mounted Piezo-Electric 
/Crystal Trigger 
'r, 
Aluminium 
Spacer Plug 
_Driven Section: +-, Mylar diaphragm 
'13' of Brass Tube'U-.------'-' with staggered 
\
in sections, 2" I.D. 
. '0' rings for seal 
Rotating 
Aluminium 
Gate Valve 
Length of Driver Section 
Variable from 2ft to 9ft 
in steps of 3 in. 
Figure 2.4. Schematic Drawing of a Shock Tube 
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Calculation of the generated shock wave 
, 
temperature and the reaction time are subject to error. 
For these reasons, the need to establish these parameters 
, 
is avoided by using a comparative procedure 141 • This 
consists of adding a second reactant which undergoes a well 
documented, first order reaction. Another method21 is to 
use the temperature calculated from the shock velocity to 
determine the effective reaction time on a well known 
reaction. Unfortunately, these approaches bring in their 
/ 
own assumptions which are themselves suspect. For example, 
does mixing the two reactions alter the rate or mechanism 
of ,9ne or both processes? Can it be said that the differing 
physical properties of the two reactant-product systems alter 
the compression temperature or reaction time? At present,. 
these sorts of problems, combined with the overriding 
. assumption that the pressurised inert in no way affects the 
reaction under study, limit the shock-tube method to 
studying simple unimolecular reactions 7 1, 94, 102. 
2.3.4. THE STIRRED FLOW REACTOR 
Typically, this type of reactor is not unlike 
the batch reactor except that facilities exist for constant 
addition of reactants and removal of products. It consists 
of a sphere or squatt cylinder with a capacity between a few 
t The term squat is used to suggest a height not greater than 
the diameter. 
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hundred cubic centimetres and a litre or so, containing 
, 
a stirrer or mixing device and set in a constant temperature 
bath or furnace. Reactants are added at a steady rate so 
, 
as to achieve a suitable residence or reaction time and the 
effluent analysed until repeatable results are produced. 
This constitutes One data point. 
Theoretical modelling was first undertaken by 
MacMullin and Weber 8 8 and later by Kirillov 7 4', 75, Denbigh 39 
and others 1S ,16,17,120. Pioneers of its use in kinetics 
/ 
studies were Bodenstein and wohlgast 12 and Denbigh and his 
'colleagues41,127.LongWell and weiss 8S used a jet stirred 
re~ctor to study combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. Similar 
designs were used by Harwort and Frank-Kamenetski S8 and 
, 
Mulcahy and Williams 97 • The reactor design of Mulcahy and 
Williams 97 (shown in figure 2.5.) was tested by observing 
the rates of mixing of coloured aqueous solutions flowing 
at'rates corresponding ,to the Reynolds numbers of the gases 
used in their experiments. From this and results of kinetics 
studies on well understood reactions 86 ,113 they suggested 
that mixing was very rapid. Akers 1 also used similar 
equipment for studying the pyrolysis of toluene. 
Fossett and colleagues 50, 51 mixed lead 
anti knock additives in aviation spirits using a jet,mixer. 
Later this idea was used for'gas reactors by Stainthorp and 
clegg 126 • Bush 20 also produced a reactor in which mixing 
was achieved by utilising the energy contained in the feed 
Carrier 
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/ 
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Figure 2.5. The Mulcahy and Williams97 Stirred Flow Reactor 
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gases. His apparatus (shown in figures 2.6a and 2.6b) 
consisted of a jet or jets set tangentially in a squat 
cylinder or torus. 
, 
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Figure 2.6. Design of Reactor with TWO Jets by Bush 
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Ma tras and Villermaux 9 0 , wishing to obtain 
, 
very short residence times (approximately one second and 
below) used jets, but limited simple swirling by having 
four jets creating two spinning motions at right angles. 
Their apparatus is shown in figure 2.7. Obviously this 
y 
x 
, . 
D= 14cm 
Figure 2.7. Reactor DeSign of Matras and Villermaux . 
does not induce the simple swirling pattern of the 'Bush' 
reactor; the concept of producing a high internal 
recirculation ratio (at least 30:1) is lost both because 
of the dual direction of the jets and the spherical shape 
of the vessel. In fact this design probably more closely 
resembles that of the Mulc~y- and Williams 97 design 
discussed previously. 
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For heterogeneously catalysed gas phase 
, 
reaction studies, Carberry et a122 ,136 used a spinning 
basket in which catalyst pellets were placed. Hashimoto 
et al S9 designed an internal recycle catalytic reactor. 
Unlike the 'carberry' design, the catalyst was kept static 
and the gaseous phase was blown through it using a 
multistage fan. 
For a number of reasons, the stirred reactor 
is very suitable for reaction studies. The mathematical 
/ 
analysis is easy because the concentration and temperature 
of the reaction is uniform and as Mulcahy96 states, since 
diffusion is impossible to stop in the tubular reactor, 
total mixing'is easier to achieve. However, the assumption 
of complete mixing has recently become the subject of much 
• 
• 
CHAPTER THREE 
/ 
MIXING IN THE STIRRED FLOW REACTOR 
,-
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3. MIXING IN THE STIRRED FLOW REACTOR 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Superficially, the stirred reactor appears 
ideal for collecting data for chemical kinetic studies. 
However, to be useful: 
(i) Feed material entering the reactor must be mixed 
immediately throughout the bulk of the fluid 
(ii) The voLume of the reactor's contents must not change 
after the initial filling period 
(iii) The rate of the feed additions as well as its 
composition must remain constant 
The problems of (ii) and (iii) which in any 
case are common to batch and plug flow reactors, can 
usually be dealt with by proper design of equipment .and 
experimental procedure. However (i) is more difficult. 
What is meant by. mixing and how is it measured? 
3.2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO DEFINE THE 
BEHAVIOURAL PROPERTIES OF A REACTOR 
To examine the exact behaviour of a reactor, 
every degree of freedom must be observed and quantified. 
This means that a knowledge;of the residence time of each 
and every molecule and the conditions attending that stay, 
must be available. For this purpose, Levenspie1 82 suggests 
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the necessity of tagging every molecule or building up a 
, 
complete velocity distribution picture, although he 
appreciates its impracticability. Whilst Hofmann 68 considers 
, 
non experimental methods, residence time distribution studies 
are the usual atternative 35 ,120. However, this compromise 
will fail to confirm the conditiont of the molecules during 
their stay in the reactor. 
3.3. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
/ 
A linear process is where a change in stimulus 
gives a corresponding change in response. It is defined by 
the equation of a straight line; hence its nomenclature. 
o response = kl(O stimulus) 
Integrating: 
response = (41) 
cf. Y = mx + c 
It is an extremely easy system to handle since if a number of 
linear sub-systems exist within a system, -the behaviour of the 
system is merely the sum of the sub-systems. 
t condition used here means physical conditions such as 
temperature. 
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A first order reaction is one such linear 
system.' A first order reaction can therefore be completely 
analysed in a reactor of known residence time distribution 
only. Unfortunately, this is not sufficient with nonlinear 
systems. 
3.4. DEFINING SOME USEFUL FUNCTIONS 
Before proceeding further, it is convenient to 
defirie some basic functions 100 • 
3.4.1. RESIDENCE TIME FREQUENCY FUNCTION AND ITS INTEGRAL 
-- The residence time frequency function f(t) is 
defined such that if a quantity of an inert tracer material 
is completely and instantaneously mixed into the inflow stream 
of a reactor at a time defined as zero time for the purpose 
of the experiment, f(t)dt is the fraction of the inert 
material leaving the reactor in the time interval t to t + dt. 
It also follows from the above that the fraction of material 
leaving the reactor between time = 0 and t, is the sum of the 
frequencies fdt between 0 and t, namely: 
F(t) = (t f(t)dt 
0' 
(42) 
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Also, since the tracer must leave eventually (it does not 
, 
disappear by reaction): 
00 
F (00) = of f(t)dt = 1 (43) 
F(t) is· thus a direct measure of the residence time 
distribution. 
3.4.2. THE INTERNAL AGE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
/ 
This is a measure of the age distribution of the 
material within the vessel or reactor. It is similar in 
co~cept and related to the f(t) function just described. 
It is defined such that I(t)dt is the fraction of material 
within the vessel having an age between t and t + dt. Since 
the total fractional contents is 1, the sum of all ages to 
infinity must also be unity: 
00 
of I(t)dt = 1 (44) 
The total tracer input up to any point in time is either still 
resident within the reactor space or has just left. It 
follows therefore that the total fraction (which is unity) 
is obtained simply from the sum of the internal age 
distribution and the residence time distribution functions: 
1 = I + F (45) 
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3.5. THE STIMULUS-RESPONSE TECHNIQUE 
The stimulus-response technique is ideally 
suited to the ~tudy of the residence time distribution 
reflecting a number of properties already discussed. For 
example, the tracer material must not react chemically and 
must not absorb preferentially onto the material of 
construction of the reactor. It should also have a low 
diffusivity with respect to'the reaction components. The 
method consi~ts of injecting the tracer into the inlet of 
the reactor and measuring the concentration of this material 
at the outlet. The material must be uniformly mixed with 
.- . 
the reactants at the inlet and before entry into the 
reactor proper. There are three main variations of this 
technique. 
3.5.1. THE STEP SIGNAL 
Tracer is introduced into ~e inlet of the 
reactor at time t = 0 and maintained at a continuous and 
constant rate thereafter •. 
Concentration at inlet 
NBO 
= -- = Co V 
N 
Concentration at outlet B = = c 
"" ; V 
. 
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During a short time interval t to t + dt, the quantity of 
tracer leaving the reactor will be: 
, Qc dt 
where Q is the flow rate. 
This comes from all the tracer added up to time t. 
Therefore: 
Qc dt (46) 
.i 
or 
c 
or fdt = Co (47) 
c F = Co 
or (48) 
, 40 32 Hence Denbigh states that this is why Danckwerts defines 
the relationship of c/c
o 
versus time for the step impulse as 
the F diagram. 
3.5.2. THE PULSE SIGNAL 
The tracer is again thoroughly mixed into the 
feedstream but in this instance, the total quantity M is 
added in a very short time; so short in fact that it may 1> .. 
assumed instantaneous or tak~ negligible time compared to 
the mean residence time of the vessel under 'the flow 
conditions being considered. The concentration of the tracer 
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at the outlet is measured from the moment of injection 
, 
up to the. time when the concentration of tracer is so 
low as to represent an insignificant amount of tracer 
remaining. in the vessel. 
The amount leaving the reactor between time 
t and t + dt must be Mf(t)dt and be equal to Qcdt. 
Mf(t)dt = Qcdt 
and therefore: 
/ 
f(t) = ~ 
M 
-Substituting in equation 42: 
F (t) 
and in equation 43: 
1 
= It Qc dt o M 
= r~dt 
o M 
Danckwerts 32 ,34 calls this F(t) function for the pulse 
stimulus against time, the 'c distribution' .• 
3.5.3. THE 'WAVE' OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
This is a more difficult technique to perform 
experimentally and therefore will not be discussed in great 
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detail here. Its development by Wilhelm 1SO and Kramers 
, 
and Alberda77 was to reduce the effect of injection time 
on plug flow approximating systems. 
3.5.4. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND REASONS FOR THE 
SELECTION OF TIlE PULSE STIMULUS TECHNIQUE 
The use of the wave response was ruled out 
because of the difficulty in obtaining the stimulus. The 
step impulse .also requires introduction of a continuous 
. steady rate of tracer and this is not easily achieved. 
Conversely, the pulse technique can be administered over 
.-
a time period much less than the duration and maximum size 
of If I because with sensitive response "measuring equipment 
(eg F.I.D.), small samples can be used. In addition, the 
response is simpler to analyse mathematically. 
3.6. THE DEGREE OF MIXING IN A REACTOR 
3.6.1. GENERAL 
In order to consider the degree of mixing in 
a reactor it is necessary to define a point 34 , group82, or 
packet 82 of molecules. These need not be of equal size 
but must be statistically Unbiased and therefore should 
contain something in the order of 1012 molecules 82 • At the 
same time, they should be sufficiently small so that many 
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enter a flow system in an element of time or are contained 
, 
in an element of volume. If a group is defined at time a 
then at time a + t, several situations are possible: 
(i) No separation or mixing has occurred i.e. all the 
molecules of that group are still within that group 
(ii) Molecules in this group may be found with equal 
probability in any other group within the system 
t These two conditions define,the extremes of mixing since 
whilst some condition intermediate is feasible, it is not 
/ 
possible to conceive any less mixing than (i) or more 
mixing than described in condition (ii). 
3.6.2. THE BATCH REACTOR 
This reactor contains lots of groups or 
packets of molecules initially well mixed and therefore 
having equal concentrations of materials. Whether or not 
they mix thereafter is immaterial for if unmixed, these 
groups or packets of molecules act as a large number of 
batch reactors starting and finishing at the same time and 
operating under the same physical conditions. Therefore, 
. '. 
batch reactors are completely insensitive to mixing. 
t Chauhan, Bell and Adler Z·6 ; support the theory that these 
are the extremes ·of the conditions possible. 
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3.6.3. THE PLUG FLOW REACTOR 
, 
If the hypothesis that all the molecules stay 
within the rea~tor for one particular length of time only 
can'be substantiated, this type of reactor behaves ideally. 
It is statistically inconceivable to suggest that the 
molecules mix and then unmix after a set time to appear at 
the reactor outlet. The molecules must stay together and 
proceed in orderly fashion through the reactor which is the 
definition o~plug flow. Therefore, only one condition of 
mixing is possible. 
,-
3.6.4. THE STIRRED REACTOR 
This is the most difficult system to 
understand. An exponential decay curve of tracer 
concentration with time is to be expected from a pulse 
stimulus. Confirmation of this would suggest loss of the 
tracer in a random manner and therefore complete mixing. 
But at what level? By definition, groups of molecules are 
small and therefore it is likely that response measuring 
equipment would not detect them. The tracer response curve 
therefore might show with magnification a series of steps 
as shown in figure 3.1. Viewed another way,. the reactor is 
made up of a collection of··../ery small plug flow reactors 
each having one residence time and each having a different 
residence time. This may seem unlikely yet none the less 
~ f--"", 
..., 
~ f----"..., 
<: 
~f------"'''''--, 
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81---------~-=-, 
Time 
Figure 3.1. Exponential Decay Response 
from Grouped Plug Flow Reactors 
/ 
entirely feasible. Further, mixtures of groups of 
molecules and individual molecules may co-exist such that 
the degree of uncertainty is that between the limits of the 
..-
'collection of plug flow reactors' indicated above and the 
completely molecularly mixed condition of the normally 
assumed ideally stirred reactor. 
3.7. THE DANCKWERTS CONCEPT 
Danckwerts in 195B3~ used the concepts 
previously described. to define a quantity J which he called 
the degree of segregation. He called the groups of molecules 
points and studied the concentration and ages of the points 
in a statistical manner. Defining Cl as the age of each 
molecule, then the variance of the ages of all the molecules 
in the reactor is: 
variance Cl = var Cl = 
n' 
(53) 
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where n' = number of molecules in the reactor 
, 
-a = mean age of all molecules in the reactor 
Le. ~'a 
n' 
The mean age of molecules at a point is a. Therefore, the p 
variance of this quantity is: 
= (54) , 
p 
/. 
When, in a well stirred system the mixing is uniform on the 
molecular scale, the mean age of all molecules at each point 
is,the same and equal to the mean age of all molecules in the 
system. Therefore, the variance between the ages of all points 
is zero. 
Le. 
and 
= 
rP (a -a) 2 1 p 
p 
-a 
= o 
When, on the other hand, the system is completely segregated~ 
the variance in ages between the points in the system equals 
the variance in ages between the molecules., 
Therefore, Danckwerts' J is given by: 
J = 
var a p 
var a 
(55) 
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For a system with a residence time distribution equal to 
that of an ideal mixer, the value of J may lie between 
zero (mixing on the molecular scale) and one (completely 
segregated case). For systems with some other residence 
time distribution the upper limit of J is again one, 
since complete segregation is still applicable but a value 
J = 0 is impossible because there must be a difference in 
ages at various points in ~e system. 
Figure 3.2. illustrates the famous example of 
/ 
Kramers 76 • Both reactors comprise a long narrow tube and an 
ideally mixed vessel in series. The only difference between 
th~two reactors is the order of these two parts. 
) 
(a) 
• (b) 
Figure 3.2. Pipe Reactor and Mixed Tank 
Reactor in Series 
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Although the overall mixing in'both reactors 
(a) and (b) is similar, this mixing occurs in (b) at an 
early stage of the chemical reaction. According to 
Danckwerts 34 (a) has a higher degree of segregation than 
3.8. THE ZWIETERING CONCEPT 
zwietering153- developed the concept of 
Danckwerts 34 / such that the residence time distribution for 
any reactor could be' analysed in terms of J or more 
, ,t 
importantly, in terms of its minimum or maximum 
conversion capabilities for various chemical kinetic 
systems. He called J
min the state of maximum mixedness and 
defined a new function which he named life expectation 
distribution tt. This function is simply the time that any 
molecule will stay in the reactor from any arbitarily chosen 
time. If the total length of stay in the reactor is t and 
its age to that moment is a, the residual lifetime of the 
molecule is given by: 
= t (56) 
where A = the residual lifetime of a molecule. 
t Chauhan, Bell and Adler16 ', -support the theory that these are 
the extremes of conditions possible. 
tt This misleading nomenclature has been renamed by Chauhan, 
Bell and Adler26 residual lifetime. This terminology will 
be used throughout the rest of this work. 
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To understand the Danckwerts,34 time of 
, 
mixing, Zwietering 1S3 proposed a model of a plug flow 
reactor with side exits, as shown in figure 3.3. 
, 
. 
ta) The Completely Segregated Case 
--
I, 
(b) The Maximum Mixedness Case 
Figure 3.3. Time of Mixing 
In fio;rore 3.3a. the fluid flows through a 
plug flow reactor and is withdrawn through side exits to be 
fed to the end of the reactor in tubes of negligible volume. 
Therefore, mixing only occurs at the outlet point and this 
.is obviously the case of Co~lete segregation. 
Simply by flow reversal, a reactor of maximum 
mixedness can be obtained (figure 3.3b) •. Provided radial 
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mixing is complete, the required fraction of material 
, 
is added as early as possible to give the required 
residence time distribution. 
3.9. MIXING AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
have used or developed the basic concepts of Danckwerts34 
and zwietering 1S3 in attempts to estimate rates of reaction 
and conversions for· reaction orders differing from zero or 
unity. However, for practical application, it is necessary 
to understand how reactor vessel design, mixer configuration 
-and power consumption, affect the degree of mixing (especially 
when studying chemical kinetics). 
Mixing is achieved by: 
(i) Diffusion of the fluids into each other. This is a 
property specific to the materials concerned but is 
significantly affected by temperature 
(ii) Energy contained in the inlet stream or streams. With 
gaseous materials this is normally limited to sonic 
velocities 
(iii) Energy supplied by an externally powered mixing device 
such as a stirrer 
Whilst diffusion specifica;q:y promotes mixing, methods (ii) 
and (iii) need not. Nevertheless, it should be possible to 
correlate a maximum level of mixing for the total energy input. 
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Mixing is a unit operation and its effective 
, 
application has been seriously studied for some time. Wood, 
Whittemore and Badger 152 in 1922 produced simple curves 
• 
of power input and mixing time against stirrer speed. These 
have been compounded to yield the plot of mixing time versus 
power consumption shown as figure 3.4. Whilst this figure 
shows results for a specific system, it does suggest that 
inordinate amounts of energy are required for very rapid 
rates of mixing. 
/ 
200 400 600 800 
Power in watts 
Figure 3.4. Mixing Time versus Power Requirement 
1000 1200 
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MacDonald and PiretS7 attempted to relate 
, 
mixing time against effective power input. The log linear 
relationship shown in figure 3.5. is however open to some 
, 
doubt since the data points indicate a curve and not a 
linear relationship, even over the range indicated. 
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Figure 3.5. Mixing Time versus Effective Power Input 
Since MacDonald and Piret87 used only one 
system and did not apply dimensional analysis, their work 
must be of qualitative use only. It was not until van der 
Vussel~~ that work of general applicability was undertaken. 
Figure 3.6. shows Froude number 30 against a dimensionless 
mixing time for a Simple con~entrically set paddle stirrer. 
Later, van de Vussel~S attempted to relate 
power requirements and the level of mixing on the selectivity 
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of alkylation reactions. Chen and Fan27 have also felt 
, 
the need to relate impeller designs and speeds and mixing 
so as to understand polymerisation processes. 
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Figure 3.6. Dimensionless Mixing Time versus 
Froude Number 
REACTORS OPERATING UNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS 
GENERAL 
Unfortunately, other workers 1,20,90,97,126 
have not quantified the energy requirements for mixing especially 
. ; 
when, because of the need to operate reactors in extreme 
environments of temperature and/or corrosion, they have moved 
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towards reactor designs without moving parts, hence 
• 
relying solely on the energy contained in the feed-material. 
Energy input is then limited usually to sonic velocities 
, 
and reactor mass throughputs. At low flow rates (high 
residence times) the energy available is small because of the 
mass term, but the mixing is relaxed because of the high 
residence time. With high flow rates more energy is available 
but mixing must be increased since the rate must still be 
fast compared to the residence time which is now short. 
/ 
3.10.2. REACTOR DESIGN OF MULCAHY AND WILLIAMS 
Mulcahy and Williams97 did not consider energy 
levels at all. They simply tested their reactor by obtaining 
rate data for well known first order reactions. However, 
developing the concepts discussed in sections 3.7. and 3.8. 
Danckwerts 32 Zwietering153 and other workers 27 ,84 have 
shown that first order reactions do not confirm the level of 
mixing. The tests of Mulcahy and Williams 9 7 were supported 
by flow visualisation studies which comprised mixing coloured 
aqueous solutions at flow rates corresponding to the Reynolds 
numbers of the gases under operating conditions. 
Matras and Villermaux 9 0 point out that at very 
low-pressures, diffusion is increased. But it must also be 
'-
said that rate of reaction is correspondingly decreased because, 
as stated previously in section 1.4.3. rate is dependent upon 
molecular collision 121 • In addition, low pressures may alter 
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the reaction mechanism. , 
, 
Matras and Villermaux90 report undertaking 
their own studies and noting appreciable short circuiting. 
However, this on its own will give a non exponential decay 
curve to a pulse tracer input and inconsistent results, even 
for a first order reaction. 
3.10.3. TIlE JET REACTOR OF MATRAS AND VILLERMAUX 90 
/ It is strange, from the above criticisms of 
thereactdr designed by Mulcahy and others, that these 
workers should have used such a similar device. Whilst their 
,-
paper discusses the work of Bush20 his main concept mixing 
by high recirculation appears to have been totally overlooked. 
As already stated (section 2.3.4.) in no way can recirculation 
be induced by their design. 
3.10.4. TIlE JET MIXED REACTOR OF BUSH 
Unfortunately the work of Bush20 must also be 
questioned. Jets may give a circulatory pattern but paddles 
placed symmetrically in circular tanks without baffles give 
. poor mixing in liquid systems 64,103, 152. This is because the 
fluid very quickly becomes attached to the stirrer and both 
move as one unit. It is for'this reason that Rushton et al l18 ,119 
have been able to show that different arrangements and 
numbers of blades give similar mixing rates and power 
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consumptions in unbaffled vessels. 
, 
Nagata 100 describes liquids stirred in this 
'way as cylindrically rotating vortices. However with gas 
stirring, the vessel is completely full and there is no 
interface except where fluid and vessel meet. Thus, 
despite the fluid's extra compress1bility and consequent 
~ensity profile, no vortex is possible and even less 
mixing results. 
It is not unreasonable therefore, to expect 
/ 
that the 'Bush' reactor behaves in a similar manner. Indeed, 
this is borne out by his flow.visualisation studies (figures 
3.~~. and 3.7b). Here, with the exception of high velocities 
local to the jets, it can be seen that velocity is 
approximately proportional to the distance from the centre 
outlet. Streak lengths divided by picture exposure time, 
are related to the radius of the vessel by the equation: 
b 
t = w = 271r (57) 
.where w is the radial velocity. 
The results tabulated in appendix A are 
plotted in figure 3.8. This shows a linear relationship of 
slope 6.4 which is close to the 271 (6.283) expected. 
Consequently the gas spins as a solid body, 
disturbed only by the feed material from the jets. Inspection 
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Section Through Middle of Reactor; exposure 1/50 sec 
Section Through Reactor Close to the Bottom; exposure 1/10 sec 
Figure 3.7. Flow Visualisation Studies from Bush 
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t 
of the maximum concentration topographies (and supported 
, 
by the flow visualisation studies) shows significantly 
higher concentrations near the jet outlets and at the 
, 
periphery of the vessel suggesting a sweeping motion (see 
figures 3.7. and 3.9.). Therefore, material near the centre 
4 
/ 
1 
Times are in 
Residence-Time Units 
7 
Figure 3.9. Maximum Concentration TOpography of 
Helium using 1/16 in Jets 
t Bush uses. helium as the tracer for these studies. It is, 
however, well accepted 82 that a low diffusivity material 
should be used in tests of this sort or mixing by molecular 
diffusion predominates. Helium, second only to hydrogen 
for diffusivity is, therefore, a most inappropriate material. 
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of the vessel, that is the reactor outlet, will leave 
preferentially ~ ~ and this contravenes equal probabili ty ~ 0 
whether micro or macro mixed. These observations also 
confirm that, whilst the design attempts to give jet 
turbulence across the total cross section of the reactor 
vessel at some point (see figure 3.10.), this failure of 
the jet stream to follow sufficiently well the radius of the 
vessel means that only a small part of the contents are 
mixed by turbulent jet action at all. 
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'" 
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Figure 3.10. System of Co-ordinates for Reactor Jet Mixing 
To support these studies (w~ich he infers 
show high levels of mixing) Bush20 shows good uniformity 
of temperature. However, this must not be confused with 
molecular mixing. Temperatures, especially of gases, are 
difficul t to measure 91 and size and thermal mass as well 
as conductivity along temperature probes,'all add to measured 
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temperature consistency. Also, whilst Bush rightly states 
, 
that temperature is critical to rate of reaction, low 
conversion in a tubular reactor, even for highly exothermic 
, 
reactions, will give reasonable temperature uniformity. 
/ 
, . 
CHAPTER FOUR 
/ 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 
OF THE MULCAHY AND WILLIAMS REACTOR 
" 
'. ; 
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4. DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 
, 
OF THE MULCAHY AND WILL lAMS REACTOR 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
It has already been stated in section 1.7. 
that the intention of this work was to study the homogeneous 
vapour phase conversion of benzene to phenol using air and 
. oxygen. The reactor design ·therefore, was based on this 
premise. .I 
The reactor design of Mulcahy and Wiiliams 97 
was selected for mixing studies since it had been used by many 
-workers 1 .,85,134. It was also considered, if acceptable on·the 
. grounds of mixing, ideally suited to manufactUre in silica 
quartz. This was desirable for two reasons: 
(i) to prevent or at least minimise catalytic activity 
(since the reactor was to be used particularly for 
studying benzene oxidation to phenol reactions 44 ) • 
. (ii) to allow operation up to 700·C. 
4 • .2. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
It was necessary for the reactor to fit an 
existing furnace and suit various peripheral equipment used 
byoutta 44 • Initial calculation showed that this necessitated 
us~ng a non spherical vessel. Since a sphere gives the lowest 
surface area for a contained volume, this·ratio must be higher 
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in the proposed design. A check of any catalytic 
, 
activity will therefore be necessary during the testing 
stage. However, it was felt that the change of shape 
would not result in poor mixing, since the Mulcahy and 
Williams design did not rely on any definite circulatory 
gas flow pattern. 
4.3. 
4.3.1. 
REACTOR DESIGN 
/ 
BASIS 
Temperature of operation 
-Pressure 
Contact time 
Flow meter suitable for air (maximum) 
Furnace clearance (diameter) 
4.3.2. GAS FLOW RATES 
550 to 650·C 
Atmospheric 
2 to 15 sec 
7cm 
Considering a reasonable flow rate of air of 400 cm3 /min at 
ambient. Therefore: 
400 x (550 + 273) 1124 cm 3 /min i8.7 cm 3/sec @ 550·C = 
-( 20 + 273) 
and 
400 x (650 + 273) 1260 em 3/min 21.0 cm3/sec @ 650·C = -( 20 + 273) 
-: 82 -
At 20% volume oxygen 43 the flow rates amount to: 
18.7 x 20 = 3.74 cm 3/sec oxygen @ 550'C 
100 
, 
21.0 x 20 = 4.20 cm3/sec oxygen @ 650'C 
LOO 
If the design oxygen benzene ratio is 1:13 44 , the total 
flow is given by: 
3.74 x 14 = 52.3 cm3/sec @ 550'c 
/ 
4.20 x 14 =58.8 cm 3/sec @ 650'C 
REACTOR SHAPE AND VOLUME 
In order to fit the furnace and yet contain 
sufficient volume for accurate measurement of flow rate by 
the existing variable area flow meters, the reactor contained 
a cylindrical section (see figure 4.1.). 
Volume of the reactor is given by: 
V = 4/311 (D/2) 3 + 1I(D/2)2.e. (58) . 
where .e. = length of the cylindrical sectio~ and D ~ diameter. 
Diameter of reactor = clearance diameter of furnace = 7 cm 
Assume .e. = 4 = 
Therefore, reactor volume is':. 
V ~ 4/311(7/2)3 + = 333.5 cm 3 
-4.3.4. 
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-f-
.e. =' 4 cm 
Figure 4. L, Reactor Dimensions 
REACTOR RESIDENCE TIME 
~ 
--+-'" 
11 
~ 
Assuming no volume change by reaction, reactor 
residence time from equation 26 (section i.5.4.) is given by: 
reactor volume , 
= feed volume flow rate 
Therefore, reactor residence times at specified temperatures 
are: 
'550'C = 
333.5 
52.3 = 6.4 & '650'C = 
333.5 
58.8 = 5.7 
As flow rates for the midpoint reading on the variable area 
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flow meter, these figures will be capable of variation 
. , 
either way and, it is expected, will allow operation of 
high and low oxygen concentrations at differing temperatures 
, 
within the residence times specified. 
4.3.5. BENZENE FLOW RATES 
Oxygen flow rates are given in section 4.3.2. 
Therefore, for oxygen:benzene ratio of 1:13, benzene flow 
rates are givftn by: 
3.74 x 13 = 
4.20 x 13 = 54.6 c~3/sec @ 650'C 
Benzene as iiquid will be metered into a vapouriser. 
Therefore, liquid flow rate is 'given by: 
Flow rate of vapour at NTP = 48.6 x 273 = 16.1 cm3/sec 
(550 + 273) 
Molecular weight of benzene = 80 
Density of liquid benzene = 0.8 g/em 3 73 
80 g or 100 em 3 of liquid benzene:: 22,400 em3 of vapour @ NTP 
Therefore: 
16.1 em3/sec 
of benzene vapour 
16.1 x 
22400 
100 x 60 _ 4.32 em3/min 
of benzene liquid 
A small metering pump will be. used for this purpose. 
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4.3.6. SURFACE AREA VOLUME RATIO 
.. 
Since the reactor is not spherical, a check 
on the new sur~ace area : volume ratio was felt prudent. 
4.3.6.1. Surface Area Volume Ratio of a Spherical Reactor 
The volume has already been calculated (see 
section 4.3.3.) as 333.5 cm3• 
Calculation of the diameter required for this volume: 
Therefore: 
--
and 
/ 
V 
D/2 
D 
= 
= 
= 
4/371 (D/2) 3 
8.6 cm 
x 3 
4 
= 4.3 cm 
Surface area for this spherical vessel is given by: 
Therefore: 
A 
s 
= 
= 41T(4.3) 2 
= 232.4 cm2 
surface area = 
volume 
232.4 
333.5 
(59) 
(60) 
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4.3.6.2. Surface Area : Volume Ratio of proposed 
• Reactor Design 
Surface area i~ given by: 
A = Area of hemispherical ends + Area of cylinder 
r 
= 411 (D/2) 2 + 1ID! (61) 
= 411(7/2)2 + 11.7.4 
= 241.9 cm2 / 
Therefore: 
surface area = 241.9 = 0.73 cm- 1 
volume 333.5 
4.3.6.3. Conclusions 
The proposed reactor is slightly higher in 
surface area than a spherical reactor of the same volume. 
4.4. DESIGN OF REACTOR BODY PERIPHERALS 
4.4.1. OUTLET PIPEWORK 
I 
In order to minimise reaction in the outlet 
pipe, its volume was kept as' low as possible. 
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4.4.1.1. Assumptions 
, 
(i) Internal diameter of pipe = 2 mm 
(ii) Reactan~product mixture will leave at reactor 
temperature 
(Hi) There will be no significant change in volume 
because of reaction 
Therefore, from (ii) and (iii) total volume flow rate is 
55.6 cm 3/sec @ 600·C. 
/ 
, 4.4.1.2. Gas Velocity 
Gas'velocity is related to volume flow rate 
,-
as follows: 
volume flow rate = pipe cross sectional area x gas velocity 
Therefore: 
, 4.4.1.3. 
gas velocity (v ) g 
Conclusions 
= volume flow rate 
pipe cross sectional area 
= 52;3 
'Jr/4(D} 2 
= 52.3 
'Jr/4(O.2} 2 
=. 16.7 metres/sec 
A flow rate of 16.7 metres/sec is higher than 
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normal but acceptable since it gives a low residence time 
and aids cooling of the gas. A maximum pipe length of 
30 cm was stipulated. This will give a residence time of 
0.02 sec or 0.3% of the total residence time. 
4.4.2. INLET PIPEWORK 
4.4.2.1. Assumptions 
/In order to prevent premature reaction, reactants 
will be carried separately to the diffuser bulb. This will 
be achieved by using concentric pipes. Since the smaller 
volume flow rate is air, ,it was decided to pass this through 
the inner tube. 
Suggested pipe dimensions (see Appendix B) 
OUter Diameter' 
Inner pipe 0.4 cm 
Outer pipe 0.8 cm 
4.4.2.2. Gas Velocities 
" 
At 600 0 e the air velocity (v ) is given by: ' 
a 
Inner Diameter 
0.2 cm 
0.6 cm 
volume flow rate of air 
v = 
a 
= 
= 
~/4(inner pipe, inner diameter) 2 
19.85 
~/4(0.2)2 
632 cm/sec 
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At 600·C the benzene velocity (vb) is given by: 
• 
= volume flow rate of benzene 
W/4{(outer pipe, inner diam.)2_(inner pipe, outer diam)2} 
= 51.6 
W/4{(O.6)2_(O.4)2} 
= 329 cm/sec 
4.4.2.3. Conclusions 
.i 
These flow rates appear perfectly suitable. 
They are not excessively high but will prevent any back 
diffusion of one reactant into the other stream. 
,. 
4.5. GENERAL DESIGN, FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 
4.5.1. TESTING FLEXIBILITY 
F~llowing the advice from the Loughborough 
university, Chemistry Department Glassblower, several of the 
design parameters were made adjustable. These were: 
(i) Position of inlet bulb 
(ii) Position of inner feed tube 
(iii) Location of outlet pipe 
The final design is shown in figure 4.2. 
, 
\ 
Inlet Pipes 
/, \ 
-----
Plastic Connector 
O)ltlet 
connector 
Figure 4.2. Proposed Design Based on Mulcahy and Williams Reactor 
, 
ID 
o 
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4.5.2. REAcrOR VOLUME MEASUREMENT 
, 
The volume of the vessel was obtained by the 
following proc~dure: 
(i) All parts were cleaned with chromic acid and rinsed 
(ii) The holes of the diffuser were blocked with wax 
(iii) The diffuser bulb was inserted in the required position 
(iv) The reactor and a sufficient volume of water were 
allowed to reach laboratory temperature 
(v) Without the outlet pipe in position, the reactor 
was filled to overflowing with water 
(vi) The outlet pipe was inserted to the required position 
..-(vii). The outlet pipe was filled with. water to overflowing 
(viii) The liquid contained in the reactor and associated 
pipework was poured into a measuring cylinder 
(ix) The water volume contained in the outlet pipe not 
immersed in the reactor body was calculated and 
deducted from the reading obtained in (viii) 
4.6. THE PULSE STIMULUS-RESPONSE APPARATUS 
4.6.1. GENERAL 
There are several design points which are 
important if good pulse stimulus- response data is to be 
obtained: 
(i) The flows must be metered correctly and be steady 
(ii) A sufficiently small yet accurately measured quantity 
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of tracer must be added so as not to disturb the 
system pressure or flow 
(iii) The injection must be extremely rapid (see section 
3.5.2. ) 
(iv) The tracer concentration measuring transducer must be 
sensitive to the quantities added (including any 
dilution effects that may take place) and be capable 
of responding to the rates of change in concentration 
(v) The data output or display unit must match the speed 
/ 
of·the tracer measuring device 
4.6 ..... 2. FLOW METERING 
Variable area meters were used for this purpose. 
They are well· tried, relatively small measuring instruments 
capable of reasonable accuracy - especially if calibrated using 
the same or very similar fluids and conditions as those in the 
actual experiment. To some extent, they are difficult to read 
tending to have a bobbing action, but averaging the float 
position works quite well. Since calibration t and operation' 
of the equipment was by one person only, there was no 
ambiguity regarding the position of the float to be used for 
reading purposes. The Rotameter Company 11 7 suggest the lower 
edge of the upper widest di~eter cylindrical section of the 
t The meters used were calibrated by a water displacement 
technique or supplied with calibration charts (see Appendix C) 
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float for reading purposes, and this was used in all cases. 
, 
4.6.3. TRACER CONCENTRATION MEASURING DEVICE 
Several types of device were considered. 
Eventually however, it appeared that the flame ionisation 
detector, normally used in gas-liquid chromatography work, 
would be ideal if·it was possible to use an organic tracer. 
This detector unit will measure concentrations down to parts 
per billion a~d, because of its continuous nature and the 
minute volume of sample measured, it responds virtually 
instantaneously to the stimulus applied. Also, at the time, 
-there appeared no. reason against using an organic tracer 
material. The in~trument' used was a PERKIN ELMER 800 
CHROMATOGRAPH. 
4.6.4. TRACER INJECTION 
Since it was envisaged that a small quantity 
of volatile liquid would be used, a microlitre Hamilton 
syringe was considered ideal. It was felt that injection 
could be completed in a few hundredths of ~ second and that 
this would be sufficiently small to achieve the pulse 
injection assumption. 
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4.6.5. THE OUTPUT DISPLAY UNIT 
• 
A SOUTHERN INSTRUMENTS' Ml330 ultra violet 
recorder was used. This equipment was the obvious choice 
having an extremely fast response time as well as matching 
chart speeds. It is also perfectly matched to the flame 
ionisation detector using a SOUTHERN INSTRUMENTS' DC 
AMPLIFIER. 
This instrument is built around a galvanometer; 
a small ammeter type device held by, and pivoting on, a 
small wire containing a minute mirror. As the unit is 
energised so. the mirror rotates reflecting a small patch of 
U.V. light onto a sensitive paper chart. 
Note: it must be stated here that the most ideal system 
would have been direct on-line coupling to the Chemical 
Engineering Department's PDPll Computer. The rate of reading 
and storage of data would have been more than sufficient to 
have completely removed the need for the curve fitting data 
generating sections of the first segment of the computer 
program (see section 4.7.2.) 
4.6.6. THE TRACER MEDIUM 
Acetone was selected as the tracer medium 
because it appeared to be the"best compromise material being 
of reasonably high volatility but of sufficiently low diffusivity 
(0.32 sq ft/hr). However, in order to obtain the instantaneous 
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vaporisatiqn required, it was found necessary to inject 
, 
into the sample vaporiser of the gas-liquid chromatography' 
unit which was fitted into the reactor feed line (see 
figure 4.3.). 
4.6.7._ APPARATUS FLOWSHEET 
The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in 
figure 4.3. NitrOgent from'a high pressure cylinder was 
metered, afte~ initial pressure reduction through a 
British Oxygen Company g~s cylinder reducer, through two 
variaple area flow meters to the reactor'. The sample 
.-
vaporiser was installed immediately preceding the reactor. 
The outlet gas from the reactor passed through polyvinyl 
chloride capillary tubing to the flame ionisation detector. 
Signals from the detector were recorded by the ultra violet 
chart·recorder. 
t Nitrogen was used as·the background flow material because 
it removed the need for a gas blower unit which, while being 
an added complication to the apparatus, may also have given 
.. 
unsteady flows. It was considered that the use of air to 
calibrate the flow meters did not significantly impare 
accuracy. 
,. 
I 
, 
I 
, 
I 
, 
I 
, 
.' 
Nitrogen 
CYlinder 
Flow 
·!eters 
\ 
Sample Vaporiser 
Figure 4.3. Pulse Response Test Apparatus 
Reactor 
r-
I 
I 0---
Detector 
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4.7. THE PULSE STIMULUS-RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
, 
4.7.1. INTRODUcrION 
, 
Oata analysis was by computer software 
written· for this work l23 • The program, shown in Appendix D 
is split into two main sections. Segment one deals with 
data input, curve analysis and integration, and segment two 
wi th calculating the Buffhani and Gibilaro 18· number of 
stirred tankS/ in series, by minimising a chi square function95 
using the Swanri and Davies l29 Univariate Search Routine • 
..-
4.7.2. COMPUTER PROGRAM - SEGMENT ONE 
4.7.2.1. General 
This is the workhorse of the computer routine. 
It consists of seven main parts. 
(i) This is the data input section. It extends from line 
number 5 to 60 
(ii) Lines 40 to 50 calculate the number of concentration 
values entered 
(iii) If the values of t are equally spaced, they may be left 
out. Lines 65 to 75 calculate and enter them 
automatically 
(iv) Lines 80 to 170 test the curve for negative slope and 
if found, find the best exponential decay curve fit 
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using the correlation coefficient. If the best 
correlation coefficient < 0.9 then the program is 
terminated 
(v) This part fits a quadratic to each set of three 
pOints using an update curve fitting and smoothing 
procedure and generates a greater number of X-Y 
values for the later integration. During this 
operation, it also calculates the first moment 
integrals 
/ 
(vi) When the exponential decay curve fit area is reached, 
the remaining portions of the first moment integral 
is found analytically 
(vii) The last part of the segment calculates the residence 
time frequency function together with other values 
for use later. Those relating to the inputted times 
are outputted in a table for inspection 
4.7.2.2.· EXponential Decay Curve Fit Evaluation 
EASYl lines 80-95 check through concentrations 
to find a negative slope. When found, regression analysis 
is carried out on all the subsequent values and the correlation 
coefficient calculated. Each set is taken in turn dropping 
one value of time and concentration (the lowest) up to an 
analysis on the last three inputted values. The best 
correlation coefficient condition is found and the values of 
the respective parameters are recalculated and stored. 
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Exponential decay is of the form: 
, 
c = (62) 
, 
Taking natural logarithms of both sides yields: 
Lnc = Lnk + St Ln e 
Since Lne = 1 
Lnc = St . + Lnk (63) 
/ 
cf y = mx + K 
Tnat is, a plot of Ln (concentration) against time will give 
a straight line of slope S and intercept Ln k. " 
Regression analysis assumes accurate values of 
t but experimental or measurement error of c. It utilises a 
minimisation of the variance to calculate the best straight 
line fit. Tne amount of correlation is measured using the 
product-moment correlation coefficient. 
4.7.2.3. Quadratic CUrve Fit - First and Second 
Moments Calculation 
Although the mean residence time may be 
calculated as described in section 1.5.4. it may also be 
calculated from the R.T.D. "curve. This is useful for 
checking the calculation and adds little to the complexity 
of the program. 
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4.7.3. COMPUTER PROGRAM - SEGMENT TWO 
4.7.3.1. General 
This is a relatively simple program. It makes 
use of the Tanks-in-Series Mixing Model proposed by Buffham 
and Gibilaro 18 to assess the degree of mixing in the proposed 
reactor. To minimise the chi square function it uses the 
Swann and Davies 129 Univariate Search Routine. 
/ 
.4.7.3.2. The Univariate Search 
This was a modified program translated by the 
author to Basic Plus from the Loughborough University Computer 
Centre Fortran lV library. 
4.7.3.3. The Tanks-in-Series Model 
This model operates only on the normalised 
functions calculated in segment 1. The system is defined by: 
f{n (.6) } = (1 - .6/n)-n (64) 
where .6 = the Laplace variable and n = the number of equally 
stirred tanks. 
Inversion of equation 64 gives: 
. , 
f{ n (T)} = f'Wt-l -nT n r· e 
r (n) 
(65) 
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where r(n) = the gamma function and in this case, 
- . T = tit = reduced or normalised time. 
4.7.3.4. Curve Fitting Using Chi square 
In this case, chi square is given by: 
= 
1.: (0-E)2 
E 
where 0 = observed frequency and E = expected frequency. 
. / 
The degrees of freedom are given by: 
P = (number of parameters estimated from the data) 
Since no parameters are defined, the number of degrees of 
freedom is(P - 1). 
1 
Unless the suggested function can be manipulated 
into the form of a straight line (see section 4.7.2.2.), the 
goodness'of fit will be a purely subjective estimate. It 
depends for example, on where the comparisons are made. As was 
stated earlier, readings Were more densely packed in the low 
t vaIues. Therefore, the curve fit will be biased to fit that 
section of the curve. No better situatioI\. exists unless the 
number of stirred tanks happens to be capable of manipulation 
inco a straight line when regression analysis may be applied. 
J 
The value of the number of"s~irred tanks calculated is thus 
a guide only. 
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4.8. THE PULSE STIMULUS - RESPONSE RESULTS 
, 
4.8.1. SOFTWARE VALIDATION 
, 
4.8.1.1. General 
In order to check the computer program segments, 
theoretically calculated exponential decay data were inputted. 
Numerical integration step lengths were modified in each case 
to check prog~am sensitivity and optimise computer terminal 
time. 
-4.8.1.2. . Results 
The program ran well for a range of residence 
times and pulse injection sizes. Normalising injection and 
time values which in any case were necessary for subsequent 
manipulation for the Buffham and Gibilaro 18 modelling 
routines, no doubt helped to standardise any computational 
errors. However, numerical integration step lengths, before 
the data input was sufficiently well modelled by the 
exponential decay curve fitting routine, ~ere found to be an 
important factor. 
Typical results which approximated the reactor 
to be tested are shown in ruh.numbers 68 and 73 (Appendix E) 
RUN 68 
From this run it can be seen that the numerical integration 
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works well giving a difference in mean residence time of 
, 
only 12.957 - 12.923 = + 0.26%. The exponential decay fit 
12.923 
is also excellent giving a k value of 99.99 instead of the 
, 
100 used for cO. This, combined with the calculated value 
of ~ (which is equal to Q/V) of 0.07743 compared to the 
inputted value of Q/V of 0.0744 and a correlation coefficient 
of 0.999998, shows that this section also works well. 
The number of tanks calculated from the Buffham 
and Gibilaro equation is 1.0087 with a X2 exceeding 99%; 
/,' 
The univariate search found only one minimum, 
starting at n value extremes of 0.8 and 1.2. 
RUN 73 
-' 
The error in mean residence time in this case is increased to 
+ 0.38% which is to be exPected with the larger integration 
step lengths analysing a consistently concave curve. However, 
changes in the I(t) values (see section 3.4.2.) were small 
except for the final value of 0.0032 (cf 0.0056 in run 68) at 
5 mean residence times. 
The exponential decay curve fitting was still 
excellent, despite its late application in this case, giving 
a correlation coefficient of 0.999997 instead of 0.999998 
for run 68. 
The number of tanks (Buffham anu Gibilaro model) 
is 1.009, which is still a good result. 
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4.8.1.3. Conclusions 
The program appeared to work extremely well 
and wastherefqre used to analyse response data from the 
proposed reactor. 
4.8.2. THE MULCAHY REACTOR 
4.8.2.1. General 
/The reactor shown in figure 4.2. was tested 
with the diffuser bulb and outlet pipe in various positions. 
It became evident that the position of the diffuser bulb 
ha~a much greater effect and was- found to give best results 
when located approximately centrally in the vessel. Therefore, 
the tests listed are for- the diffuser bulb in this position 
and the outlet pipe in one of three positions as shown in 
figure 4.4. 
4.8.2.2. Results 
The results of some typical runs with flow rates 
of 1300 ems/min (which gives a residence time of 13 sec) are 
shown in Table 4.1. 
With the exception of Run Number 132, mean 
residence times by the numerical integration procedure gave 
a maximum error of + 6 and - 4%. As calculated from S in the 
exponential curve fitting routine, Run Numbers 131, 132 and 
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, 
Ca) Fully Retracted 
/ 
Cb) Centrally Positioned 
Cc) Maximum Insertion 
Figure 4.4. Outlet Pipe Location 
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133 gave a high mean residence time of 14.34 sec. However, 
, . 
the number of tanks average value of 0.701, indicated· 
significant by-passing. It must therefore be presumed that 
, 
jets impinged on the outlet pipe without mixing but that gas 
in some part or parts of the vessel was stagnant. 
Runs 188 and 190 on the other ·hand, gave a low 
mean residence time of 11.21 sec but with a high number of 
tanks (1.345). Presumably, in this case the vessel was well 
swept out but this generated a more plug flow regime. 
/ 
Runs 213 and.227 gave a still lower mean 
residence time best fit with the somewhat lower correlation 
coefficient of 0.993 (cf Runs 188 and 190 =.0.999). However, 
-' 
these gave the best results for the stirred tank reactor 
performance of 1.19. 
4.8.2.3. Conclusions 
The results show that experimentally repeatable 
mixing performance data can be obtained using this technique. 
However, there appeared to be little logic in the results and 
the responses to altering the various design parameters were 
not sufficiently illUminating to give adequate indication of 
the modifications necessary to achieve good mixing. Indeed, 
it was felt that this suggested that good mixing would never 
. ;. 
be obtained usingtthe Mulcahy and Williams type of reactor 
design. 
4.9. 
4.9.1. 
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VISUALISATION TESTS TO ASSESS 
REACTOR MIXING 
As a result of the inability to obtain good 
results from the stimulus-response experiments, it was 
decided to attempt to characterise mixing using a flow 
visualisation technique. However, unlike Batten7 , 
Mulcahy and Williams 97 
/ ' 
and Bush20 who had all used 
liquids~, it was felt that gas phase studies would give a 
closer repre'sentation of the actual mixing processes. 
Other workers 48 have used smoke tests 
to determine flow patterns. unfortunately this technique 
also suffers certain drawbacks. Smoke is made up of solid 
particles with densities often greatly different from that 
of the gaseous supernatant. The particles thus produced, 
do not necessarily follow the 'gaseous stream, especially'if 
the gas follows a tortuous path. It was decided therefore, 
to contrive to produce the smoke in situ so that particle 
size could be kept to a minimum and any smoke generated 
would be caused by molecular mixing of gas'es in the flow 
streams themselves. 
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4.9.2. SMOKE GENERATION FROM AMMONIA 
, 
AND HYDROGEN CHLORIDE 
~he most suitable smoke appeared to be 
ammonium chloride because: 
(i) Molecular weights and therefore densities of the 
reactant gases are not very different either from 
each other or from cheap carrier gases such as air 
or nitrogen: 
/ Molecular weight 
Ammonia (NH3) 17 
Hydrogen chloride (HCI) 36.5 
- Nitrogen (N2) 28 
Air (N2 = 80%, O2 = 20%43 29 
(ii) Reaction rate is fast and, at the temperatures of 
operation contemplated, virtually irreversible 
(iii) The smoke generated is brilliant white and therefore 
ideal·for photographic study 
(iv) The reagents are readily available and inexpensive 
(v) The reagents and products do not react with the 
suggested carrier gases 
". 
(vi) The carrier gases (dry air or nitrogen) are also cheap 
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4.9.3. APPARATUS AND METHOD 
4.9.3.1. General Flowsheet 
, 
It was decided to use nitrogen supplied 
through· a reduction set from a high pressure cylinder. 
This main was split to feed two variable area flow meters, 
one of which was connected directly to a 500 millilitre 
borosilicate glass bubbler •. The other flow meter was 
connected to ft three-way tap, so that the bubbler in this 
line could be by-passed by a .loop connected to the bubbler 
outlet just prior to the reactor by a tee piece. It was 
--felt that this. arrangement (which is shown as Figure 4.5.) 
would allow gas flow rates to be set and flow conditions 
to·be established in the reactor prior to smoke generation. 
unfortunately, either some carry-over caused premature wisps 
of smoke to be formed, or unclear start times were observed, 
presumably whilst stagnant gas above the by-pass bubbler 
and up to the tee piece was being purged out. Therefore, the 
apparatus was modified as in Figure 4.6. In both cases, 
effluent gases were fed to a water wetted packed column 
scrubber prior to release to atmosphere. 
Initial experiments showed that best results 
were obtained by placing ammonia in the bubbler permanently 
in line with the reactor. If high smoke density was achieved, 
it was found necessary to replenish reagents after every run. 
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Nitrogen Purge 
,....--- (adjusted to equal 
flow from flow 
meter A) 
To Reactor 
Vent 
(To Scrubber) 
(1) Flows established in 
reactor with taps set 
to purge nitrogen 
Flow Meter A through bubbler and 
off to vent 
(2) When filming commenced, 
both taps rotated 
simultaneously through 
90". In this posi don 
impregnated gas is fed 
immediately to reactor 
and purge simply diverted 
to scrubber 
Figure 4.6 •. Smoke Test Apparatus Modifciations 
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4.9.3.2. Reagents 
(i) Ammonia General purpose grade, 0.880 specific gravity 
ammonia ,was used 
(ii) Hydrogen chloride This was obtained by bubbling the 
carrier gas through general purpose grade concentrated 
hydrochloric acid 
(iii) Carrier gas Nitrogen from a British Oxygen Company high 
pressure cylinder was used as the carrier medium 
/ 
4.9.3.3. Camera and Filming 
(i) Equipment and Materials It was decided to use a 16 mm 
-- Bolex camera designed to expose up to 64 frames/sec. 
The film used was Kodak Plus X Reversible 7276, PXR 43 
manufactured for 16 mm role and high speed cameras 
(ii) Method The camera was set approximately 60 cm in front 
of the reactor vessel which had been mounted on a matt 
black painted stand and backcloth. A single 350 watt 
spotlight gave angled backlighting. The layout is 
shown in Figure 4.7. 
From the reactor residence time it was considered 
necessary to use the maximum film speed of 64 frames/sec. 
T~st exposures showed that this meant an aperture setting 
of f4. 
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Figure 4.7. Filming Apparatus Arrangement 
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4.9.4. RESULTS 
The films of some typical runs are shown in 
figures 4.8.,4'.9.,4.10.,4.11.,4.12.,4.13.,4.14., and 
4.15. Operating data together with estimates of film frame 
numbers ·where smoke commenced to be generated in the vessel, 
to where no further increase in smoke density occurred for 
these runs, is shown in table 4.2. 
Figures 4.16., 4.17. and 4.18. are individual 
frames taken from Run 333. These show the short circuiting 
that occurs and the flow dynamics of the reactor design. 
4.9.5. CONCLUSIONS 
It was considered that the smoke test technique 
gave a good insight into the. flow dynamics existing in the 
proposed reactor design. 
Measurement of time to fill the reactor with 
smoke appeared to be repeatable. It was also a high percentage 
of the reactor mean residence time. However, it was felt tha~ 
this was still not a true estimate of mixing time, since the 
flow patterns would remain despite the reactor filling with 
smoke. Therefore, unless the gaseous reactants have a high 
diffusivity, good mixing, even on a macroscale, between various 
, 
parts of the reactor would never be achieved. 
From figures 4.16. and 4.17. short circuiting 
can be seen. These figures show that the diffuser bulb 
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Figure 4.10. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies - Run Number 326 
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Figure 4.11. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies - Run Number 327 
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Figure 4.13. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies - Run Number 330 
Figure 4.14. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies - Run Number 333 
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Figure 4.15. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies Run Number 335 
'- -----_.-
•• 0 ___ ' __ -
I RESIDENCE SMOKE'GENERAIION RUN FLOW RATES TOTAL TIME (sec) COMMENCEl FIN SHES TOTAL FRAMES FILM TIME TIMExloo NUMBER METER 1 METER 2 FLOW Q/V FRAME FRAME SPEED RESIDENCE 
where NUMBER NUMBER TIME 
cm 3/min cm 3/min cm 3/min jv=280 cm 3 ~r~es/se sec % 
-
'-
323 420 700 572 + 3 581 + 3 9x20+3-3=180 64 - 2.8 , 
19 
-
324 . 420 700 1120 15 589 + 15 599 +0 lOx20+o-15=185 64 2.9 
.. 
.- ._-
--
326* 42'0 700 642 653 11x20=220 64 3.4 
t-.---~ 
327 530 2100 660 + 4 664 + 15 4x20+l5-4=91 64 1.4 
2630 6.4 21 
............. -. .,.... ....... -...... -, .,.-,.,.., ..... r .... ····" .-.... 
.' 
328 530 2100 189 + 11 193 + 15 4x20+l5-11=84 64 1.3 
i--~--.- ----------------. --------." - -
330 870 4600 201 + 2 203 + 9 2x20+9-2=47 64 0.7 
.----------,,---- .. ---_. 
333 870 4600 5470 3.07 212 + 8 213 + 16 1x20+l6-8=28 64 0.4 18 
335 870 4600 223 + 15 225 + 15 2x20+l5-15=40 64 0.6 
* question start 
Table 4.2. 'Visua1isation Results, Mu1cahy andWi11iams TYPe Reactor 
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Figure 4.16. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies 
Individual Frame from Run Number 333 
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Figure 4.17. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies 
Individual Frame from Run Number 333 
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Figure 4.18. Smoke Test Visualisation Studies 
Individual Frame from Run Number 333 
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generates a number of tubular reactor streams of differing 
• lengths. It must be considered therefore, that the" residence 
time distribution studies which showed reasonable exponential 
, 
decay characteristics (see section 4.8.2.2.), were not in 
fact indicating stirred reactor performance but a multiplicity 
of tubular reactors as described in section 3.6.4. This gives 
excellent reason for the comments made in the conclusions to 
that work (section 4.8.2.3.). 
However, perhaps the most interesting result was 
/ 
the consistency between the mixing time as determined from 
visual inspection of the film and the mean residence time; 
mixing time varied only 3% for a 5-fold variation in reactor 
--
residence I time. "It was concluded that this was simply a 
balancing of the extra energy input against the corresponding 
loss in residence time by increasing the flow rate. 
Unfortunately, whilst the reactor outlet was maintained at 
approximately atmospheric pressure, increased flows must have 
given higher pressure drops across the diffuser bulb. Since 
no constant pressure device was built into the flow metering 
system, pressure, and therefore density, must have been 
affected at this point. It is regrettabl~ that this was not 
fully taken into account. 
Certainly, nothing indicated that this reactor 
design gave anything but ex~emely poor mixing. A totally new 
design concept was thus necessary. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS 
FOR A STIRRED REACTOR 
", 
'. ; 
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5. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR A STIRRED REACTOR 
S.L INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter it was deduced that the 
Mulcahy, and Williams reactor design failed to achieve adequate 
mixing. Discussion in Chapter 3 (sections 3.10.3. and 3.10.4.) 
also gave cause to doubt other designs where only energy 
contained in the inlet stream is used. Therefore further 
development o~ this approach was abandoned. 
'Mixing using methods such as ultrasonics, were 
also not considered worthy of detailed investigation for two 
-reasons. Firstly it was felt that high energy inputs might 
induce molecular excitation and thus alter the' rate or even 
modify the form, of the reaction under study. Secondly, these 
methods, whilst perhaps pertaining to the whole vessel, would 
nevertheless produce only local mixing. For low diffusivity 
materials this might be an important consideration. However, 
for gaseous reactants and products at high temperatures, 
molecular diffusion is rapid. What is needed in this case is 
bulk mixing; that is, macro mixing or circulation throughout 
the whole reactor. ", 
This is interesting since when studying the 
general principles of mixing,' workers have almost invariably 
come to describe mixing in terms of ,circulation or 
recirculation (section 3.9.). However, as was demonstrated 
with the Bush reactor (section 3.10.4.) solid circulation gives 
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little mixing. Good bulk mixing requires sufficient 
circulation combined with regular and total break-up of 
the pressure and flow streams. 
The problem therefore resolves itself into 
two main issues: 
(i) What is considered sufficient for the volume of 
circulation or recirculation? 
(ii) HOW can efficient break-up of the pressure and flow 
streams be effected? 
/ 
Regarding (i) a number of workers20~82 have suggested a 
recirculation ratio of 30:1 and therefore, this was taken as 
the_minimum for any satisfactory design proposaL With 
problem (ii) it was decided that any design should be free of 
the Bush type of symmetric shape and flow pattern. In 
addition, the incorporation of turbulence raisers effective 
on the total flow of gas in one circulation, was considered 
essential. 
5.2. EXTERNAL RECYCLE 
As stated by Bush 20 the obvious difficulty is 
to effect an efficient seal between the reactor vessel and 
stirrer motor, and prevent excessive heat transfer damaging 
the drive unit. One possible approach is shown in figure 5.1. 
In this case the recirculation device is set externally to the 
high temperature reaction section and the gaseous reacting 
fluid is withdrawn, cooled, pumped, reheated and returned. 
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, 
Cooler 
Reheater 
/ 
Figure 5.1. External Recirculation 
If cooling and reheating are instantaneous and the cooling, 
to such a temperature that negligible reaction takes place, 
then the effective reactor volume is that contained in the 
furnace. The residence time is thus the hot zone volume 
divided by the rate of feed of reactants o.r removal of products. 
unfortunately, gas heat transfer is extremely 
poor. Therefore, combined with the fact that the proposed 
flow is thirty times that of'·the reactant feed rate, cooler 
and reheater units will need to be relatively large. A 
significant part of the total reaction will thus occur over a 
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range of temperature and this detracts from the basic 
, 
concept of the stirred reactor (section 2.3.4.). Indeed, 
as the conditions are difficult to define, these problems 
endow the equipment with the disadvantages at least equal to 
those of the tubular or plug flow system (section 2.3.2.). 
Improving heat transfer by quenching in cold 
liquids and reheating by bubbling through fluidised beds 
(section 1.5.7.) was investigated. Nevertheless, even here, 
results of the,most optimistic calculations78 ,81 showed that 
/ 
this was not a viable solution - especially with the added 
risk of these media having catalytic effects on the reaction. 
5.3. INTERNAL RECYCLE 
5.3.1. GENERAL. 
From the preceding discussion it has been shown 
that the stirrer or mixing device will need to be contained 
in the reactor proper and operate at reactor temperature. 
Several designs appeared feasible and worthy of more detailed 
examination. 
5.3.2. THE CLOSED LOOP REACTOR 
5.3.2.1. General 
This arrangement is shown diagrammatically in 
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figure 5.2. It consists of two equal diameter tubes set 
side by side and interlinked at the ends. Obviously, this 
a=angement is capable of containing two stirrers; one in 
each tube. However, doubling-up would necessitate the 
inherent problems associated with extra shafts, seals and 
drive units. Similarly, it was possible to push the shaft 
through so that a bearing could be placed both ends. However, 
. this again would have meant two seals. Therefore only a 
single fan, single seal system was considered. 
/ 
.- ( 
I 
I 
, 
---~ / ' 
Figure 5.2. The Closed Loop Reactor 
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5.3.2.2. Advantages 
From the shape of the vessel, good break-up 
of pressure an~ stream lines was anticipated. This in turn 
suggested that a prerotor or straightener might not be 
needed thus simplifying the design. 
5.3.2.3. Disadvantages 
Difficulties were envisaged in aligning the 
/ 
shaft and seal with such a vessel design. In addition, 
uniform heating would be difficult and special furnace 
des}.gn necessary. 
5.3.2.4. Conclusions 
Design of this type was considered feasible 
but other designs would be reviewed first. 
5.3.3. THE CONCENTRIC TUBE FAN DESIGN 
5.3.3.1. General 
". 
This design comprises two tubes of differing 
size, arranged as shown in figure 5.3. 
5.3.3.2. Advantages 
This appeared to be a good design. A prerotor 
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and/or straightener would be needed to prevent simple 
rotation of the gaseous medium at the speed of the fan 
(see section 3.10.4.). However, since the inner tube 
needed support, the same prerotors/straighteners could 
double-up as support members. 
I( 
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I section through 
centre line 
Figure 5.3. The Concentric TUbe Fan Reactor 
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5.3.3.3. Disadvantages 
, 
The only disadvantages that could be foreseen 
were: 
(i) The shaft would overhang because of the top gap 
requirement 
(ii) Fabrication of a quartz impeller of complex aerofoil 
design might be difficult 
(iii) Curved prerotor/straightener blades might also be 
diffioult to manufacture 
(iv) Fan size was limited to the dimension of the inner 
tube 
..- • 
5.3.3.4. Conclusions 
It 'was decided to pursue a detailed design of 
this concept. 
5.3.4. THE CONCENTRIC TUBE IMPELLER DESIGN 
5.3.4.1. General 
This arrangement is shown diagrammatically in 
figure 5.4. As in the case of the fan design, it consists of 
two tubes of differing size ,with the smaller and shorter 
. 
placed and supported concentrically inside the larger so that 
equal space exists at the ends. 
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Figure 5.4.· The concentric Tube Impeller Reactor 
5.3.4.2. Advantages 
The advantages over the fan design were: 
(i) The overhang of the shaft would be kept to a minimum 
(ii) The impeller blades could be of a simpler form 
(iii) Because the impeller can be up to the internal diameter 
of the larger tube, lower speeds will be necessary. 
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5.3.4.3. Disadvantages 
From a preliminary literature review, design 
appeared to be ,less well understood. In particular, the 
sealing requirements on the inner tube would have to be 
investigated by empirical means. 
5.3.4.4. Conclusions 
This appeared to be a good design concept. 
/ 
Therefore, it was decided to fall back to this approach 
using an empirical design method, should the fan design fail. 
,-
5.4. REVImv OF REACTOR SIZING 
5.4.1. ENGINEERING CONSTRAINTS 
The volume of the Mulcahy and Williams design 
was approximately 260 cm 3 (section 2.3.4.). This was possible 
because of the simple engineering content. However, whilst 
it was useful because in such a small vessel mixing is 
enhanced by molecular diffusion, measurement and control of 
the additipn of reactants are difficult an·d.therefore inaccurate. 
Bush used a squat cylinder reactor of 4 inches 
diameter and height 2 inches" The volume of this reactor was 
therefore: 
= ~/4(4 x 2.54)2(2 x 2.54) 
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Presumably the closer tolerance requirement for the jet 
, 
nozzles necessitated the larger diameter vessel in 'this 
case .. 
, 
The present reactor design is complex. It 
will require a fan or impeller of quartz. Both these types 
are highly dependent on diameter for their pumping capacity. 
Therefore, the vessel diameter was taken as that of the Bush 
design, namely 4 inches. 
/ 
5.4.2. HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATIONS 
Most workers 1,97, 1 30 have used ovens or 
fur~aces for reactors and have found that these give good 
temperature control. However, Bush 19 used a salt bath to 
control the temperature of his jet stirred reactor. Salt 
baths are not easy to use eVen though they give excellent 
heat transfer. For example, they are solid below 
approximately l42·C and therefore require to be kept hot at 
all times. In addition, leakage of gaseous hydrocarbons into 
an oxidising nitrite/nitratet liquid mixture is hazardous. 
Therefore, with the reactor to be made in 
quartz tt, it was felt that a radiant heater deSign would be 
advantageous. The furnace would thus be built to accommodate 
t Salt composition 1 07 is: 40% NaN02, 7% NaN03, 53% KN03 (by wt) 
tt From Appendix F 'Pure Vitreous Silica - Technical Data' 
(TD6), quartz shows no appreciable infra-red absorption up to 
a wavelength of about 3.5 microns. 
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the reactor vessel and for simplicity, incorporate short 
electric fire elements. This gave the reactor an overall 
length of approximately 8 inches. The volume of the reactor 
was therefore: 
TI/4(3.75 x 2.54)2(8 x 2.54) = 
5.4.3. FLAMMABILITY AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS 
The size of the proposed vessel increased the 
/ 
risk of injury and damage should an explosion occur. Since 
one typical use to which the reactor might be put is the 
vapour phase oxidation of benzene44 the hazards associated 
-with this material were considered. 
The flammability properties of benzene in air 
are shown in table 5.1. 
PROPERTY UNITS VALUE 
Holecular weight 78.1 
HvvapoUr enth at ign temp Btu/lb 169 
HB Heat of combustion Btu/lb 17446 
Stoichiometric mixture % by volume 2.71 
, 
Lean % stoichiometric 43 
Flammability limit: 
Rich % stoichiometric 336 
Spontaneous ignition temp • OF 1097 
Max. flame speed (UF) . ft/sec 1.3 
Adiabatic temp. @ UF OF 4150 
Table -5 .1. Benzene Flammabili ty Limits with Air 1 0 7 
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The reactor will be operated in the region 
, 
of 7% vol. oxygen. This is equivalent to: 
= 33.3% vol. air or 100 - 33.3 = 66.7% vcl. 
benzene 
Therefore, operation will be well outside the benzene 
flammability limits which are, from table 5.1.: 
43 
100 x 2.71 = 1.2 and 
336 Wo x 2.71 = 9.1% vol. benzene 
/ 
However, the spontaneous ignition temperature 
of 1097°F (592°C) means that careful consideration will need 
to1be given when working greatly in excess of Dutta's44 
proposed optimum temperature of 565°C. 
5.4.4. GAS FLOW RATES 
With a reactor free volume of say 1400 ems, 
the total gas flow rates at reactor temperature (GOO·C) for 
residence times between 2 and· 15 seconds (see section 4.3.1.) 
are given by: T = V/Vf (see section 1.5.4.). The total gas 
flow rates are therefore: 
1400 
2 = 700 ems/sec 
At 20·C these become: 
700 x 20 + 273 
600 + 273 = 
and 1400 15 
235 ems/sec 
= 
and, 
93.3 x 20 + 273 
600 + 273 
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= 
These flow rates were considered acceptable since further 
increase in residence time for studying slower reactions or 
those diluted with recycle, could be accommodated whilst 
maintaining accuracy of flow measurement. 
5.4.5. REACl'OR INNER TUBE SIZING 
/ 
The overall reactor dimensions have been given 
previously (section 5.4.1. and 5.4.2.). The inner tube 
-dimensions were chosen so,as to give equivalent cross 
sectional area for flow to that of the annulus so created. 
This means that the dimensions shown in figure 5.5. are related 
by: 
'IT/4D~ (66) 
where Dl and D2 are the inside diameters of the inner and outer 
tubes respectively and w1' the inner tube wall thickness. 
D ' 1 wl ~------r-----~-
Figure 5.5. Reactor Tube Dimensions 
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If the tube wall thicknesses are 0.125" then simplifying, 
, 
equation 66 becomes: 
0 2 
" 
02 - (01 + 2wl ) 
2 
1 2 
'" 
(3.75)2 - (01 + 0.25)2 
'" 
14.0625 - 0 2 - 0.501 - 0.0625 1 
and rearranging: 
20~ ..+ 0.501 - 14 o 
or: 
o~+ 0.2501 - 7 o 
The value of 01 can be obtained using the formula for solving 
a quadratic equation 1. e. 
-b + Ib z - 4ac 
2a 
where a and b are the coefficients in x and x 2 respectively 
and c is the constant term. In this case, a = 1, b = 0.25 arid 
c = -7. 
Therefore: 
) 
= 2.524 in 
The outside diameter of the inner tube is therefore: 
2.52 + (2 x 0.125) = 2.77 i.n 211" 0.0. pipe 
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Therefore recalculating~ the cross sectional area of the 
, 
inner tube is: 
TI/4D~ =' TI/4(2.5 X 2.54)2 = 31.67 cm2 
and that of the annulus is given by: 
= TI/4 { (3.75 x 2.54) 2 - (2.75 x 2.54) 2 } 
/ 
= 
Therefore, the mean cross sectional area = 32.3 cm2• 
In order to· retain the same cross sectional area for flow at 
the ends of the vessel, the gap to be left is given by: 
= 
where ~ is the end float. 
Rearranging: 
= 
32.3 
TI x 2.625 x 2.54 = 1.54 cm 
5.5. OPERATING CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL 
PROPERTY DATA - ASSUMPTIONS 
'. ; 
5.5.1. GENERAL 
Design of either type of stirred reactor 
(sections 5.3.3. and 5.3.4.) requires assumptions of operating 
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conditions and fluid physical data. Operating conditions 
• 
and reactant physical data of the Dutta~~ vapour phase 
studY of benzene oxidation were taken as a typical requirement. 
5.5.2. DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS 
The basis for design is set out in table 5.2.' 
PARAMETER UNITS VALUE 
Temperature ·C 600 
-
Pressure bar 1 
Typical feed/product 
composition: 
Benzene % mol (vcl) 66.7 
Oxygen % mol (vol) 7 
Residence time 
Minimum sec 2 
Maximum sec 15t 
Table 5.2. Reactor Design Operating Conditions 
5.5.3. MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 
Air = 29; Benzene = 78.1; Oxygen = 32 
t It should be noted that, because of the application of 
external energy to mix the contents of the reactor, the 
minimum residence time is the critical factor. Any longer 
residence time may be tolerated with complete confidence. 
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5.5.4. FLUID DENSITY 
, 
100 cu ft of mixture will comprise 66.7 cu ft 
of benzene and \33.3 cu ft of air. 
From the gas laws, molecular weight in lb units 
occupies 359 cu ft at NTP. Therefore: 
(i) Benzene 
78.1 lb 
/ 
& 66.7 cu ft 
(ii} Air 
29 lb 
& 33.3 cu ft 
359 cu ft at NTP 
. 66.7 x 78.1 
359 
359 cu ft at NTP 
33.3 x 29 
359 
'14.5 lb 
2.69 lb 
The total weight of 100 cu ft of mixture at NTP is therefore: 
14.5 + 2.69 = 17.2 lb. 
The density is given by: 
p m = V (67) 
where m = mass and V is the volume occupied. 
The density of the mixture is therefore: 
p 17.2 = '-- = 100 0.172 lbs/cu ft @ NTP 
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At 600'C the density becomes: 
or 
5.5.5. 
273 
0.172 x 273 + 600 
0.0538 x 0.016 
FLUID VISCOSITY 
= 0.0538 lb/cu ft 
= 
The viscosities of air and benzene vapour at 
600'C and 1 bar are: 
/' 
'Air = 0.0385 centipoise 70 
Benzene = 0.0207 centipoise 7o 
Since there is no affinity between benzene and' air, viscosity 
of the mixture is based on molecular fraction giving: 
Air = 0.333 x 0.0385 = 0.0128 cP 
Benzene = 0.667 x 0.0207 = 0.0138 cP 
Therefore, the'mean viscosity of the mixture = 0.0266 centipoise. 
5.5.6. REACTOR RECIRCULATION RATE 
Recirculation rates have already been discussed 
in section 5.1. which showed that workers have correctly related 
mixing need to feed rate an4not per se to reactor volume. 
This means a flow rate of at least 10,000 cm 3/sec (see section 
5.4.4.) to give a recirculation ratio of 30:1 at a residence 
time of 4 secs. 
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5.5.7. RECIRCULATION PRESSURE DROP 
• 
5.5.7.1. General 
It is difficult to estimate the pressure drop 
this flow rate will produce' in the proposed reactor vessel 
design. Whilst it was accepted that the only accurate 
method is to build a prototype, in order to obtain an 
approximate figure, a theoretical calculation was performed. 
/ 
5.5.7.2. Assumptions 
The-reactor was assumed to consist of the following elements 
,which contributed to the total pressure drop: 
(i) Two 'u' bends 
(11) One expansion 
(iii) One contraction 
(iv) The pressure drop associated with fluid flowing in the 
inner tube. The length of this is calculated from 
sections 5.4.2. and 5.4.5. giving: 
2.54(8 - 2 x 0.125) - 2 x 1.54 
overall internal 
length of reactor 
total end 
float 
= 16.6 cm 
(v) The pressure drop ass?ciated with fluid flowing in the 
annulus. This is assumed to be the 'lame length as in 
(iv) above 
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5.5.7.3. U Bends 
, 
These were assumed to model the change in 
direction of the flow at the ends of the reactor. Tight U 
bend data was taken from perryl07 who suggests a value of 
1.5 velocity heads or converting, using Coulson and 
Richardson 3 0 75 pipe diameters for tUrbulent flow. 
For the two bends, total equivalent pipe 
diameters is 150. 
/ 
5 _,5.7.4. Expansion Losses 
,- This is the assumed loss by expansion from the 
tube to the annulus at one end of the reactor. 
107 From Perry : 
F = (68) 
where F = the pressure drop as head of fluid and g is the 
acc~leration due to gravity. In addition, the assumption is 
made that the velocities vl and v2 are as given in figure 5.6. 
..... 
v l v2 
'" - • ---- - - • - . -,q; 
Figure 5.6. Sizes for Expansion and Contraction Losses 
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At the mean diameters of pipe (Di) and annulus (D2), the 
, 
velocities are: 
= 
= 10,OOO/n x (1.25 x 2.54) x 1.54 
= 651 cm/sec 
= lo,ooo/n x (3.25 x 2.54) x 1.54 
/ 
= 250.4 cm/sec 
where vl and v2 are the radial velocities in the element 
at-Di and D2 respectively. 
Therefore, equation 68 yields: 
F = (651 - 250.4)2/2 x 981 
= 81.8 cm fluid 
5.5.7.5. Contraction Losses 
This is assumed to cover the contraction loss 
as the gas passes from the annulus to the tube at the other 
end of the reactor. 
From Perry 107: 
; . 
F = KcV~/2g (69) 
where K is the coefficient of sudden contraction for turbulent 
c 
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conditions based on the ratio of the areas (or flow) as 
shown in table 5.3. 
~2/~1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
K 0.5 0.45 0.36 0.21 0.07 0 
c 
Table 5.3. Sudden Contraction - LOss Coefficient 
for Turbulent FloW 107 
In this case { 
= = 250.4/651 = 0.38 
,. 
Assuming a linear relationship between the points, 
interpolation yields: 
Therefore: 
K 
c 
F 
= 
0.36 + (0.45 - 0.36) (0.38 _ 0.36) 
0.2 . 
= 0.37 
= 0.37 x 6512 /2 x 981 
= 79.9 cm fluid 
Note: Obviously ·the expansion and contraction are not sudden. 
Therefore, only 10% of these calculated pressure drops will be 
included in the total pressure drop estimation. 
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5.5.7.6. Hydraulic Mean Diameter 
, 
In order to calculate the pressure loss in 
the annulus, its equivalent wetted perimeter or hydraulic 
mean diameter must first be calculated. 
" . 30 From Coulson and Richardson" : 
/ 
D = 
m 
= (3.75 - 2.75)2.54 
= 2.54 cm 
where D is the hydraulic mean "diameter. __ m 
5.5.7.7. Reynolds Number 
In both the straight pipe and the annulus 
pressure drop calculations (and to check the validity of 
(70) 
turbulent condition assumptions in the previous calculations), 
the Reynolds number must be calculated. 
This is given by: 
Re = (71) 
where Re = Reynolds number, p = the density of the fluid, 
D = the diameter equivalent pf the pipe, v = the velocity and 
~ = the viscosity of the fluid. 
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(i) Straight Pipe 
Re = 8.61 x 10-~ x (2.5 x 2.54) (10000/31.67) 
(0.0266/100) 
= 6476 
= 6.48 x 10 3 
(11) Annulus 
Re = 8.61 x 10-~ x (1 x 2.54) (10000/32.94) 
.J (0.0266/100) 
= 2496 
= 2.50 X 10 3 
For turbulent conditions to exist 30 the Re number must 
exceed approximately 2500. Therefore, both flows are in 
the turbulent regime. 
5.5.7.8. Fluid Flow Pressure Losses in Pipes 
From Coulson and Richardson 30 the head of 
fluid lost due to friction, for a non compressible fluidt is 
t It is assumed that for low pressure drops, the compressibility 
is small. 
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where ~ is the dimension1ess group R /pv2, obtained from 
r 
the graphical relationship against the Reyno1ds n~er30 
(R is the resistance to flow per unit area of pipe surface). 
r , 
5.5.7.9. Head LOss in Inner Pipe 
From section 5.5.7.2. the length of inner 
tube is 16.6 cm. Assuming a smooth pipe, the loss in head 
of fluid is given by: 
,./ 
F = 8 x 0.0043 x' 16.6 x (10,000/31.67) 2 x 1 
-=-==--:'=:-2.5 x 2.54 2 x 981 
_= 4.6 cm fluid 
5.5.7.10 •. Head Loss in Annulus 
Again, assuming a smooth pipe: 
F = 8 x 0.0057 x 16.6 x (10,000/32.94)2 x 1 
2.54 2 x 981 
= 14 cm fluid 
5.5.7.11. Total Head Loss in Reactor 
The total loss is the sum of the individual 
losses and is given by: 
373.5 + 0.1(81.8 + 79.9) + 4.6 + 14 = 408.3 cm 
or 408.3/(2.54 x 12) = 13.4 ft of fluid 
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Conclusions 
, 
This gives a pressure drop of 408 cm of 
fluid in a tot~l pressure of 1 bar. 
That is: 
where: 
or: 
1 bar 
/ 
0.35 . 1 
1020 x 00 
= 0.35 g/cm2 in 1 bar 
-
1.02 kg/cm2 
-
1.02 x 1000 g/cm2 
-
1020 g/cm2 
= 0.03% change 
Therefore, the initial assumption that the pressure drop is 
sufficiently small that the compressibility of the fluid is 
negligible, is acceptable (see section 5.5.7.8.). Consequently, 
the calculation of total head loss is valid. 
5.6. THE FAN STIRRED REACTOR 
5.6.1. GENERAL 
.. ; 
From section 5.3.3. it was shown that axial flow 
fans appeared very suitable for the task of achieving good 
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mixing in a stirred reactor. A literature12B,1~7 review also 
, 
suggested that design procedure was well tried and understood 
if a little complex and laborious. This was because it 
, 
contained a trial and error element. 
So that a comprehensive study of the possible 
configurations could be undertaken, it was therefore decided 
to write a generalised computer program. 
5.6.2. COMPUTER PROGRAM - FAN DESIGN , 
5.6.2.1. -General 
.-
The fan 'design program, based on' the approach 
used by Wallisl~7 is written for an interactive computing 
facility. This maintains the trial and error element of the 
design procedure within the control of the designer, so 
enabling complete flexibility of choice of the many parameters 
which constitute a feasible result. 
5.6.2.2. Data Input 
The basic fan requirement, physical properties of 
the fluid and, initial design suggestions (including choice of 
prerotor or straightener design) are input between lines 20 
and 175. units have been chosen to be the most likely 
available. However, within this area, unit conversions are. 
carried out, so alterations of units to suit a particular 
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application are easily made. 
5.6.2.3. preliminary Design 
This allows the designer to a1.ter many of the 
parameters (except the fluid physical data) at will. This 
section gives blade root conditions (which are sometimes 
limiting) and thence midspan data and efficiency losses in 
. t 
terms of the varioUs dimensionless coefficients. In the 
final run, the designer is required to match the ove~all 
efficiency guess against that calculated. A full tableau of 
input data and results is then printed. 
--
5.6.2.4. Detailed Design 
In this section, detailed design of the rotor 
and stator blade forms are derived. Again, the designer has 
opportunity to decide on the complexity of fabrication 
requirements, taking account of the manufacturing facilities 
. available to him. 
Extra data required in this section are shown in 
Appendix H. 
t For details of the theory see Wallisl~7. 
, 
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DESIGN OF FAN STIRRED 
REACTOR 
Operating Conditions and Physical Data Input 
These data were obtained from section 5.5. 
The fan diameter was constrained to the internal diameter 
of the.inner tube, that is 6.35 cm (2.5 in). Because of 
the poor fabrication capability likely to be encountered 
with a material of construction such as quartz, a fan tip 
clearance of 20 thou (0.5 mm) was used. 
5.6.3.2 •. Results 
The previous 10 pages have shown the fan design 
evolution. Obviously in this case efficiency is not important; 
in fact for good mixing, low efficiency is probably advantageous. 
However, results show that high speeds (6000 rpm at a boss:fan 
ratio of 0.6 using 16 blades and 8000 rpm at a boss:fan ratio 
of 0.7 using 13 blades) are required to achieve the level of 
. re circulation specified. Therefore, design of an impeller type 
stirred reactor was considered worthy of investigation. 
, 
. , 
/ 
.-
CHAPTER SIX 
DETAILED IMPELLER STIRRED 
REACTOR DESIGN 
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6. DETAILED IMPELLER STIRRED REACTOR 
• 
DESIGN 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 5 has shown that fan stirring is 
feasible but requires high rotational speeds. This was 
because: 
(i) The maximum diameter" of the fan is limited to the 
internal diameter of the inner tube 
(ii) Silica quartz as a material of construction dictates 
high clearances and tolerances 
..-
(iii)' Rotor and stator blade form has to ~e kept simple, 
again because of the material of construction 
Also discussed were the advantages an iIDpeller 
type of stirrer could have Over the axial fan. For example, 
the diameter of the impeller is limited only by the overall 
dimension of the vessel. Therefore, this chapter considers 
in detail the feasibility of design and fabrication of this 
type of unit. 
6.2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
6.2.1. REQUIREMENTS 
'" ; 
The design was based upon the specific"ation for 
the axial flow fan. A summary of the details is shown in 
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table 6.1. 
• 
l'ARAMETER UNITS VALUE 
Ph~sical Pro~ert~ Data 
Composition: benzene % Diol (vol) 66.7 
.. oxygen % mol (vol) 7 
nitrogen % mol (vol) remainder 
Temperature ·C 600 
Density (mixture @ 600'C) g/cm 3 8.61xlO- 4 
Viscosity (mixture) centipoise 0.0266 
O~eratin~ Conditions 
/ . 
Recirculation ratio 30:1 
Volume flow rate @ 6oo'C cm 3/sec 10,000 
Estimated pressure drop cm of fluid 408 
. Reactor volume cm 3 1400 
Table 6;1. Pumping Specification 
6.2.2. DESIGN APPROACH 
In'the axial fan design a mainly theoretical 
approach was employed. Unfortunately the impeller stirrer 
concept described in section 5.3.4. was less amenable to 
this approach. Location in the end of the reactor tube and 
back feeding into an annulus, made usual design methods 
inappropriate. Therefore, an empirical method was adopted 
and a test rig constructed •. 
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6.2.3. PARAMETERS AFFECTING RECIRCULATION CAPACITY 
Factors affecting pumping capacity were 
considered to ~e: 
(i) Impeller speed 
(ii) Impeller diameter 
(iii) Number of blades 
(iv) Blade length (which with (H) fixes boss diameter) 
(v) Blade width 
(vi) Blade .Jangle 
(vii) Blade shape 
(viii) Sealing ring clearance 
...-
(ix) Sealing ring outer diameter 
. (x.) Sealing ring inner diameter 
(xi) Length, shape and number of prerotor and/or 
straightener blades 
6.2.4. TEST PROGRAMME 
From section 6.2.3. it is obvious that a great 
number of factors influence pumping capacity. If three 
values for each of the parameters (including length, shape 
and number of blades in xi) and the choice of straightener or 
prerotor are added, the total number of experiments is given 
by: 
= 
Obviously this is totally impracticable. Even with 
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oonfounding 95 far too many experiments would need to be 
• 
carried out. Therefore total optimisation of the design 
concept was abandoned. Instead, any design which achieved 
the above specification (table 6.1.) was deemed to be 
acceptable. 
6.2.5. LIMITING DESIGN VARIABLES 
In order to rationalise the choice of the 
eleven variables (section 6.2.3.), any that assisted in the 
manufacture and fabrication or simplified design, were 
preset. Therefore, the following parameters were fixed: 
..-(i) Angle and shape of impeller blades 
(ii) Sealing ring clearance 
(iii). Number and shape of stator blades 
6.3. TEST RIG DESIGN, OPERATION AND RESULTS 
6.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the simplifying assumptions to be 
used in the design strategy, it was felt prudent to design 
the test rig as flexible as possible. Then, if satisfactory 
performance could not be obtained within the constraints set, 
relaxation of other variables could be made without 
rebuilding the equipment. 
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6.3.2. APPROACH 
, 
It was appreciated, that unlike the fan 
design, the impeller situated in the end of the vessel, 
achieved a flow expansion and reversal internally. This 
is best seen by reference to figure 6.1. (general layout) 
and figure 6.2. (the pressure profile diagram for the 
equipment). Therefore, the total pressure drop to be 
overcome is given by: 
373.5 2 + 0.1 x 79.9 = 194.74 cm of fluid 
194.74 X 8.61 X 10-~ = 0.168 cm 
0.066 in water gauge 
as compared to the 0.14 in water gauge calculated in 
section 5.5.7.11. 
Also, under flow conditions, Pl will be below 
atmospheric pressure since there are pressure losses incurred 
in flow down the suction tube, for example, a contraction loss 
at the tube entrance. The important pressure measurement is 
therefore P2- Pl and pressure measurements were thus taken 
of differences between points and not from atmospheric. 
6.3.3. DETAILED DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY 
Detail drawings and component and assembly 
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photographs are shown in Appendix I. Major items included: 
6.3.3.1. Motor 
The motor used for the experiments was a 
Stanley Bridges XJ504 ~" (13 mm) 4 speed unit. The 
specification was as follows: 
6.3.3.2. 
volts: 220/240 25-60 HZ 
amps: 2.3 watts: 500 
speeds (rpm) : 700, 950, 1900 and 2600 
Motor Mounting 
The motor mount was a standard Stanley Bridges 
drill bench stand ref: DRIBS. The wing nuts were removed 
and the lathe bar holders tapped to take bolts. 
6.3.3.3. Body Mounting Plate 
This was an Iou mild steel plate cut and drilled 
to the specification shown in Appendix I. 
6.3.3.4. Impelier Mounting Boss 
This was a brass tapped disc as shown in Appendix 
I. 
, 
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6.3.3.5. 
The body fabricated in 4 in 0.0., ~ in wall 
perspex was made according to Appendix I. 
6.3.3.6. Suction TUbe 
This was simply an 18 in length of perspex 
tube, 2~ in 0.0. x ~ in wall. 
6.3.3.7. Impeller and Blades 
The impeller backing plates were turned out of 
5 mm thick perspex sheet. The centre hole was tapped to 
screw onto the motor after the chuck had been removed and 
the impeller mounting boss fitted. The blades consisted of 
milled 2 mm thick perspex sheet. 
6.3.3.8. Sealing Rings 
These were turned out of 3 mm perspex sheet and 
recessed to locate on the end of the suction tube. 
6.3.3.9. Stator Blades 
These were made from 2 mm perspex. Four 
equi-spaced 2 mm thick x 25 mm long blades were glued onto the 
outside wall of the suction tube us·ing chloroform solvent. 
, 
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6.3.3.10 Assembly 
Components and assembly are shown in Appendix 
I. 
6.3.4. PRESSURE AND FLOW MEASUREMENT 
Pressure was measured using an inclined 
manometer supplied by Airflow Developments Ltd., High Wycombe, 
BUcks. It contained paraffin of density 0.787 g/cm3 (60"F). 
Flow measurements were obtained by making a 
two way facing pitot tube out of 1 mm bore stainless steel 
tubing and installing in the suction tube (full details are 
contained in Appendix J.) 
6.3.5". OPERATION AND RESULTS 
6.3.5.1. Operation 
The apparatus was assembled as described using 
chloroform solvent to spot weld such items as the sealing ring 
to the suction tube and the rotor blades to the main impeller 
backing plate. Obtaining the required clearance on the sealing 
ring and impeller.was difficult and never fully achieved. 
Nevertheless it was felt that similar clearances would be 
possible in the actual unit and therefore results were applicable. 
For each run the vent was adjusted so that a picture 
of flow versus pumping pressure could be obtained. , 
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6.3.5.2. Results 
Results obtained are tabulated in tables 6.2. 
and 6.3. Figures 6.3. and 6.4. show the effects of a 
combination of parameters on pumping performance. They show 
that whilst the 7 x \ in blade rotor is inadequate, a 13 x 1 
in design is more than sufficient. Smaller sealing ring 
apertures, whilst still acceptable, appeared to limit 
high flow - low pressure drop combinations. Therefore a 51 mm 
internal diam'eter for the sealing ring was selected as most 
suitable over the pressure drop likely to be encountered. 
6.4. IMPELLER REACTOR DESIGN 
6.4.1. INTRODuctION 
. The final design was developed in full 
collaboration with the Glass Blowing Section of the Chemistry 
Department, Bristol University, where facilities existed to 
enable a quartz vessel of this size and complexity to be 
fabricated. 
Because of this and the strict limit on time 
available, a critical path schedule was prepared. This is 
reproduced in Appendix K. 
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CONDITIONS 
Diameter of fan 3.00 in 
Number of blades on fan 7 
Blade length and width 1 x ~ in 
Blade shape, straight radial 
Sealing ring outside diameter 3 in 
Sealing ring inside diameter variable 
PITOT TUBE READING PRESSURE DROP (ins water guage) 
Manometer Flow rate 
P2 - P3 P2 - P1 P3 - P1 ins litres/sec 
water gauge 
sealing ring I.D. = 40 mm 
0.028-0.030 6.9 0.030 0.064 0.035 
0.020-0.022 5.7 0.07 0.100 0.030 
0.015-0.01:'6 4.75 0.146 0.163 0.018 
0.007 2.9 0.230 0.239 0.009 
0.001 0.92 0.312 0.313 negligible 
sealing ring I. D. = 44 mm 
.- 0.033 7.38 0.022 0.062 0.040 
0.020 5.52 0.132 0.155 0.023 
0.009-0.01 3.50 0.209 0.221 0.012 
0.000 0 0.310 0.3105 0.001 
sealing ring I.D. = 44 mm 
. (with shaping) 
0.0325 7.3 0.018 0.057 0.039 
0.019 5.35 0.117 0.140 0.024 
0.010 3.62 0.210 0.220 0.011 
0.001 0.9 0.307 0.307 0.001 
sealing ring LD. = ·49 mm 
0.0435 8.58 0.022 0.071 0.050 
0.020-0.023 5.76 0.143 0.168 0.024 
0.009 3.50 0.222 0.233 0.01 
0.0035 1.96 0.298 0.298 0 
sealing ring LD. = .51 mm 
0.045-0.047 8.84 0.023 0.076 0.053 
0.021 5.70 0.158 0.181 0.023 
0.0065 2.75 0.255 0.261 .0.007 
0.006 2.65 0.294 0.292 -ve! 
sealing ring I.D. = 53 mm 
0.050-0.051 9.35 0.006 0.063 0.058 
0.020 5.40 0.148 0.170 0.022 
0.008 3.11 0.214 0.222 0.008 
Q.001 0.14 0.272 0.272 0 
Table 6.2. Impel1er Pumping Performance 
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CONDITIONS 
Diameter of fan 3.00 in 
Number of blades on fan 13 
Blade length and width 1 x 1 in 
Blade shape, straight radial 
Sealing ring outside diameter 3 in 
Sealing ring inside diameter variable 
PITO!' TUBE READING PRESSURE DROP (ins water gauge) 
Manometer Flow rate P2 - P3 P2 - PI P3 - PI ins litres/sec 
water gauge 
sealing ring I.D. = 49 mm 
0.012 4.16 0.255 0.269 0.014 
0.026-0.027 6.40 0.174 0.204 0.030 
0.045 / 8.70 0.081 0.133 0.052 
0.056 9.92 0.027 0.091 0.064 
sealing ring I.D. = 51 mm 
0.061 10.42 0.026 0.095 0.069 
- 0.039 8.00 0.120 0.164 0.044 
0.024 6.03 0.183 0.210 0.027 
0.013 4.28 0.237 0.252 0.015 
sealing ring I.D. = 53 mm 
0.011 3.91 0.233 0.245 0.012 
0.022-0.023 5;82 0.181 0.207 0.026 
0.039 8.05 0.111 0.155 0.044 
0.059 10.24 0.037 0.104 0.067 
Table 6.3. Impeller Pumping Performance 
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6.4.2. ,REACTOR COMPONENT PARTS DETAILS 
6.4.2.1. Reactor BOdy and Backing Plate 
These items shown as figures 6.5. and 6.6. 
were obtained from Heraus Quartz Limited 63 • 
6.4.2.2. Suction Tube 
The suction tube was made from 64/60 mm 
/ 
diameter tube (see Appendix B). A 2 mm thick quartz plate 
cut from a 6 'x 6 in square (for cutting details see 
Ap~endix L) was sawn to the rough shape and then ground to 
make an SO x,S2 mm ring. Full details of the components and 
jig assisted assembly are .shown in figure 6.7. 
Straightener and rear support vanes are detailed 
in figure 6.S. After preforming, the straightener blades were 
attached to the suction tube. Details'of the complete unit 
are shown in figure 6.9. 
6.4.2.3. Impeller Fabrication 
Details of components are shown in figure 6.10a 
(cutting again being shown in Appendix L). A hard graphitet 
jig was used to hold the blades during assembly and this is 
t Graphite Processing and Trading Company" Cradley Heath, Sussex 
.J 
5mm 
, 
1 
I 
1 
1 
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46 mm 
37 mm 
30 mm 
Figure 6.8. Straightener and Rear Support 
Vane Details 
m 
'" ..... 
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/ 
:Note: hidden lines not shown 
Figure 6.9. Suction Tube Complete with 
Straightener and Rear Support 
Vanes 
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~3mm 
y 
-I[[~_2 mm 
/ 
,. Figure 6.10a. Quartz Impeller Assembly 
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Figure 6.10b. Nimonic Impeller (section 
through centre line) 
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shown in figure 6.11. 
Unfortunately, during trial operation the 
impeller shaft fatigued at section Y-Y (figure 6.10a.) • 
, 
t Therefore a nimonic impeller assembly was manufactured 
(see fig.ure 6.10b.). In an attempt to prevent metal 
catalysed reactions occurring, all reaction contacting 
surfaces were coated with a ceramic material (see Appendix 
M). Figure 6.12. shows the metal coated impeller. 
/ 
6.4.2.4. Reactor Body - Suction Tube Assembly 
Following lathe grinding the leading edge of 
the impeller blades and ceramic coating, dimension 'G' was 
established. This was then used in the formula: 
H = G + (backing plate & sealing ring clearances) = G + (5+2)mm 
to give the jig dimension 'H' (shown in figure 6.13.). This 
figure also shows the method of assembly. 
6.4.3. REACTANT FEED AND PRODUCT REMOVAL 
6.4.3.1. Inlet Pipework 
Two inlets were pro'Tided en the reactor. The 
benzene feed was introduced.v~a a vaporiser and preheater 
coil wrapped around the reactor body (see figure 6.21.) and 
entered the base of the reactor vessel through a jet. The 
o Metallurgy Department, Rolls Royce Ltd., Mountsorrel, Leics. 
13 equispaced radial 
slots 2 mm wide 
to 
to 
/ 
!I 
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Figure 6.11. Graphite Impe11er Jig 
~ 
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Figure 6.12. Metal Impeller with Ceramic Coating 
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Figure 6.13. Reactor Body - Suction TUbe Assembly 
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size of the jet was determined using the criterion of 
Bush 20. It was located as shown in figure 6.14. 
The other reactant oxygen was fed so as to 
purge the mechanical seal and heat shield (see figure 6.17.). 
6.4.3.2. Product Quench Unit 
The exit gas quench unit is shown in figure 6.15. 
It consisted of a jacketed bUbbler with an overflow U trap side arm. 
It was designed for non condensibles to be" taken off for volume 
measurement and G.L.C. analysis. (See also section 4.4.1.) 
r 
6.5. IMPELLER DRIVE 
6.5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Workers have found the impeller drive to be one 
of the biggest p~blems of design and have looked to alternative 
techniques of mixing to avoid solving this problem20 ,90,97. 
However, recent engineering 125 " has greatly improved the method 
of sealing rotating shafts. Whilst magnetic coupling and 
induction techniques were explored, at the operating temperatures 
envisaged, a mechanical seal with its very low leakage rates was 
felt to give the best chance of success. 
This section therefore considers the heat shield, 
mechanical seal and housing, and electric motor which are shown 
in figure 6.16. 
, 
Outlet 
Line 
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Inlet Line 
Figure 6.14. Benzene Inlet and Product Outlet 
Configuration 
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• 
Figure 6.15. Quench Unit 
204 
Figure 6.16. Impeller Drive Assembly 
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6.5.2. THE HEAT SHIELD 
, 
In order to prevent the high temperatures 
damaging the el~ctric motor drive, a heat shield was 
interposed. This contained a water cooled heat exchanger. 
Detail drawing is shown in figure 6.17. 
6.5.3. THE MECHANICAL SEAL 
The mechanical seal chosen was a Sealolt 
/ 
MB 9C· - 10 (la"). Modular Bellows and Ceramic Coated Mating 
Ring. These are shown in figure 6.18. 
/ The mechanical seal housing which fits onto the 
heat shield and fo·rms the bed plate of the motor is detailed 
in figure 6.19. 
6.5.4. ELECTRIC MOTOR 
The electric motor used was a Fisons Multifix 
of the specification shown in table 6.4. and figure 6.20. 
6.6. FURNACE 
-. 
6.6.1. GENERAL DETAU.S 
The furnace was 'purpose built for the reactor. 
t Sealol Limited, Salisbury Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 2SN 
\ 
"-
I I 
. 
I'" 
. . 
• 
--r ----
----- - - t--
" 
11 • / 
Figure 6.17. Heat Shield and Heat Exchanger 
I 
" /' f 
I 
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Figure 6.18. The Mechanical Seal 
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• Reference 
Power 
SPeed (forward or 
reverse) 
M SO 
1/10 hp 
o - 2S00 rev/min 
Voltage 220 - 250 V 
and 110 V 50 Hz 
Weight 
Leng~ 
Width 
Height of shaft. 
Price each 
Spare carbon 
brushes (6) 
5 kg 
19.5 cm 
7.7 cm 
S.5 cm 
£50.00 
£1.10 (MSO/CB) 
Table 6.4. Fisons Multifix Electric Motor 
Specification 
100 200 300 400 
Torque mNm 
(max. angle) 
500 
Figure 6.20. Motor Speed versus Torque for Fisons 
Multifix MSO Elecric'Motor 
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A 24 x 24 x ~ in steel plate supported on a Dexion frame 
, 
made up the top of the unit. The heating arr~gement was 
hung from it. A second Dexion frame upon which rested an 
asbestos base plate, made up the floor and supported the 
insulation brickwork. Asbestos front, back and side panels 
were screwed to 2 in wide ste'el strips, spot welded to the 
plate (see figure 6.21.) 
6.6.2. REAcrQR VESSEL SUPPORT 
} 
The reactor vessel was supported by a second 
plate hung from the main plate by four insulated bolts (see 
figure 6.21.). The two plates were separated by two layers 
of ~ in thick Triton Kaowoolt of overall dimensions equal to 
the size of the top plate (a sectioned detail is shown as 
figure 6.22.). 
6.6.3. HEATING ELEMENT MOUNTING AND WIRING 
Six standard 9 in electric fire bar heating 
elements each of 1 kw were equally spaced on a 5~ in pitch 
circle diameter. An asbestos ring was cut-to support the 
elements at the bottom and copper buzz bars strung together 
to give two alternate circuits of 3 kw (see figure 6.23). 
These were connected to live supplies while the metal plate 
into which the elements screwed, was connected to a common 
neutral. The top plate and Dexion frame were well earthed. 
t Morganite Ceramic Fibres Ltd., Neston, Wirral, Cheshire 
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-
) 
Figure 6.21. General View of Top of Furnace 
Showing Insulated Bolts, 
Preheater Coil and Insulation 
Neut~al 
Elect~ic 
Connection 
TO take holding down 
b~ackets (see figu~e 6.16.) 
Nut and Backing Washe~ 
~" Steel Plate (section 6.6.1.) 
\ 
Heat Shield l.ocation (figu~e .17.) 
Silica Backing ~late (figu~e .6.) 
, 
~2 Laye~s of T~iton Kaowool--~---'--~I 
'a" Lowe~ Hung Steel Plate 
Steel 
Asbestos 
Insulatin9 
washe~ 
Backing 
Washe~ 
Glass o~ 
Ce~amic 
Insulation 
Sleeve 
Elect~~ic 
Heat ng 
Elem nt 
Figu~e_6.22. Section of Top of Fu~ace 
I 
Reacto~ body (figu16.s.) 
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Figure 6.23. Heating Element 
Mounting and Wiring 
• 
, 
:;"",,~j.'l'!'''''';S; . 
" 
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6.6.4. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
• 
The temperature of the furnace was controlled 
by a resistance thermometer attached to the gas exit tube. 
This operated a proportional controller connected to one of 
the buzz bar circuits. The other three elements were not 
controllable but capable of presetting to give a base heating 
load. 
6.6.5. INSULATION 
The reactor sides were made up of Morgan 
Re~actories Limited MI 28 insulating firebricks of the 
specification shown in table 6.5. The inner bricks were 
cut and filed to make a circular inner wall as Seen in 
figure 6.21. 
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GENERAL DETAILS 
Specification A.S.T.M. C.155 - 57 (Group 28) and B.S. 
, 2973 1961 Class 1550° 
Size: 
Number: 
9x4l:!x3in 
60 off 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES 
Maximum Service Temperature 
Bulk Density 
Modulus of Rupture 
Cold crushing Strength 
/ Refractoriness (P.C.E.) 
Reheat Shrinkage A.S.T.M: . 
C2l0 B.S.2973 1961 
em:MICAL ANALYSIS 
A1203 
Fe203 
CaO & MgO 
46.H 
1.0% 
0.4% 
2800 of 
46.2 lb/ft3 
200 lb/in2 
190 lb/in2 
3190° 
24 hours @ 
4 hours @ 
Si0 2 
Ti0 2 
Alkalies 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (B.S. 2973 1961) 
1540 0 C 
0.74 g/cm3 
14.0 kg/cm2 
13.3 kg/cm2 
17100 C 
2750 0 F 2% 
l500 0 C 2% 
50.8% 
1.4% 
0.3% 
Mean Temperature K. Value 
OF 
500 
1000 
1500 
2000 
260 
538 
816 
1093 
B.Th.U/hr/ft2/OF/in 
1.82 
2.16 
2.64 
3.20 
Kcal/hr/M2/oC/M 
0.24 
0.28 
0.34 
0.41 
Table 6.5. M.I.28 Insulating Firebrick Specification 
'. ; 
, 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER WORK 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Results and conclusions of this work have been 
discussed, as appropriate, throughout the text. This section 
therefore considers only the design and testing of the 'quartz 
reactor and its oven. 
7.2. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
There is no doubt that the design of. the quartz 
reactor is complex and demands good workshop facilities in 
several disciplines, if the equipment is to be built to the 
specification demanded. ~ metal reactor would have made 
fabrication easier and allowed operation at pressures in 
excess of atmospheric. 
7.3. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
7.3.1. MIXING IN FINAL DESIGN 
The finished reactor was submitted to smoke tests 
in order to establish its mixing characteristics. This consisted 
of varying the total gas flow rate between 2500 and 8810 ems/min 
t . (residence times of 40 and 11 secs respectively). On no occasion 
t The flow meters used did not allow lower residence times. ' 
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was it possible to detect any smoke heterogeneity. Typical 
visual observations are shown in figure 7.1. These were 
taken from a run of reactor residence time approximately equal 
to 27 sec and a stirrer speed of 2SOO rpm. It shows the 
reactor at intervals of approximately 0.2 sec. 
7.3.2. OPERATION AT DESIGN. TEMPERATURE 
The reactor was taken up to a temperature of 
6S0·C and operated for two hours without problem. No 
overheating of the seal or electric motor was noted. 
7.3.3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
This too was excellent. The temperature 
recording of the outlet gas showed a maximum temperature 
variation of ± O.S·C. However, minimal temperature variation 
could be obtained by correct balance of base load and 
controlled heat inputs. 
7.3.4. GAS LEAKS AND SEAL PERFORMANCE 
This was difficult to assess quantitatively. 
Leaks on the ground glass joints of the reactor flange, backing 
plate and heat shield (which were not greased or PTFE sealed 
because of the temperature) were not accessible for close 
scrutiny because they recessed into the furnace top plate. 
, 
.; 
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Figure 7.1. Impeller Reactor Smoke Test Mixing Studies 
Individual frames taken at approximately 0.2 sec intervals 
for a reactor residence time of 27 sec and a stirrer speed 
of 2500 rpm. 
T = 0 T = 0.007 
T = 0.015 T = 0.022 
219 
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Measurement of the outlet gas flow rate, to check material 
, 
balance, was not attempted. 
Under conditions of high flow rate there was a 
, 
tendency for the increased back pressure in the reactor to 
lift the backing plate against the holding down clamps: This 
was because the large surface area (71 cm2 ) exposed to reactor 
pressure produced relatively high separation forces and these 
certainly exceeded the force needed for safe clamping of the 
quartz material of construction. Larger outlet pipework or 
/ 
even vacuum' extraction, were considered possible remedies. 
7.3-:5. PREHEATER AND QUENCH PERFORMANCE 
Certainly, from temperature measurements, the 
preheater appeared adequate. However, for unstable reactants 
it may be necessary to remove this section completely and rely 
on adequate heat transfer caused by mixing. Indeed, it must be 
assumed from the mixing studies carried out, that this would in 
any case be totally adequate. In order to keep this volume 
small and therefore a negligible amount of the total reactor 
volume, small bore outlet pipe was used. At high flow rates, 
back pressure had a tendency to break the seal between the 
reactor flan~e and backing plate (see section 7.3.4.). However, 
the reactor was tested usin~ ~ir feeds only and therefore no 
condensation in the quench bubbler occurred. With actual 
reagents, condensation will reduce the volumetric flow rate and 
therefore, the associated pressure drop. 
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7.3.6. PRESSURE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL 
, 
NO attempt was made to measure pressure. 
However, it Wag felt that this could be achieved without 
great difficulty by: 
(i) measuring pressure on the seal housing reactant 
feed line whilst calibrating the vess.el for 
different flows fed through the jet 
(ii) affixing another pipe to the seal housing connected 
to a pressure gauge 
(iii) incorporating a pressure gauge into the seal housing 
reactant feed line 
--
Suggestion (iii) is probably most appropriate since the gaseous 
purge would prevent reaction or product condensation in and 
corrosion of the gauge·. 
Pressure loss over the outlet· quench bubbler 
with its constant level overflow and buffer capacity in the 
vaporiser!preheater coil, suggested that pressure would remain 
constant during normal operation. 
7.4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
7.4.1. TESTING WITH A NON FIRST ORDER REACTION 
, 
Smoke tests have already shown the reactor to be 
well mixed. Nevertheless, the study ofa well understood 
reaction with non first order kinetics is 'recommended to confirm 
this work. 
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7.4.2. CATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF CERAMIC COATINGS 
, 
It is felt that fatiguing of the quartz 
impeller could have been overcome by finer grinding, flame 
polishing and dynamic balancing. However, use of ceramic 
coatings if non catalytic, would allow completely metallic 
reactor designs. This is worthy of investigation. 
7.4.3. MANUFACTURE OF REACTOR IN METALLIC MATERIALS 
OF CONSTRUCTION 
Many r.eactors have been made in metallic 
materials of construction. Obviously therefore, catalytic 
effect is often not a problem. The use of this reactor 
for such studies is therefore highly recommended, even at 
. pressure. 
7.4.4. HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS 
Basic studies on heterogeneously catalysed 
reactions require sufficient turbulence over the catalyst 
particle surfaces to prevent, or at least identify, mass 
, 
transfer limitations. carberry22,23 and Hashimoto 59 have 
designed spinning baskets and internal recirculation reactors 
respectively. The fitting o~ a grid into the present design 
to support a layer of catalyst would, it is suggested, give 
at least comparable results to these other aesigns. 
, 
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APPENDIX A DETERMINATION OF IT USING STREAK 
LENGTH VERSUS RADIUS IN THE 
BUSH REACTOR 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to determine the solidity of the 
fluid and therefore the level of mixing in the Bush20 
reactor, streak length was plotted against the radius in the 
vessel to establish if a linear relationship, with a 
reasonable value for IT could be obtained • 
.-
METHOD 
Chords of the streak lengths in figure 3. 7b 
were measured and recorded against ·radius. The results, 
shown in table AI, were then subjected to a computerised 
curve fitting routine 69 to determine: 
(i) The fit of the results to a number of different curve 
forms 
(ii) The resulting value of the slope 
RESULTS 
The results of the curve fitting routine 
(shown in table A2), indeed indicate that a linear relationship 
is obtained. The index of determination is a reasonable 0.813 
compared ~o the next highest value of 0.756, which is for an 
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exponential relationship with a very low power function. 
, 
The value of the slope is also in 
excellent agreement with the hypothesis, yielding a value 
of 0.642. Taking account of the exposure time of 0.1 sec, 
2rr is equal to 6.42, an error in rr of only +2%. 
It must also be appreciated that the 
negative intercept is to be expected. This is because 
chords and not arcs were measured and this gives an 
increasingly negative bias with decreasing radius. In 
j 
addition, the reactor arrangement, with its central 
take-off, artificially reduces the low radius readings of 
strJ)ak lengths. If the relationship is forced through the 
origin but is accepted at high values, a slope of 0.598 is 
obtained. Whilst at first this result appears somewhat 
low, ·as has already been stated, chords and not arcs were 
measured. Correction for this effect is provided as 
follows: 
- 234 -
sin(8/2) = 11.95/40 .= 0.2988 
, 
Therefore: 
8 = 2sin -1 (0.2988) 
= 34.765' 
Since: 
21T radians 
-
360' 
/ 34.765 34.765' 
-
21T x 360 - 0.6068 rads 
or an arc of 0.6068 x 40 = 24.271 nun 
--
This gives a 21T value of 6;1 which is 3% low. 
RADIUS LENGTH of STREAK, 
nun nun 
32 23 
34 20 
28 20· 
32 15 
16 9 
11 8 
7 7 
8 3 
8 3 
". 
4 2 
15 3 
13 3 
22 15 
13 8 
22 10 
22 6 
32 20 
32 20 
.• 
Table A1 Chords of Streak Length Against Radius 
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SILICA TUBE SIZES AND TOLERANCES 
APPENDIX B 
INTRODUCTION 
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COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SILICA 
TUBE SIZES AND TOLERANCES 
In order to design the reactor vessel 
within the constraints of commercially available material, 
silica tube size and tolerance data was obtained from 
Heraus Quartz Limited 63 • 
/ Table Bl shows tube ranging in size from 
1 mm to 100 mm bore inclusive. Equivalent inch sizing has 
been added by the Author. 
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WALL THICKNESS I - -.- ~----- --BORE BORE WALL THICKNESS 
NOMINAL IroLERANCE NOMINAL TOLERANCE- NOMINAL 
t - -------.-.------
OLERANCE I NOMINAL i TOLERANCE 
mms ins mms thou i mms thou ±mms ±thou mms ins mms thou mms thou ±mms ±thou 
--
---
1 0.04 0.2 811.0 39 ro.20~1 37 1.46 
1.
7
1
67 1.8 !7l 0.35 14 
2 0.08 0.3 39 38 1.50  7 67 1.8 17l 0.35 14 12 11.0 i 0.20 I 8 I I 
3 0.12 0.4 16 11.0 39 , 0.20, 8 , 39 1.54 1.7 167 1.8 i7l 0.35 14 
4 0.16 0.5 20 11.0 39 \ 0.20 I 8 \ 40 11.57 1.7 67 1.8 17l 0.35 14 
5 0.20 0.5 20 11.0 39 i 0.20 j 8 41 ,1.61 1. 7167 1.9 175 0.40 16 
6 0.24 0.5 20 1.0 39 10.20 i ~ : 42 ,1.65 1.7 67 1.9 '75 0.40 16 I 20 11.1 ' I I 7 0.28 0.5 43)0.20, 43 i 1.69 i:~ I ~~ 1.9 75 0.40 16 i 8 0.31 0.5 ' I 1 ~ i 44 1.9 75 0.40 16 1 20: 1.1 ! 43 \0.20' 11.73 I. 9 0.35 0.5 20 ! l~ 1 " 43 10.20 ; 45 11. 77 1. 7 67 2.0 79 0.40 16j' 
10 0.39 0.5 20/1 1.2 :4710.20 1 8 ' 46 1.81 1.7 ; 67 2.0 79 0.40 16
1 
I' I 8 : I , II _ 0.43 0.5 20 _ 1.2 ; 47 0.20 I 47 1.85 1. 7 I 67 2.0 79 0.40 16 
12) 0.47 0.6124,1.3151 0.20 \ 
I 
7910.40 8 I 48 1.89 1.7 : 67" 2.0 16 
, I , , 16
1 
13
1
0.51 0.6 , 24 : 1. 3 151 0.20 i 8 49 1.93 1.7 ,67 2.0 79 0.40 
14 0.55 0.20 i 8 I 50 1.97 1. 7 i 67 2.0 ! 79 10.40 16 0.7 ! 28 11. 3 I 51 
1 15 1 0.59 0.72811.4155 0.25 i 10 51 2.01 1.7 167 2.0 I 79 0.40 16 , 
1610.63 0.8 31 11.4 i 55 0.25 I 10 ! 1 52 2.05 1.7 ! 67 2.0 i 79 0.40 16 ! 
17 0.67 0.8 31 11.4 ; 55 0.25 110 11 53 2.09 1. 7 ! 67 2.0 ' 79 0.40 16 
18 -O. 7l 0.9 35 I 1. 5 i 59 0.25 I 10 54 2.l3 1.7 i 67 2.0 1 79 0.40 16 
19 0.75 0.9 35 11. 5 ! 59 0.25 i 10 I 55 2.l7 1.7 i 67 2.0 i 79 0.40 16 
20 0.79 1.6 39 1.5 i 59 0.25 10 - 56 2.20 1.7 I 67 i 2.0 ! 79 0.40 16 I 
1.5i 59 
, 
; 2.0 i 79 21 I 0.83 1.0 39 0.25 10 57 2.24 1.7 167 0.40 16 
22 0.87 1.1 43 1.6 I 63 0.30 12 58 2.28 1.7 67 ; 2.0 : 79 0.40 16 i 
23 0.91 1.1 43 1.6 i 63 0.30 12 59 2.32 1.7 i 67 ' 2.0 ; 79 0.40 16 i 
2410.94 1.2 47 1.6 1 63 0.30 12 I 60 2.36 1. 7 I 67 2.0 i 79 0.40 16 I I 
25 , 0.98 1.2 47 1.6 i 63 0.301 12 61 2.40 1. 7 167 ,2.0 i 79 0.40 16 : 
26 1.02 1.3 51 1.7 i 67 0.30 12 62 2.44 1. 7 67 i 2.0 79 0.40 16 : 
27 1.06 1.3 51 1. 7 ! 67 0.30 12 63 2.48 1.7 67 \2.0 79 0.40 16 I 
28 1.10 1.4 55 1. 7 1 67 0.30 12 64 2.52 1.7 67 2.0 79 10.40 16 
29 1.14 1.4 55 1.7 : 67 0.30 12 65 2.56 1.7 67 12.0 79 ! 0.40 16 
30 1.18 1.4 55 
1.
7
1
67 0.30 112 70 2.76 1.7 67 1 2 • 0 79 I 0.40 16 
31 1.22 1.5 59 .7 67 0.30 , 12 75 2.95 1.7 67 2.0 79 I 0.40 16 i 
32 1.26 1.5 59 1. 7 I 67 0.30 ! 12 80 13.15 1.7 67 2.0 7910.40 16 ! 
33 1.30 1.5 59 1.8 , 7l 0.30 i 12 85 3.~5 1.7 . 67 2.0 79 0.40 16 ' 
34 11.34 1.6 63 1.8 ; 7l 0.30 i 12 90 I 3.54, 1.7 67 2.0 ~~ ! ~::~ 16 ' 35 1. 38 1.6 63 1.8 i 7l 0.30 i 12 95 3.74 1.7 67 ! 2.0 16
1 36 I 1.42 1.7 67 1.8 : 7l 0.35 ' 14 100 3.94 1.7 67 12.0 79 10.40 16 
Table Bl Commercially Available Silica TUbe Sizes and Tolerances 
/ 
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APPENDIX C CALIBRATION OF VARIABLE 
AREA FLOW METERS 
INTRODUCTION 
Equipment for measuring the gas flows 
in the residence time distributions and smoke tests comprised 
variable area flow meters., In one case the flow meter was 
calibrated and supplied with a flow-scale reading chart 
(see figure C,l). The other device was that used by Dutta 44. 
In order to confirm the validity of his calibration, the 
following equipment was set up. 
CALIBRATION APPARATUS 
The bottom connection of a large aspirator 
was fitted with a bung and tap. The aspirator was then filled 
with water and the top fitted with a bung connected by rubber 
tubing to the outlet of the flow meter (see figure C2). 
METHOD 
. 
Liquid was run from the aspirator at a steady 
rate so that the meter gave constant reading. Water was 
collected in a measuring cylinder and the time taken to collect 
a convenient volume was recorded. In order to keep flow 
reasonably constant, the level drop in the aspirator was kept to 
a minimum. 
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RESULTS 
The results are shown in table Cl and 
plotted, together with those of Dutta 44 in figure C3. They 
show that the flow meter calibration was in close agreement 
with that of Dutta 44. The consistently slightly positive 
results may well have been caused by the slightly reduced 
presspre and higher temperature using the technique described. 
/ 
il 
11 
Aspirator 
Flow 
Meter 
~ 
~ ~I 7-Tap ~ ~ 
. 
Measuring f 
Cylinder 1:[1 
Figure c2 Flow Meter Calibration App,aratus 
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FLOW NUMBER MEAN MEAN 
METER TIME (SEC) TO COLLEcr OF TIME' STD. FLOW 
SCALE 100 cm3 LIQUID READINGS (SEC) DEV. RATE 
READING =3/min 
2 
, 
30.8, 30.6, 30.6, 29.9 8 30.59 0.71 195.8 
29.4, 31.0, 31.7, 30.85 
TIME (SEC) TO COLLECT 
500 cm 3 LIQUID 
, 
4 I' • 96.08, 95.8, 96.8 30 95.85 0.94 312.95 I 97.5, 
I 95.3, 96.4, 97.2, 96.8 
i 96 .. 4, 95.95, 96.15, 95.8 
, I 96.65; ',97.15, 96.9, 95.8 
, I i 96.65, 94.4, 96.3, 95.6 I 
I ! 94.3, 95.2, 94.4, 95.3 
'- I ' i 96.3, 95.5, 95.1, 96.6 , ' I i 
I I 94.15, 94.4 I I I ' I ' , I , 6 " 70.25, 70.6, 70.3, 69.7 , 20 70.73 j 424.25, 
70.1, 70.25, 70.7, 70.5 I 
71.85, 70.55, 70.5, 71.5 
70;65, 71.3, 71.3, 70.7 
70.7, 71.1, 70.95, 71.1 
8 56.07, 55.8, 56.45, 56.45 30 56.04 535.45 
55.9, 55.4, 55.8, 56.0 
56.1, 55.6, 55.3, 56.1 
56.25, 56.25, 56.0, , 56.1 
55.8, 55.8, 56.1, 56.65 
56.55, 56.1, 56.35, 56.55 
55.9, 55.9, 55.8, 56.25 
55~8, , 56.35 
, ; 
Table Cl Calibration of Flow Meter Shown' in Figure c2 
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APPENDIX D 
PULSE STIMULUS-RESPONSE 
ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
5 OPE'I"VI RTC" AS FI LE 6 
10 INPUT"RUN '1UMBER";F 
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15 DIM T(25).CC25):DI~I6. I(4000).TIC4000) 
20 I:-JPUT"TOTAL GAS FLOw CMLS/MI'I) "; Q 
25 VI=16800/Q 
30 PRINT"CO'lC~'1TRATIO'lS" 
35 MAT I'IPUT C(25) 
40 FOR 1=1 TO 25 
45 IF CCI»0 THEN '1='1+1 
50 NEXT I 
55 PRINT"TIMES" 
60 MAT I'IPUT T(25) 
65 FOR '1= I TO 'I 
70 IF T(!)=0 THE'I TC !).=2*TCI-I)-TCI-2) 
75 NEXT I 
80 FOR J=0 TO 'I 
85 IF CCJ+I)<CCJ) GOTO 95 
90 NEXT J 
95 X6=0:X2=J+I:X3=N-3 
100 FOR E=X2 TO X3 
105 Y.X.7..W.V=0 
110 FORJ=E TO 'I 
115 Y=Y+LOGCCCJ»: X=X+TCJ): Z=Z+LOGCCCJ»*TCJ) 
120 W=io1+TCJ)t2: V=V+CLOGCCCJ»)t2 
125 NEXT J 
130 C3=N-E+I:TI=C3*7.-X*Y:II=C3*W-Xt2:B3=TI/II 
135~3=CY-B3*X)/C3:A4=EXPCA3):R=TI/CII*CC3*V-Yt2»t.5 
140 IF ABSCR)<X6.GOTO 150 
145 X6=ABSCR):Y6=E:IF 0=1 GOTO 160 
150 NEXT E 
155 D=I:E=Y6:GOTO 105 
160 D=0:IF ABSCR».9 GOTO 175 
165 PRINT TABC 10);"POOR CORRELATIO'l CR="R") FOR EXPONE,'1TIAL 
CURVE": PRINT 
170 PRI'IT:PRI''1T TABCl0>:"RUIJ ABA'IDO'lED'''. TABCI0);: 
PRINT"-"; FOR 1= I TO 14: STOP 
175 OPEN"DTAXY"FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 10 
180 X4=TCI):X6=TC2):Y4=CCI):Y6=CC2) 
185 GOSUB 460 
190 X2=X4/2:XI=X2/2:Y2=A+B*X2+C*X2t2:YI=A+B*XI+C*Xlt2 
195 S=X2/25:X=~S/2 
200 FOR J=I TO 25 
205 X=X+S:Y=A+B*X+C*Xt2:PRINTII0.X ..... Y ..... 
210 CI=Y*S:AI=AI+CI:D=D+CI*X 
215 NEXT J 
220 FOR J=3 TO N 
225 
X5=CX4+X6)/2:X3=CX5+X2)/2:Y3=A+B*X3+C*X3t2:Y5=A+B*X5+C*X5t2 
230 Xl=X4IYI=Y4:X4=X6:Y4=Y6:X6=TCJ):Y6=CCJ) 
235 GOSUB 460 . 
240 Y3=CY3+A+B*X3+C*X3t~i'2:Y5=CY5+A+B*X5+C*X5t2)/2 
245 GOSUB 485 
EASYl Computer Program page 1 
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250 S=CX5-X2)/80:X=X2-S/2 
255 FOR 1=1 TO 80 
260 IF X>E GOTO 290 
265 X=X+S:Y=A2+B2*X+C2*Xt 2: PRPJTI 10. X". "Y"." 
270 C1='f*S:A1~A1+C1:D=D+C1*X 
275 ~EXT I 
280 X2=)(5: Y2=Y5 
285~EXT J 
290 X=X+S/2 , 
295 A1=A1-A4/B3*EXPCB3*X) 
300 D=D-A4/B3*EXPCB3*X)*CX-1/B3) 
305 T1=D/AI:I1=I:PRI~T 110. 0".··0··.·· 
310 ~=N+1:TCN)=5*T1:CCN)=A4*EXPCB3*TCN» 
315 PRI~T FOR 1=1 TO IS 
320 PRINT TAB(10);"RUN ~UMBER"F:TAB(60):DATE$(0"TABC 10>: 
325 PRINT,,-·i; FOR 1= I TO 59:PRINT 
330 PRINT:PRINT TABCll);"TIME CONCN ECT> 
THETA El" 
335 G$=" 1.1111": G$.·· 11.11 
III.II"+G$+G$+G$+G$ 
340 OPE."J"DTA" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 8: OPE.'J"DTA2" FOR OUTPUT AS 
FILE 9 / 
345 CLOSE 10:0PEN"DTAXY" FOR INPUT AS FILE 10 
350 X.X2.X5.'f.Y3.J.D.A=0:X6=A4/AI/B3 
355 Xl=X/TI:yl=Y/AI:Y2=YI*T1:I1=II-CY2+Y3)*CXI-X2)/2 
360 PRINTI9.'(I:T1CA)=X:ICA)=II 
3651F X<D GOT0375 
370 GOSUB 510 
375 INPUTI10.X.Y:IF X=0 GOTO 385 
380 X2=X!:Y3=Y2:A=A+I:GOTO 355 
385 KILL"DTAXY": OPE.'J"COM" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 10 
390 X5=X6*EXPCB3*X2*T1): 
PRINT' 10, F", "~", "A4", "83", "T I", "A 1", "An, "t 1 +)(5", r. 
395 X=TCJ):Y=A4*EXPCB3*X)IX4=X6*EXPCB3*X):II=II+X5-X4 
400 XI=X/TI:YI=YIA1:Y2=YI*TI 
405 GOSUB 510 
410 X5=X4:IF J<N+I GOTO 395 
415 PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 5 
420 PRINT TABC 10); "MEA'J RESI DENCE ·TIME C V/Q) "VI 
425 PRINT TABCl2>:"BY CURVE INTEGRATION "T1:PRINT FOR 1=1 
TO 5 
430 PRHH TABC 10); "EXPONENTIAL DECAY DATA - BEST 
VALUES":PRI~T 
435 G$=" • IIIlt t t t "I G$=" II""+G$+G$+G$+G$ 
440 PRINT TABC 10); "NUMBER SLOPE INTERCEPT 
CORRELATION" 
445 PRINT TABC 10): "OF PTS CLAMBDA) CL1IJ 10 
COEFFI Cl ENT": PRI~T 
450 PRINT USING G$. C3.B3.A3.A4.R 
455 CLOSE 8.9. 10:CHAIN"EASY2" 
460 Hl=Y6-YI: H2=X4-XI: H3=X6-XI: H4=X6t2-Xlt2 
465 C=CH1*H2-CY4-Y1~*H3)/CH4*H2-CX4t2-X1t2)*H3) 
EASYl Computer Program page 2 
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470 B=CH1*H2-C*H4*H2)/CH3*H2) 
475 A=YI-B*Xl~C*Xlt2 
480 -nETUR.~ 
465 Hl=Y5-Y2": H2=X3-X2: H3=X5~X2: H4=X5t2-X2t2 
490 C2=CH1*H2-(Y3-Y2)*H3)/CH4*H2-CX3t2-X2t2)*H3) 
495 B2=CH1*H2-C2*H4*H2)/CH3*H2) 
500 A2=Y2-B2*X2-C2*X2t2 
505 RETUR-J 
510 PRINT USING G$·. X.Y.Yl.Xl.Y2. 11 :PRINTI6.Xl ..... Y2 ..... 
515 J=J+l:D=TCJ):RETUR.'J 
520 END 
'. ; 
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I DEF FNCCN.C.G)=NtN*CtC)/-I)/CEXPCN*C)*G) 
21 BUFFHAM NON INTEGER VALUE OF N APPROACH 
5 AI=-.57719165: A2=.98820589: A3=-.89705694: A4=.91820686 
7 A5=-.75670408: A6=-.48219939: A7=-.19352782: A8=.035868343 
10 DIM U(25).EC25): 0=2: H=4 
15 OPEN"DTA" FOR I"'PUT AS FILE 8: OPEN"COM" FOR I NPUT AS 
FILE 9 
20 INPUTI9. B.A.ZI.Z2.TI.Z3.Z4.Z5 
25 FOR 1=1 TO 'A 
30 INPUTI8. UCI).ECI) 
35 NEXT I 
40 GOSUB 700 
45 PRINT TABC 10); "MINIMISATION OF CHI SQUARE TO GET BEST 
CURVE FIT" 
50 PRI'H TABC10)l:PRINT"-"; FOR 1=1 TO 48: PRDJT:PRINT 
55 PRINT TABC10);"TO CONFIRM GLOBAL MI"JIMUM SUGGEST TRY 
SEVERAL VALUES FOR N" 
65 IF N=0 GOTO 80 
70 PRINT TABC10>l "ANOTHER VALUE";: INPUT B$ 
75 IF B$="NO" GOTO 355 
77 0=0+1: GOSUB 700 
80 E4=.0001: .PRINT TABC 10)l"STARTING VALUE FOR N PLEASE";: 
INPUT Nl:PRINT 
85 PRINT TABC 10>l"ITERATIONS NO. OF TANKS CHI SQUARE 
STEP" 
90 F~R K=I TO 10 
95 E5=E41 N='Nl 
100 GOSUB 403 
105 FI=F 
110 0$=" #.'",t t t t "I 0$=" "" "+0$+0$+0$ 
115 ~RINT USING 0$. K.NI.FI.E5 
117 IF ABSCE5)<10t~70 GOTO 255 
120 N2=NI+E5:N=N2 
125 GOSUB 403 
130 F2=F: IF F2>FI GOTO 180 
135 N3=N2:F3=F2 
137 E5=2*E5: N4=N3+E5: N=N4 
140 GOSUB 403 
145 F4=F 
150 IF F4>F3 GOTO 160 
155 Nl=N3: )/3=N4: FI=F3: F3=F4: GO TO 137 
160 E5=E5/2: IF ABSCE5)<IE-70 GOTO 255 
165 )/4=N4-E5: N=N4 
170 GOSUB 403 
175 F4=F: GO TO 210 
180 N5=NI-E5: N=N5 
185 GOSUB 403 
19~ F5=F: IF F5>F1 GO TO 205 
200 E5=-E5: E4=-E4: N3=N5: F3=F5: GOTO 137 
2~5 N3=NI:N4=NI+E5: NI=~I-E5: F3=FI: F4=F2: FI=F5 
210 IF FI+F4=2*F3 GOTO 250 
220 SI=E5*CFI-F4)/C2*CFI-2*F3+F4» 
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225 N2='J3+Slr 'N=N2 
230 GOSUB 403 
235 F2=F 
238 IF F2<=F3,GOTO 245 
242 N1=~3: GOTO 247 
245 N 1="'2 
247 E4=E4/5 
2,\8 NEXT K 
249 GOTO 300 
, 
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250 PRINT TABC 10); "FLAT BOTTOM FOU'JD": GOTO 
255 PRINT TAB(10);"MINIMUM STEP REACHED" 
300 PRINT: PRINT 
302 OPEN "DTA3" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 9 
303 PRINT '9. NI··.·· 
300 
304 Q$=" N=#'~"" ~HI SQUARE~'#."" 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM=",'" 
305 PRINT USING Q$. N1.F1.A-~ 
310 PRINT: PRINT 
315 PRINT TABCl0);"DATA FOR GRAPH" 
316 PRINT TA~C 10»"--------------": PRINT 
320 PRINT TABt15);"TIME"; TAB(26);"RESPONSE-
MODEL" 
330 Q$=" 
,'. """ 332 GOSUB 605 
333 ~RINT USING Q$. 0.0.0 
335 FOR I=2 TO A 
338 C=UC I) 
. 340 PRINT USING Q$. C*T1.ECI>.FNCCN1.C.G) 
345, NEXT I 
350 PRINT FOR K= I TO 51 GOTO 70 
ACTUAL 
,."" 
355 CLOSE 8.9: KILL"DTA": OPEN"COM"FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 9 
36C!J PRINTI9, Bit, "A", "Z 1","2;2", "Tt", "Z3", "Z4", "ZS", "0", It: 
CLOSE 9 
365 CHAIN"EASY3" 
403 F=0: IF N<0 GOTO 440 
410 GOSUB 605 
415 FOR I=2 TO A 
419 C1=UCI) 
420 C=FNCOI.CI.G) 
425 F=F+CECI)-C)I2/C 
430 NEXT I 
435 RETUR.'J 
440 FOR I=2 TO A 
450 C= 10 
455 F=F+CECI)-C)I2/C-N*1000 
460 NEXT I 
465 RETURI'J 
600! SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE GAMMA FUNCTION 
605 X4=1: KI=INTCN) 
610 IF CK1-1)=0 GOTO 640 
615 IF CKI-I)<0 GOTO 650 
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620 Y="l 
625 FOR 5=1 TO K1 
630 '1'='1'-11 IF '1'<1 GOTO 660 
634 X4=X4*Y· / 
636 :-JEXT S 
638. GOTO 660 
640 Y=N-1: GOTO 660 
650 Y"NI X4= UN 
660 __ 
G=e1+Y*CA1+Y*CA2+Y*CA3+Y*CA4+y*eA5+y*eA6+y*eA7+A8*Y») »»)*X4 
670 RETUR~ 
700 PRINT FOR I=l TO 20 
702 PRINT TABe 10); "RUN NUMBER"B; TABe 32) ; "CONTINUATI ON 
PAGE"O; TAB(60); DATE!;(0) 
710 PRINT TAB(10);: PRINT"-"; FOR I=l TO 591 PRINT:PRINT 
712 IF 0>2 THEN H=8 
713 PRINT FOR I=l TO H 
715 RETURN 
720 END 
EASY2 Computer Program page 3 
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APPENDIX E 
, 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE VALIDATION 
RUN NUMBERS 68 AND 73 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to establish the validity of the· 
Pulse Stimulus-Response Analysis Computer Program, theoretical 
normalised concentration-time data were input. Runs 68 and 73 
have similar data inputs. However, the program was slightly 
modified in the latter run. 
DATA INPUT 
RUNNH 
RUN NUMBER? 68 (73) 
TOTAL GAS FLOW (MLS/MIN) 1300 
CONCENTRATIONS 
? 50,100,100,99.999,98.1,96.2,92,85.7,79.2,67.9,46.1 
TIMES 
? 0.000001, .000002, .000003, .000004, .25, .5,1,2,3,5,10 
PROGRAMMING MODIFICATIONS TO RUN 73 
195 S=X2/10: X=-S/2 
200 FOR J=l TO 10 
250 S=(X5-X2)/40 
255 FOR 1=1 TO 40 
'. ; 
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TIME CONCN E(T) THETA 
"."0 ".00 0.00"0 0.""3" 
0.00 50.33 0.0391 0.0"03 
0.0" 100.15 0.0778 . 0.00"0 
B.30 -99.98 3.0777 0.0000 
B.00 99.61 0.0774 0.3031 
0.25 98.28 0.3764 0.IU94 
0.50 96.15 0.0747 0.0389 
1.31 92.31 3."715 0. "77 8 
2.31 85'.66 3.3666 3.1548 
3.02 79.13 0.9615 3.2327 
5.00 67.89 3.9528 0.3859 
10.0" 46.1" 0.0358 .0.7718 
64.78 0.66 3.0035 5.0033 
.-
MEAN RESIDENCE TIME (V/Q) 12.923377 
BY CURVE INTEGRATION 12.956844 
EXPONENTIAL DECAY DATA - BEST VALUES 
NUMBER s1.0PE 
. OF PTs (LAMBDA) 
INTERCEPT 
(1.N K) 
K 
E 1 
0.0000 1.0"00 
0.5067 1.0""0 
1."083 1.0"00 
1."065 1. "000 
1.0B28 3.9999 
0.9894 0.9839 
0.9679 0.9646 
3.9263 3.9278 
3.8624 3.8590 
0.7966 9.7944 
0.6835 0.6802 
3.4641 0.4615 
0.0"67 9.0956 
CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 
4 -.7743E-01 .4605E 01 .9999E 02 %-.99999763 
'. ; 
Run Number 68 
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MINIMISATION OF CHI SQUARE TO GET BEST CURVE FIT 
-------------~----------------------------------
TO CONFIRM GLOBAL MINIMUM SUGGEST TRY SEVERAL VALUES FOR N 
STARTING VALUE.FOR N PLEASE? 1.9 
ITERATIONS NO. OF TANKS CHI SQUARE STEP 
1 1.0999E 99 2.4366E-(H 1.0099E-94 
2 1.9087E 99 1.9894E-01 2.9000E-05 
3 1.9987E 00 1.9804E-01 4.0000E-06 
4 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 8.0000E-07 
5 1.9087E 00 1.9804E-01 1.6000E-07 
6 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-Bl 3. 2'H~0E-B8 
7 / 1.0087E 1'10 1.9804E-Bl 6.4000£-1'19 
8 1.9087E 00 1.9804£-"1 1.2800£-"9 
9 1.1"'87E 03 1.9804E-01 2.56110£-10 
10 1.0087E 00 1.9804£-111 5.1200E-ll 
CHI SQUAREm 9.1980· DEGREES OF FREEDOM= 9 
DATA FOR GRAPH 
-------------. 
TIME R£SPONSE- ACTUAL MODEL 
9.99 9.9000 0.0090 
0.90 9.5067 9.8789 
9.90 1.0983 0.8842 
9.00 1.9965 0.8873 
9.99 1.0028 0.9314 
9.25 9.9894 0.9606 
9.59 0.9679 9.9476 
1 .91 9.9263 0.9167 
2.91 0.8624 9.8532 
3.02 0.7966 0.7916 
5.09 0.683!? 0.6812 
10.99 9.4641 0.4644 
ANOTHER VALUE? YES 
Run Number 68 Continuation page 2 
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STARTING VALUE FOR N PLEASE? 1.2 , 
ITERATIONS NO. OF TANKS CHI SQUARE STEP 
1 1.20''''E 00 3.7062E 01 1.0000E-04 
2 1.0334E 00 5.6352E-01 -.2000E-04 
3 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.4000E-05 
4 1.0087E 00 1.9804E'::01 -.8000E-06 
5 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.1600E-06 
6 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.3200E-07 
7 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.6400E-08 
8 1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 - .1280E-08 
9 1.1!J087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.2560E-09 
'" / 
1.0087E 00 1.9804E-01 -.5120E-10 
N'" 1.0987 CHI SQUARE .. 0.1989 DEGREES OF FREEDOM'" 9 
DAT1\ FOR GRAPH 
--------------
TIME RESPONSE- ACTUAL MODEL 
9.99 0.9900 9.0900 
0.09 0.5067 0.8789 
0.99 1.9083 0.8842 
0.90 1.9065 9.8873 
0.09 1.01!J28 0.9314 
0.25 0.9894 0.9696 
9.59 0.9679 0.9476 
1.91 0.9263 9.9167 
2.91 0.8624 0.8532 
3.02 1!J.7966 0.7916 
5.90 9.6835 9.6812 
10.90 0.4641 9.4644 
ANOTHER VALUE? YES 
Run Number 6B Continuation page 3 
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STARTING VALqE FOR N PLEASE? .8 
ITERATIONS 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IB / 
NO. OF TANKS 
8.BBBBE-BI 
I.BB47E ee 
1.0e87E Be 
1.0087E 00 
l.eB87E 011J 
I.BI187E 00 
I.BI187E 00 
1.91187E 00 
I.B087E 90 
1.9B87E 00 
CHI SQUARE 
7.1307E BI 
2.B775E-I11 
1.9804E-91 
1.9804E-91 
1.98B4E-I11 
1.9804E-01 
1.9804E-BI 
1.9804E-BI 
1.98B4E-BI 
1.98B4E-BI 
STEP 
1.00eBE-B4 
2.0BBBE-B5 
4.1IJ9B0E-06 
8.B0I1JBE-07 
1.60BBE-07 
-.32911E-B7 
-.6400E-I18 
- .128BE-I18 
-.2560E-B9 
-.512BE-10 
CHI SQUARE= 0.198B DEGREES OF FREEDOM= 9 
DAT'A FOR GRAPH 
--------------
TIME RESPONSE- ACTUAL MODEL 
0.0" 0.0011B 0.0000 
0.B0 B.5B67 B.8788 
0.00 1.0083 0.8842 
0.B0 1.0B65 9.8873 
0.00 I.BB28 0.9314 
0.25 9.9894 0.9606 
0.5B 0.9679 B.9476 
1.91 9.9263 B.9167 
2.BI B.8624 9.8532 
3.02 0.7966 9.7916 
5.09 9.6835 e.6812 
lI!I • ge B.4641 e.4644 
". 
ANOTHER VALUE? NO 
Run Number 68 Continuation page 4 
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TIME CONCN ECT> THETA 
0.0B B.0B 0.BBBB B.BB"B 
B.BB 5B.0" 0.B389 B.01300 
".,," 1""."" ".O778 "."3"" 
"."0 1"".03 "."778 ".0000 
·".0" 98.44 0.0766 0.0302 
".25 98.1" ".0763 ".0193 
".51 96.13 ".0748 O."39" 
1.01 91.97 0."716 0.3781 
2.0" 85.70 0.0667 0.1542 
3."3 79.07 0.0615 0.2332 
5.0" 67.89 0.0528 0.3855 
10."3 46.10 0.0359 ".7709 
64.86 0.66 0.0""5 5.00"0 
---
MEAN RESIDENCE TIME CV/Q) 12.923077 
BY CURVE INTEGRATION 12.971814 
EXPONENTIAL DECAY DATA'- BEST VALUES 
NUMBER SLOPE 
OF PTS (LAMBDA) 
INTERCEPT 
CLN K) 
K 
E I 
B.0B"" . I.BBB" 
0.5046 ( .0000 
1.""92 1.00"3 
1."092 (.0""" 
0.9935 ".9998 
3.9900 0.9840 
".97"1 3.9644 
3.9282 ".9274 
0.8649 3.8592 
0.7979 0.7935 
0.6852 O.6787 
0.4652 0.4597 
0."066 ".3"32 
CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 
4 -.7743E-31 .46"5E "1 .9999E "2 :;-.99999763 
Run Number 73 
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MINIMISATION OF CHI SQUARE TO GET BEST CURVE FIT 
TO CONFIRM GCOBAL MINIMUM SUGGEST TRY SEVERAL VALUES FOR N 
STARTING VALUE FOR N PLEASE? 1.008 
ITERATIONS 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lIJ 
/ 
NO. OF TANKS 
l.aa8aE aa 
l.aa9lE aa 
l.aa9lE a0 
1.0091E aa 
1.0a91E a0 
1.aa91E a0 
1.0a91E aa 
1.0a91E a0 
1.aa91E aa 
1.aa91E C1la 
CHI SQUARE 
1.9895E-C1l1 
1.9828E-01 
1.9828E-01 
1.9828E-C1l1 
1.9828E-C1l1 
1.9828E-al 
1.9828E-C1l1 
1.9828E-01 
1.9828E-C1l' 
1.9828E-01 
. . 
STEP 
1.0000E-04 
2.a0a0E-05 
4.a0a0E-06 
8.aa0aE-07 
1.6000E-07 
3.20a0E-08 
6.4000E-a9 
1.2800E-09 
a.5600E-lIJ 
5.12aaE-II 
N" 1.0a91 CHI SQUARE" 0.1983 DEGREES OF FREEDOM= 9 
.-
DATA FOR GRAPH 
--------------
TIME RESPONSE-· ACTUAL MODEL 
a.aa a.aa0a a.aa00 
a.0a a.5a46 a.8742 
a.aa 1.0a92 0.8797 
a.00 l.a092 a.8830 
a.a0 a.9935 0.9403 
,,.25 a.9900 0.9598 
a.51 ·a.9701 a.9469 
1.0' a.9282 a.9161 
2.aa. a.8649 0.8536 
3.a3 a.7979 a.7912 
5.0a a.6852 a.6816 
la.0a a.4652 a.4649 
ANOTHER VALUE? NO 
Run Number 73 Continuation page 2 
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VITREOSIL Pure Vitreous Silica 
, 
General 
Vitreosil (a contraction of vitreous Silica) consists of pure 
silica, . fused into a thoroughly pure,. homogeneous, and 
uniform product, containing over 99.8% Si02 in the translucent 
form, and over 99.9% Si02 in the transparent form. It 
possesses remarkable properties of great value for scientific 
and technical:' purposes. 
Vitreosil is manufactured in both translucent and transparent 
varieties, the former being supplied with a sand, satin or 
-' 
glazed surface as required, whi~st the latter always has a 
.glazed surface unless otherwise stipulated. These are described 
in greater detail on page 
Translucent Vitreosil is suitable for laboratory and 
experimental purposes where transparency is not essential. 
Transparent Vitreosil is not only transparent to visible light, 
but it also transmits ultra-violet light, and is thus invaluable 
in connection with radio-therapeutic, monochromatic, and ultra-
violet light apparatus. 
In addition to the standard items shown in our catalogue, special 
apparatus can be made to customer's specification. 
Chemical Resistance 
Vitreosil is unaffected by halogens and acids regardless of 
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temperature or concentration, with the exception of 
• 
hydrofluoric and phosphoric acids. The latter affects 
Vitreosil only at high temperatures, and it is possible to 
, 
concentrate phosphoric acid successfully in Vitreosil vessels, 
which for all ordinary purposes can be used with this acid. 
Sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric acids or mixtures of these 
acids, such as aqua regia, have absolutely no action on 
Vitreosil at temperatures up to lOOQoC. It should be noted, 
however, that Vitreosil is affected by caustic alkalis and 
/ 
certain metallic oxides. This action, although not serious 
at low temperatures, prevents the use of Vitreosil for 
inc!nerations of strongly basic ashes and oxides such as lead 
oxide, copper oxide etc. Ammonia, however, does not affect 
VitreosiL 
Strong alkalis react with Vitreosil. 
Vitreosil is unaffected by water under normal conditions, and 
is therefore useful in delicate chemical and physical experiments 
where completely insoluble vessels are essential. 
Homogeneity 
Vitreosil is thoroughly uniform and homogeneous, free from the 
addition of any fluxes or other foreign material, aud all :;mall 
translucent basins, capsules-, _ crucibles, etc., have a highly 
glazed surface formed by fusion of the material itself. This 
glaze is not liable to spall or craze, as.in the case of an 
easily fused enamel or flashed glaze, because it is the same 
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material with the same physical and chemical characteristics • 
• 
Impermeability 
Vitreosil is not permeable to gases under ordinary pressures 
even at high temperatures, with the exception of helium and 
hydrogen, always provided that no devitrification has taken 
place. In this connection see paragraph 'Resistance to Heat'. 
Low Expansion',. 
The coefficient of expansion of Vitreosil is extremely small, 
th~-exact figure being 0.54 x 10- 6 deg C- 1 • Chiefly because 
of this low expansion, Vitreosil may be subjected to sudden 
and extreme temperature ch~nges or shock without danger of 
breakage. This remarkable property can be demonstrated by 
dipping small red hot articles of Vitreosil into cold water 
without cracking or damage. 
Resistance to Heat 
Vitreosil may be safely used at temperatures up to 1050·C, 
under ordinary working conditions. It may be use~ for short 
periods up to 1350·C, and can be used L~definitely up to 
1350·C provided the temperature is not allowed to fall below 
300·C at any time. Although Vitreosil is extremely refractory, 
it has a tendency to become brittle when subjected to very 
high temperatures for long periods, resulting in a change of 
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physical characteristics. This is due to reversion from 
• 
the vitreous to the crystalline state • 
• 
Thermal Conductivity 
Vitreous silica has a relatively low thermal conductivity 
(0.0033 c.g.s. units) at low temperatures. At higher 
temperatures, apparent values increase, especially for 
transparent material, due to heat transfer by radiation. 
J 
Material Forms and Surfaces 
Vitteosil pure vitreous silica is the glassy or vitreous 
form of silica. The various forms taken by this material 
can be divided into two major groups: translucent or 
opaque vitreous silica, which is made by the fusion of 
silica sand, contains a uniform dispersion of small. gas 
bubbles which render it opaque or translucent; and 
transparent vitreous silica which is relatively free from 
bubbles, It is obtained by electric fusion or flame fusion 
of selected quartz crystal. There may be slight differences 
in composition and hence small variations ~n the physical 
properties. 
The transparent vitreosil (synonym: fused quartz) can be 
subdivided as follows:. 
Electrically Fused Vitreosil (Marketed as IR Vitreosil) 
This material is manufactured by electrically fusing selected 
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quartz crstal and has a negligible hydroxyl content. 
Flame Fused Vitreosil (Marketed as 055, 066 Vitreosil) 
This is manufactured by flame fusing quartz crystal which 
creates a slightly higher hydroxyl content. 
Chemical Properties 
Purity 
The purity of)vitreous silica depends to a great extent upon 
the purity of the raw materials used in the manufacturing 
process. Thus, impurity levels in the translucent type are 
-higher than those in the transparent type and both types vary 
slightly from batch to batch. The table shown below indicates 
the typical· impurity contents of the two types of vitreous 
silica. 
Transparent Vitreosil Translucent Vitreosil 
impurity content impurity content 
ppm ppm 
Aluminium 30 200 
'Boron 0.5 0.5 
Calcium 3.5 40 
Copper 0.005 . n.d • 
Iron 2.5 55 
Lithium 4 8 
Manganese 0.1 n.d. 
Magnesium 1" . 15 
Phosphorus 0.005 0.4 
Potassium 2.5 20 
Titanium 0.7 .70 
Sodium 4 13 
n.d. not determined 
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Reactions 
Vitreosil is unaffected by all acids, regardless of 
temperature or concentration, with the exception of 
hydrofluoric and phosphoric acids. The latter affects 
Vitreosil only at high temperatures and it is possible to 
concentrate phosphoric acid successfully in vitreosil 
vessels. 
Caustic alkalis react slowly at normal temperatures, the 
. -' 
rate of react~on increasing with increase in temperature. 
This prevents the use of Vitreosil for incinerations of 
strongly .basic ashes and oxides such as lead oxide, etc. It 
is advisable, when using Vitreosil above 900°C, to ensure 
that all traces. of alkali (from the fingers) be eliminated 
from the apparatus by wiping with alcohol. 
Vitreosil is unaffected by water and steam at moderate 
temperatures and pressures. 
Table 2 indicates the behaviour of some elements and 
compounds towards Vitreosil. 
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Table 2 
Group Element Group Compound 
Metals Ag no reaction , Oxides Al20S lOOO·e 
Al 800·e BaO gOo·e 
Au no reaction 
e 10OO·e eaO gOo·e 
ca 600·e euo 800·e 
Cd no reaction Fe oxides gOo·e 
.. 
ee 800·e· MgO goo·e 
Hg no reaction PbO 800·e 
p 250·e ZnO geo·e 
Mg 800·e Basic oxides 800·e 
Mo no reaction Acids H2S0~ noor. 
Pb no reaction HNOs noor. 
-" Pt no reaction Hel n.r. 
Sn no reaction HF r. 
W no reaction 
Zn no. reaction HsPO~ 200·e 
Gases & el2 no reaction Organic n.r. 
Vapours Br 2 no reaction acids 
h no reaction 
S no reaction 
F2 readily 
HCI no reaction 
S02 no reaction 
N02 no reaction 
H2 no reaction -
N2 no reaction 
02 no reaction 
n.r. no reaction; r. readily 
the temperature shown in the above table is that at which reaction 
begins to occur 
. 
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Table 3 Mechanical Properties 
, 
Property Units Transparent Translucent 
, Vitreosil Vitreosil 
Density g cm -3 2.21 2.15 
Hardness Moh's 6.7 5.6 
Vickers 
D.P.H. , 800-1000 500-550 
"kg mm- 2 
Poissons Ratio - 0.17 -
/ 
-
Young's Modulus kg cm- 2 7.4 x 105 -
Rigidity Modulus " " 3.2 X 10 5 -
Compressive Strength " " 2 X 105 20,000 
Tensile Strength" " " 700 50 
Shear Strength" " " 700 600 -
Acoustic Velocity 
(a) longitudinal m s-I 5.75 x 10 3 -
(b) torsional m s-I 3.8 x 10 3 -
Temperature Coefficient 
of Acoustic Velocity 
(a) longitudinal 8.7 x 10 5 -
(b) torsional 7.7 x 10 5 -
Attenuation nepers 2.2 -
", 
cm-I 
MHz- I 
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Thermal Properties 
, 
Resistance to Heat 
Vitreous silica is thermodynamically unstable at high 
temperatures below l7l0oC the melting point of cristobalite. 
However, its viscosity at normal temperatures is so high that 
no transformation towards crystallinity has been observed. 
Thus Vitreosil may safely be used at temperatures up to 
1050 0 C under normal working conditions. and for shorter periods 
even up to l350 oC.. In addition, it can be used indefinitely 
up to l350 0 C and often higher, provided the temperature is 
never allowed to fall below·300oC. It must be remembered 
that devitrification is initiated at surfaces and proceeds 
inwards·, hence surface cleanliness is vitally important in 
high temperature applications. 
The wide use of substances which promote devitrification 
include alkalis; lithium, sodium and potassium salts; phosphates; 
sodium tungstate and molybdate; ammonium fluoride; certain 
metallic oxides and. perspiration from the hand. 
Thermal Expansion 
Linear - Average value (0 to lOOOOC) 0.54 x 10- 6 deg C- 1 
". ; 
Thermal Shock 
Due to its extremely low coefficient of linear expansion 
• 
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Vitreosil can withstand rapid temperature changes, without 
sustaining any damage. 
Emissivity 
Emissivities vary approximately linearly with temperature. 
Temperature (·C) Transparent Vitreosil Translucent Vitreosil 
250 
850 
0.93 
0.47 
0.93 
0.47 
Permeability, 'Diffusivity and Solubility of Gases in Transparent 
VitFeosil at 8oo·C. 
Gas Permeabllity* Diffusivity** Solubility*** 
Hydrogen 3.5 x 10- 9 45 X 10- 7 1.5 X 10- 3 
Hydrogen 14 x 10-9 5.3 X 10- 7 26 X 10- 3 
(producing 
hydroxyl) 
Deuterium 2.8 x 10- 9 37 X 10-7 1.5 x 10- 3 
Helium 94 x 10- 9 340 X 10- 7 2.8 X 10- 3 
Neon 2O 0.76 x 10-9 11 X 10-7 0.84 X 10- 3 
Helium22 0.74 x 10- 9 11 X 10- 7 0.86 X 10- 3 
Oxygenl8 6.6 x 10-15 
* cm 3 (NTP)mm s-l cm-2 Torr- I 
** cm2s- 1 
*** cm 3 (NTP)cm- 3Si02 
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Specific Heat (Transparent Vitreosil) 
Temp. QC 
C 
P 
• 
o 
0.1657 
Thermal' Conductivity 
100 500 
0.203 0.269 
1000 
0.295 
At higher temperatures the influence of infra red 
1300 
0.302 
transmission of the material becomes increasingly more 
effective. The graph shown below gives the total thermal 
conductivity, including radiation transmission. 
/ 
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Reactor Adaptor Plate Fixing Bolts, 
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Figure 17 First Stage of Construction Showing 
Reactor Adaptor Plate, Fixing Bolts, 
Spacer and Top Screw. 1mpeller and 
Copper Backing Disc are also included 
(side view) 
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APPENDIX J CALIBRATION OF PITOT TUBE 
, 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to determine the flow rates in 
the impeller design test rig, a pitot tube was made and 
calibrated. 
DESIGN DETAILS 
/ 
The pitot tube' fabricated in stainless 
steel capillary tubing is shown in figure Jl. In order to 
obt;ain maximum reading, a two way pitot was made. It was 
calibrated using the test rig shown in figure J2. 
14 mm 
, 1 mm bore 2 mm OD tube 
"- --L r '-"f.'-' t 
. ! i 
.I~ 
.-l\(iT(11 
I' 
, I 
I' 
·1 
! i 
1 i 
Figure Jl Pitot Tube Head Details (actual size) 
Figure J2 
RESULTS 
, 
/, 
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To inclined 
manometer 
Pitot Calibration Apparatus - General Schematic 
The pressure difference reading on the 
inclined manometer was related to a metered gas flow from an 
external fan (see figures J3 and J4). Full results are shown 
in table Jl. 
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--! ROTAMETER MANOMETER 
SCALE FLOW VELOCITY ACTUAL J NO FLOW J CORRECTED 
lREADING ft 3/min lis m/s ins water gauge 
I 25.4 17.9 8.45 3.29 0.044 0.0000 0.044 
8.35 6.6 3.11 1.21 0.009 0.0000 0.009 
16.9 11.9 5.62 2.19 0.0215 0.0000 0.0215 
10.6 8.0 3.78 1.47 0.012 0.0000 0.012 
21.6 14.9 7;03 2.74 0.0325 0.0000 0.0325 
26.3 18.6 8.78 3.42 0.0465 0.0000 0.0465 
- 21.6 14.9 7.03 2.74 0.032 0.0000 0.032 
14.7 - 10.5 4.95 1.93 0.0185 0.0000 0.0185 
9.9 7.6 3.59 1.40 0.0105 0.0000 0.0105 
24.4 17.05 8.05 3.14 0.0405 0.0000 0.0405 
24.0 16.8 7.93 3.09 0.0375 0.0000 0.0375 
17.7 -12.3 5.80 2.26 0.021 0.0000 0.021 
14.1 10.1 4.77 1.86 0.0145 0.0000 0.0145 
2.7 3.3 1.56 0.61 0.0025 0.0000 0.0025 
1.0 2.2 1.04 0.41 0.001 0.0000 0.001 
12.8 9.2 4.34 1.69 0.013 0.0000 0.013 
19.8 13.8 6.51 2.54 0.0265 0.0000 0.0265 
9.2 7.2 3.40 1.33 0.0085 0.0000 0.0085 
26.7 18.9 8.92 3.48 0.047 0.0000 0.047 
23.6 16.4 7.74 3.02 0.038 0.0000 0.038 
~S.5 18.0 8.49 3.31 0.041 0.0000 0.041 
13.8 9.8 4.62 1.80 0.014 0.0000 0.014 
13.9 9.9 4.67 1.82 0.015 0.0000 0.015 
19.5 13.5 6.37 2.48 0.026 0.0000 0.026 
19.7 13.65 6.44 2.51 0.026 0.0000 0.026 
3.9 3.9 1.84 0.72 0.004 0.0000 0.004 
17.2 12.1 5.71 2.23 0.021 0.0000 0.021 
6.7 5.7 2.69 1.05 0.006 0.0000 0.006 
13.1 9.5 4.48 1. 75 0.015 0.0000 0.015 
5.8 5.1 2.41 0.94 0.0055 0.0000 0.0055 
12.5 9.0 4.25 1.66 0.013 0.0000 0.013 
15.9 11.2 5.29 2.06 0.020 0.0000 0.020 
17.9 12.5 5.90 2.30 0.022 0.0000 0.022 
19.8 13.8 6.51 2.54 0.027 0.0000 0.027 
8.0 6.4 3.02 -1.18 0.009 0.0000 0.009 
20.3 14.1 6.65 2.59 0.027 0.0000 0.027 
22.5 15.6 7.36 2.87 0.031 0.0000 0.031 
8.7 6.9 3.26 1.27 0.0095 0.0000 0.0095 
13.3 9.6 4.53 1. 77 0.015 0.0000 0.015 
22.8 15.8 7.46 2.91 0.0315 0.0000 0.0315 
25.0 17.5 8.26 3.22 0.0405 0.0000 0.0405 
2.3 3.1 1.46 0.57 0.0025 0.0000 0.0025 
4.4 4.3 2.03 0.79 0.0035 0.0000 0.0035 
7.8 6.3 2.97 . 1.16 0.007 0.0000 0.007 
15.6 11.1 5.24 . 2.04 0.0195 0.0000 0.0195 
21.3 14.7 6.94 2.71 0.029 0.0000 0.029 
12.9 9.3 4.39 1.71 0.0155 : 0.0155 0.0000 
26.5 18.8 8.87 3.46 0.0455 0.0000 0.0455 
-
Table J1 Calibration of Pitot Tube - Results 
/ 
· --
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APPENDIX K CRITICAL PATH OF IMPELLER STIRRED 
, 
REACTOR DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
INTRODUCTION 
A computerised critical path analysis, 
written by R.H. Beresfordt for the Chemical Engineering 
Department's PDPll computer, was used for this study. 
METHOD / 
An arrow diagram was prepared and is shown 
as "figure Kl. Nodes and jobs were numbered with all jobs 
proceeding from lower to higher node numbers. Computer data 
input is shown as table Kl. Besides entering the final node 
number, all the jobs are input according to tail-node number 
(I), head node number (J) and duration (D). 
RESULTS 
The program calculated the critical path by 
determination of zero slack for jobs. It also indicated 
earliest and latest start time. Therefore the critical path 
consisted of node numbers 1,4,5,17,18,20,25,26, and 27 with a 
possibility of a critical wor~ load occurring through nodes 
1,3,6,10,21,22,23,24,25,26, and 27. An earliest finish time of 
49 days for the whole project was suggested and this was 
considered acceptable. 
t R.H. Beresford, Senior Lecturer, Dept. of Chem. Eng., Loughborough 
University. 
r----7~------~~24 r-----~~ 
Figure Kl The Network Diagram 
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RUN 
CPA 01:59 toM 18-JAN-74 
HIGHEST NODE NUMBER? 27 
NUMBER OF RESOURCES? 0 
RESOURCE AVAILABILITIES 
INPUT I, J , D roli AI,L JOBS IN ANY ORDER 
FINISHING WITH 0, 0, 0 Job No 
? 1,2,14 Obtain Silica Plate 1 
? 1,3,18 Obtain Rod 2 
? 3,6,2' Machine Rod 3 
? 2,26,2 Machine Sealing Ring 4 
? 2,20,5 Cut and Machine Reactor Body Flange 5 
? 2,15,14 Cut and Grind Vanes 6 
? 2,14,3 Cut and Machine Sealing Ring 7 
? 2,10,2 Cut Impeller Blades 8 
? 2,6,2 cut and Machine Impeller Backing Plate 9 
? 1,7,21 Obtain Graphite 10 
? 7,8,4 ~ut and Machine Graphite Impeller Jig at Loughboro' 11 
? 8,10,2 Deliver to Bristol 12 
? 4,5,1 Cut Body to Correct Length 13 
? 5,19,2 Fix Inlet and Outlet Pipes 14 
? 1,4,30 Order Reactor Body Tube 15 
? S-;17 ,1 Measure for Jig 16 
? 17,18,4 Manufacture Jig at Loughborough 17 
? 18,20,2 Supply Jig to Bristol 18 
? 1,9,14 Obtain Quartz for Suction Tube 19 
? 6,10,2 Join Backing Plate to Machined Rod 20 
? 9,11,1 Cut Suction Tube to Correct Length 21 
? 11,12,1 Measure for Jig 22 
? 12,13,4 Manufacture Jig at Loughborough 23 
? 13,14,2 Deliver to Bristol 24 
? 14,15,0 Dummy 25 
? 15,16,4 Form Straightener Vanes 26 
? 14,16,2 Join Sealing Ring to Suction Tube 27 
? 16,19,4 Attach Straightener and Locating Vanes 28 
? 10,21,2 Attach Impeller Blades 29 
? 21,22,1 Grind Square 30 
? 22,23,1 Measure for Spacer Jig 31 
? 23,24,4 Manufacture Jig at Loughborough 32 
? 24,25,2 Deliver to Bristol 33 
? 19,20,1 Locate Completed Suction Tube Assembly 34 
Inside Reactor Body 
? 20,25,4 Attach End Flange and Grind Flat 35 
? 25,26,2 Fix Suction Assembly in Position Using Jig 36 
? 26,27,5 Deliver Complete Unit to Loughborough 37 
? 0,0,0· 
Table Kl Critical Path Analysis - Computer Data Input 
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JOB NO. JOB NO. 21 
I 2 14 15 16 4 
E.T. F'OR NOD;;: 2 IS 14 E.T. F'OR NODE 16 IS 32 
JOB i~O. 2 JOB i~O. 22 
1 3 IH 5 17 I 
E.T. F'OR 'NODE 3 IS Its E.T. F'OR NODE 17 IS 32 
JOB NO. 3 JOB NO. 23 
1 4 30 17 18 4 
E.T. F'OR NODE 4 IS 3[J E.T. F'OR NODE 18 IS 36 , 
JOB NO. 
" 
JOB NO. 24 
4 5 1 5 19 2 
". E.T. F'OR NODE 5 1.5 3 I JOB NO. 25 
JOB NO. 5 16 19 4 
2 6 2 E.T. FOR NODE 19 IS 36 
JOB NO. 6 JOB NO. 26 
3 6 2 2 20 5 
E.T. F'OR rJODE 6 IS 20 JOB NO. 27 
JOB NO. 7 18 20 2 
1 7 21 JOB NO. 28 
E.T. F'OR NODE 7 IS 21 19 20 1 
JOB NO. / 8 E.T. F'OR NODE 20 IS 38 
7 8 4 JOB NO. 29 
E.T. F'OR NODE 8 IS 25 10 21 2 
JOB NO. 9 E.T. F'OR NODE 21 IS 29 
1 9 14 JOB NO. 30 
E.T. F'OR NODE 9 IS 14 21 22 1 
-- JOB NO. 10 E.T. F'OR NODE 22 IS 30 
2 10 2 -JOB NO. 3 I 
JOB NO. I 1 22 23 1 
6 10 2 E.T. FOR NODE 23 IS 31 
JOB NO. 12 JOB NO. 32 
8 10 2 23 24 4 
E.T. FOR NODE 10 IS 27 E.T. FOR NODE 24 IS 35 
JOB NO. 13 JOB NO. 33 
9 1 1 1 20 25 4 
E.T. FOR NODE I 1 IS 15 JOB NO. 34 
JOB NO. 14 24 25 2 
1 1 12 I E.T. FOR NODE 25 IS 42 
E.T. F'OR NODE 12 IS 16 JOB NO. 35 
JOB NO. 15 2 26 2 
12 13 4 JOB NO. 36 
E.T. F'OR NODE 13 IS 20 25 26 2 
JOB NO. If> E.T. F'OR NODE ·26 IS 44 
2 14 3 JOB NO. 37 
JOB NO. 17 
.26 27 5 
13 14 2 E.T. F'OlL NODE 27 IS 49 
E.T. F'OR NODE 14 IS 22 
JOB NO. 18 
2 15 14 
JOB NO. 19 . , 
14 15 0 
E.T. ]OR NODE 15 IS 21:i 
JOB N·O. 20 
14 16 2 
- 299 _. 
, 
EARLIEST CO;! PLET I 01\1 49 
L.T. FOR NODE 26 IS 44 SLACK = 0 
L.T. FOR NODE 25 IS 42 SLACK = 
'" L.T. FOR NODE 24 IS 40 SLACK = 5 
L.T. FOR NODE 2.3 IS 36 SLACK = 5 
L.T. FOR \\I 0 DE 22 IS 35 SLACK = 5 L.T~ FOR \\lODE 21 IS 34 SLACK 
" 
5 
L.T. FOR NODE 20 IS 38 SLACK 
" 
0 
L.T. FOR NODE 19 IS 37 SLACK = I 
L.T. FOR NODE 18 IS 36 SLACK = 0 
L.T. FOR NODE 17 IS 32 SLACK 
" 
0 
L.T. FOR \\I 0 DE 16 IS 33 SLACK = I 
L.T. FOR NODE 15 IS 29 SLACK = I 
L.T. FOR NODE 14 IS 29 SLACK = 7 
L.T. FOR \\lODE 13 IS 27 SLACK = 7 
L.T. FOR NODE 12 IS 23 SLACK 
" 
7 
L.T. FOR NODE I I IS 22 SLACK = 7 
L.T. FOR NODE 10 IS 32 SLACK = 5 
L.T. FOR NODE 9 IS 21 SLACK = 7 
L.T. FOR t\I 0 DE 8 . IS 30 SLACK = 5 
L.T. FOR NODE 7 IS 26 SLACK 
" 
5 
L.T. FOR NODE 6 IS 30 SLACK = 10 
L.T. FOR t\I ODE 5 IS 31 SLACK = 0 
L.T. FOR NODE 4 IS 30 SLACK = 0 
L.T. FOR NODE 3 IS 28 SLACK = 10 
L.T. FOR NODE 2 IS 15 SLACK = I 
L.T. FOR NODE I IS 0 SLACK " 
" 
'. ; 
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EARLIEST START USED FOR ALL ACTIIIITIES 
R ESO:.JRCE LOADING 
START OF JOB DURATION 14 TOTAL FLOAT 
START OF JOB 2 DURATION 18 TOTAL FLOAT 10 
START OF JOB 3 DURATION 30 TOTAL FLOAT 0 
START 01< JOB 4 DURATION 21 TOTAL FLOAT 5 
START OF JOB 5 DURATION 14 TOTAL FLOAT 7 
TIME 0 
START OF JOB 6 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 14 
START OF JOB 7 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 16 
START OF JOB 8 DURATION 3 TOTAL FLOAT 12 
START OF JOB 9 DURATION 14 TOTAL FLOAT 
/ 
START OF JOB 10 DURATION 5 TOTAL FLOAT 19 
START OF JOB I I DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 28 
-' 
START OF JOB 19 DURATION I TOTAL FLOAT 7 
TH1E 14 END OF JOB 
END OF JOB 5 
START OF JOB 21 DURATIOI~ I TOTAL FLOAT 7 
TIME IS END OF JOB 19 
START OF JOB 22 DURATION 4 TOTAL FLOAT 7 
TIME 16 END OF JOB 6 
END OF JOB 7 
END OF JOB I I 
END OF JOB 21 
T II'1E 17 END OF JOB 8 
START OF JOB I 2 DURAT ION 2 T.OTAL FLOAT 10 
TIME 18 END OF JOB 2 
TIME 19 END OF JOB 10 
START OF JOB 16 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 10 
START OF JOB 23 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 7 
TIME 20 END OF JOB 12 
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START OF JOB 17 DURATION 4 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
END OF JOB 22 
T It'1 E 21 END OF JOB 4 
START OF JOB 25 DURATION 2 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 9 
TIME 22 END OF JOB 16 
END OF JOB 23 
TIME 23 
START OF JOB 18 DURATION 2 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
EN D OF JOB 25 
TIME 25 
/ 
END OF JOB 17 
T li"! E 26 
START OF JOB 20 DURATION 2 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
TIt,,!E 27 END OF JOB 18 
-
START OF JOB 26 DURATION 4 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 
TIt"! E 28 END OF JOB 9 
START OF JOB 32 DURATION 1 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
TIME 29 
START OF JOB 13 DURATION 1 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 0 
END OF JOB 20 
START OF JOB 33 DURATION 1 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
TIME 30 END OF JOB 3 
START OF JOB 14 DURATION TOTAl. FLOAT 0 
START OF JOB 15 DURATION 2 TOTAl..fl.OAT 4 
END OF JOB 32 
START OF JOB 34 DURATION 4 TOTAl. Fl.OAT 5 
TIME 31 END OF JOB 13 , ' 
1--.. 
,-... _--" .. .. -- _ .... -._------- -- --,- --.,. .----.-- ---
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START OF JOB 27 DURATION 4 TOTAL I'LOAT 
START OF JOR 28 D:JRAT I ON 4 TOTAL FLOAT VI 
END OF 80B 33 
T HI E 32 END OF JOB 14 
END OF JOB 26 
TIME 33 EN D OF JOB 15 
T Il1E 34 
START OF JOB 35 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 5 
TIME 35 
START OF JOB 29 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT VI 
/ 
START OF JOB 30 DURATION TOTAL FLOAT 
END OF JOB 34 
TIME 3" EN D OF JOB 27 
-
END OF JOB 28 
-TIME 37 END OF JOB 30 
START OF JOB 31 DURATION 4 TOTAL FLOAT VI 
END OF JOB 35 
T li'1E 38 EN D OF JOB 29 
TIl'1E 39 
START OF JOB 36 DURATION 2 TOTAL FLOAT 0 
TIME 42 END OF JOB 31 
TIME 43 
START OF JOB 37 DURATION 5 TOTAL FLOAT 0 
TII'IE 44 END OF JOB 36 
TIME 45 END OF JOB 37 
TIME 50 
SPECIFY JOB NO. AN D REil I SED DELAY. ENDING I. I TH 0.0 
? 0.0 
, 
APPENDIX L 
/ 
CUTTING OF QUARTZ PLATE 
-- . 
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APPENDIX L CUTTING OF QUARTZ PLATE 
INTRODUCTION 
Quartz plate was purchased as 6 x 6 in 
squares 'from Heraus Quartz Limited63 • In order to maximise 
usage, cutting procedure was organised. Cutting diagrams 
are shown, in figures Ll and L2. 
/ 
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APPENDIX M 
/ 
CERAMIC COATING FOR IMPELLER 
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APPENDIX M CERAMIC COATING FOR IMPELLER 
• 
Impeller coated by: Enamell:'ed Iron Signs Limited 
, 
Rood End Road 
Oldbury 
Warley 
West Midlands 
B69 4HN 
"ired at lOOOoc Coating thickness: 1 to 3 thou 
Ceramic slip supplied by: Ferro Great Britain Limited 
Ounsdale Road 
Analysis: 
WO!1BOURNE 
Nr Wolverhampton 
West Midlands 
WVS 8DA 
Cerium containing titanium borosilicate complex 
Cr203 - 3 percent weight 
Free of transition metals in groups VI, VII and VIII A 
and I and 11 B 
for example: Manganese 
Iron 
Colbalt 
Nickel 
Copper 
Zinc 
. j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
I 
j 
